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The more high-tech schools become,
the more nature they need.
RICHARD LOUV
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CHAPTER 1

Foreword

Michal Klichowski’s work opens a fascinating and stimulating read for scholars and researchers beyond the field of education, since it delivers a sound
theoretical framework validated by empirical studies on learning in digitally
mediated public open spaces. The insights will also prove extremely interesting for practitioners and decision-makers in urban planning and design as
well as for anthropologists and social scientists concerned about the spaces
and places. Learning in CyberParks, as Michael Klichowski teaches us, can
also become an element of smart education, as a concept of formal learning
in the smart city. Smart city though cannot rely only on technology, it has to
take people at its core. More and more scholars and practitioners emphasise
the importance of people-oriented aspects in a fast-growing ubiquitous technology, stressing the need to increase the liveability of cities. Well educated
people can to make the most of knowledge and be better prepared to face
a technology driven development.
This highly illuminating book marks a significant stage in growing our
understanding of how digital technology development is aﬀecting people’s
relations among themselves and with their environment. It also proves that
spending more time outside, exposed to weather and to nature is a stimulating learning environment and can push people to be physically and mentally
more active, enabling them to acquire new knowledge and skills. I take a sentence of the book “Staying close to nature improves the functioning of the
brain, therefore such learning is more eﬀective than that carried out indoors”,
which for me, being a passionate landscape architect hits the jackpot. From
my engineering background and cooperation in several research projects for
increasing resilience and sustainability of urban-ecological systems, many
founded by European Union programmes, I learned that there were evidences
that public and green spaces bring benefits for cities and citizens, that being more outdoors is also healthier, but these evidences were not related to
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benefits of education, that students in outdoors learning environments are
more focused and less stressed, that being in contact with nature improve
concentration and sharpens their thinking and creativity. All this brings us
to a commonplace in urban planning, the more we know about the public
spaces, the needs of people and the benefits of a healthy and inspiring environment, the better strategies and programmes can be designed. To learn and
live in healthy environment are basic needs and much is known about, how
we learn and what are the benefits of spending time outdoors. However, very
few is known about these in meditated spaces. Technology is without doubt
transforming society in diﬀerent ways, both good and bad, and its increasing
pervasiveness has become a reality no one can ignore. Therefore, advancing
knowledge on an unexplored issue as learning in mediated spaces, aptly named
CyberParks, breaks new ground. Learning in CyberParks is even more diﬃcult
as very few is known about the penetration of technology in urban spaces – an
issue tackled by the Project CyberParks. In this context it is worth to highlight
that public spaces, as gardens and parks, are for many urban dwellers the only
possible place they can contact nature.
The contact to nature is a possible answer to numerous problems of contemporary educational institutions, as Michal Klichowski says. This is an interesting line of thought, as the intertwining of real and virtual worlds opens
new ways for citizens to appropriate and get attached to urban spaces. The
CyberParks Project, which provides the backdrop for this book, is founded by
the European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST). As a network,
CyberParks opens up opportunities for participants to gather and explore,
from diﬀerent viewpoints, the emerging challenge that digital technology
advancements and their increasing pervasiveness pose to the production and
use of urban spaces. Interdisciplinary cooperation is particularly important in
the light of the opportunities technology can open for making urban spaces
more inclusive and to better understand the socio-cultural, spatial, and technological factors as well as their interactions, in order to provide arguments
for decision-making processes towards improving urban liveability and democratic processes.
In the context of CyberParks, I got to know and appreciate the work of
Michal Klichowski: He accepted a vague idea of what a CyberPark and the
“digital mesh” can be, and building on this vagueness developed such body
of research on smart learning. The research made for his book provides on
the side, evidences that multidisciplinarity and interdisciplinarity going over
the edge of single disciplines meld ideas and boost cross-pollination, paving
the way for advancing comprehensive knowledge and opening new research
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prospects. Although diﬀerent disciplines share similar underlying motivations,
each has diﬀerent emphases and proposes diﬀerent conceptual understandings and frameworks. But the chief outcome is that they add value to public
spaces, and as discussed, this book shed light on their socio-educational benefits. The results here discussed, by integrating knowledge and methods from
diﬀerent disciplines, provide an intrinsic and holistic perspective for learning studies, neurosciences and digital technologies. Along with the practical
measures towards provoking critical reflection about outdoor learning and
the environments used for it, Michal Klichowski adds further weight to the
call on the quality of public spaces, which remains a central issue, even in the
digital era. As long as the public spaces are not accessible, safe and placed in
the core where people live, all knowledge on the benefits remain useless. No
one will leave their home and use a public space, if it isn’t safe or doesn’t meet
the needed requirements.
I wish that this book will find a broad audience not only among education
experts, as readers from other backgrounds will benefit from the knowledge
gleaned for this volume. This book is a step forwards to achieving the aims
of CyberParks: to increase multidisciplinary understanding of public spaces
and to celebrate publicness, as in the end an enliven public space makes up
the richness of urban life. Building digital bridges calls for experts who can
face the challenge of a continually evolving society, what Michal Klichowski
mastered perfectly with his pioneering book.
Professor Carlos Smaniotto Costa
Lusofona University of Humanities and Technologies, Portugal
Chair of the COST Action: CyberParks (TUD COST Action TU1306)
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General introducঞon
and background

Without doubt, learning is one of the most important and primordial skills
of the man . Through learning, the man in a way stores (and then orders) the
knowledge and skills in their brain. What is more, new elements stored in the
brain not only serve for further activities of the man, but – as indicated by the
latest research results with the use of the resting state functional Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (resting state fMRI) method – they also change the default
network of their brain , thus, most generally speaking, they influence the basic
structures of the human thought . As noticed by Kean , the cases of people
who lost the ability to learn quoted by neuropsychological reports are thus
among the saddest of human stories. Not only did those individuals lose their
1.

2.

3.

4.

M. Heimann, T. Tjus & K. Strid, Attention in cognition and early learning. In. P. Peterson, E. Baker & B. McGaw (Eds.), International encyclopedia of education (pp. 165-171).
Amsterdam – Boston – Heidelberg – London – New York – Oxford – Paris – San Diego –
– San Francisco – Singapore – Sydney – Tokyo: Academic Press (2010).
J. Zsuga, K. Biro, C. Papp, G. Tajti & R. Gesztelyi, The “proactive” model of learning:
integrative framework for model-free and model-based reinforcement learning utilizing
the associative learning-based proactive brain concept. Behavioral Neuroscience, 130,
pp. 6-18 (2016).
G. Hesselmann, C.A. Kell, E. Eger & A. Kleinschmidt, Spontaneous local variations in
ongoing neural activity bias perceptual decisions. Proceedings of the National Academy
of Sciences, 105, pp. 10984-10989 (2008); G. Deco, V.K. Jirsa & A.R. McIntosh, Emerging concepts for the dynamical organization of resting-state activity in the brain. Nature Reviews Neuroscience, 12, pp. 43-56 (2011); G. Deco, A. Ponce-Alvarez, D. Mantini,
G.L. Romani, P. Hagmann & M. Corbetta, Resting-state functional connectivity emerges
from structurally and dynamically shaped slow linear fluctuations. Journal of Neuroscience, 33, pp. 11239-11252 (2013).
S. Kean, The tale of the dueling neurosurgeons: the history of the human brain as revealed
by true stories of trauma, madness, and recovery. New York: Little, Brown and Company
(2014).
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ability to acquire new knowledge and skills, but they also lost the chance to,
metaphorically speaking, change anything in their own mind (change their
own functioning through new experience). Thus the forerunners of cognitive
psychology such as Bartlett noticed that there is more to learning than just
acquiring knowledge and skills . It was already them who observed that to
learn (consciously and intentionally or unconsciously and unintentionally)
is to modify oneself .
At present we can talk of a certain type of explosion of knowledge on learning. Above all, this is caused by the development of neurosciences, linked to
the creation of (non-invasive) methods of examining the human brain in the
recent years . Thanks to them – as noted by Schunk – learning started to be
researched not just from the perspective of psychology (cognitive psychology
in particular), but also neurosciences (including the key cognitive neuroscience). Bransford, Barron, Pea, Meltzoﬀ, Kuhl, Bell, Stevens, Schwartz, Vye,
Reeves, Roschelle and Sabelli observe that neuroscience “measures reveal the
internal mechanisms and biological substrates of learning, and this enriches
our understanding of how learning occurs […] provide useful information
about the temporal unfolding and spatial location of the brain mechanisms
involved in learning”, as well as it helps to “understand individual diﬀerences
in learning”.
What is more, research into learning is also stimulated by technological
development to a large extent. On the one hand, technological advancement
makes it possible to conduct research into more and more advanced learning

5.

6.
7.
8.

9.
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C. Ranganath, A.L. Libby & L. Wong, Human learning and memory. In: K. Frankish &
W. Ramsey (Eds.), The Cambridge handbook of cognitive science (pp. 124-125). Cambridge – New York – Melbourne – Madrid – Cape Town – Singapore – Sao Paulo – Delhi – Mexico City: Cambridge University Press (2012).
M.W. Eysenck & M.T. Keane, Cognitive psychology: a student’s handbook. London – New
York: Psychology Press, pp. 207-208 (2015).
R. Michalak, Individualization as the fundamental principle of educational proceedings.
The neurocognitive perspective. Journal of Gender and Power, 7, pp. 49-50 (2017).
D.H. Schunk, Theories of learning. In: D.C. Phillips (Ed.), Encyclopedia of educational
theory and philosophy (p. 469). Los Angeles – London –New Delhi – Singapore – Washington DC: SAGE Reference (2014).
J.D. Bransford, B. Barron, R.D. Pea, A. Meltzoﬀ, P. Kuhl, P. Bell, R. Stevens, D.L. Schwartz,
N. Vye, B. Reeves, J. Roschelle & N.H. Sabelli, Foundations and opportunities for an
interdisciplinary science of learning. In: Sawyer, R.K. (Ed.), The Cambridge handbook
of the learning sciences (p. 20). Cambridge – New York – Melbourne – Madrid – Cape
Town – Singapore – Sao Paulo: Cambridge University Press (2005).

machines (or maybe rather algorithms) that simulate human learning ; on
the other, however, the widespread and mobile character of technological
solutions encourages one to seek strategies for supporting learning by the
man with technology . The latter – as noticed by Topol – has a relatively
long history, yet actually it was in the recent years that a real boom has been
observed in what can be called research into learning based on new technologies, and into didactics based on new technologies as well.
I can remember that when I started studying a course that combined educational studies with computer science, most of my friends did not understand
what the topic of such studies can actually be. Initially, I had some problem with
that myself, too. It was, however, when we actually experienced the above-mentioned explosion of knowledge on learning. I thus had an opportunity to quickly
understand that learning studies, neurosciences and new technologies are interrelated. During my BA studies, I therefore tried to simulate what happens in
the human brain while learning and wrote various algorithms as well as learning scripts. Later, already during my MA studies, I started to carry out research
with the use of autobiographical methods, looking for how the dissemination
of mobile multimedia tools influenced the dynamics of human learning. Finally, when writing my PhD thesis, I wrote my first computer program aimed
to analyse human learning that allowed me to study how the immersion in the
world of new technologies changes the organisation of learning in the human
brain. Afterwards, already after my PhD studies, when conducting research into
cyborgization, I discovered that some latest technological solutions not only
just support or explain human learning but in a sense also try to lift it over the
limitations of the human brain. I have thus had this pleasure to go through my
entire adventure with academic work exactly in that wonderful time of the explosion of research into learning (and its dynamics in a sense reflects these times).
As stated by the already quoted Schunk , research into learning should be
conducted in a way that would closely link them to practical measures apart
10.
11.

12.
13.

P. Domingos, The master algorithm: how the quest for the ultimate learning machine
will remake our world. New York: Basic Books (2015).
V. Duarte Teodoro, Modellus: learning physics with mathematical modelling. Lisbon:
Universidade Nova de Lisboa, pp. 42-48 (2002); B. Means, Prospects for transforming
schools with technology-supported assessment. In: Sawyer, R.K. (Ed.), The Cambridge
handbook of the learning sciences (pp. 505-519). Cambridge – New York – Melbourne –
– Madrid – Cape Town – Singapore – Sao Paulo: Cambridge University Press (2005).
P. Topol, Multimedia, the Web and formal EFL exams. Teaching English with Technology,
3, p. 12 (2003)
D.H. Schunk, op. cit., p. 467.
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from solving basic scientific issues. They should thus be easily applied in real
learning situations, as well as serve to change the educational practice. Unfortunately, as shown by Edelenbosch, Kupper, Krabbendam and Broerse , there
is an abyss between neurosciences and the practice of education. It is mainly
due to the scarcity of research conducted in the cognitive neuroscience paradigms by researchers into education, and the fact that most of those researchers do not conduct interdisciplinary analyses that use the latest neuroscientific
reports. The case is similar with new technologies. However, as explained by
Dylak , the abyss between the educational practice and knowledge about
technologically-supported learning at school is mainly linked to the fact that
most often schools do not make the eﬀort to implement innovative theories in
their own practice. Also, educators actually very frequently demonize the new
technologies themselves and perceive them as a source of numerous threats .
The explosion of knowledge on learning is caused by yet one more factor.
As explained by Melosik , as well as Gromkowska-Melosik , the contemporary
globalized world that rushes forward at a dizzying pace forces the man to
live in the rhythm of a continuous change, pursue fleeting categories, created
by the ever-accelerating media (mostly the Internet ; thus, when describing

14.
15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
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R. Edelenbosch, F. Kupper, L. Krabbendam & J.E.W. Broerse, Brain-based learning and
educational neuroscience: boundary work. Mind, Brain, and Education, 9, pp. 40-49 (2015).
S. Dylak, Anticipatory education as a promising educational model for the smartphone
era. In: J. Pyzalski (Ed.), Educational and socio-cultural competences of contemporary
teachers. Selected issues (pp. 56-68). Lodz: theQ studio (2015).
J. Pyzalski, The digital generation gap revisited: constructive and dysfunctional patterns
of social media usage. In: A. Costabile & B. Spears (Eds.), The impact of technology on
relationships in educational settings (pp. 91-101). New York: Routledge (2012); J. Pyzalski,
From cyberbullying to electronic aggression: typology of the phenomenon. Emotional
and Behavioural Diﬃculties, 17, pp. 305-317 (2012).
Z. Melosik, Popular culture, pedagogy and the youth. In: J. Pyzalski (Ed.), Educational
and socio-cultural competences of contemporary teachers. Selected issues (pp. 27-36).
Lodz: theQ studio (2015).
A. Gromkowska-Melosik, Pop culture icons and idols. Taylor Swift and Barbie as body and
identity icons for the youth. In: J. Pyzalski (Ed.), Educational and socio-cultural competences of contemporary teachers. Selected issues (pp. 37-44). Lodz: theQ studio (2015).
A. Cybal-Michalska & T. Gmerek, Globalisation: educational and socialisation aspect. In:
J. Pyzalski (Ed.), Educational and socio-cultural competences of contemporary teachers.
Selected issues (pp. 9-26). Lodz: theQ studio (2015).
J. Morbitzer, Cultural context of the Internet. In. B. Kurowska & K. Lapot-Dzierwa (Eds.),
Kultura – Sztuka – Edukacja (pp. 181-191). Krakow: Wydawnictwo Naukowe Uniwersytetu
Pedagogicznego (2015).

the world of today, one talks about the tyranny of the moment, supermarket
of culture or McDonaldized society ). Under such conditions, the permanent
need to learn becomes a standard, and this applies not just to informal learning,
but also to the institutionalized one . The topic of learning is thus in a sense
fashionable, and studies on lifelong learning are a sort of a trend in research .
For the contemporary educational practice, it is thus desirable to run interdisciplinary theoretical analyses and empirical studies in cognitive neuroscience paradigms into innovative methods of supporting learning with new
technologies. When the operations of the European Cooperation in Science
and Technology Action related to CyberParks (TUD COST Action TU1306),
that I was appointed to as a Management Committee Member by the Minister
of Science and Higher Education in Poland, started in April 2014, it was clear
to me that it should encompass such analyses and research. However, at that
time no-one even actually knew what CyberParks were , and the Memorandum of Understanding of this Action only signalled it (without any theoretical
references) that CyberParks can in a sense be spaces for learning with the use
of new technologies (see Appendix A). It also turned out that no-one around
the world had ever dealt with the issue of learning in CyberParks. I therefore
decided to study it by applying the above-mentioned assumptions, and this
book is the final result of this research. Its elementary objective is thus an
interdisciplinary, theoretical and empirical analysis (using the research paradigms of cognitive neuroscience) of the concept of learning in CyberParks.
I can therefore state that this book is a form of continuation of my research
interests and it appears to be the integral part of my research biography.
My numerous stays at various research centres, including the postdoctoral
internship in the Interdisciplinary Research Centre for Education and Development (CeiED) at the Lusofona University of Humanities and Technologies
21.

22.

23.

24.

H. Krauze-Sikorska, A child as a person: child’s quality of life in the world of (un)perfect
parents. In: H. Krauze-Sikorska and M. Klichowski (Eds.), The educational and social
world of a child. Discourses of communication, subjectivity and cyborgization (p. 310).
Poznan: Adam Mickiewicz University Press (2015).
A. Cybal-Michalska, Proactivity in a career as a strategy of the intentional construction
of an individual future in the world oriented toward a global change. Procedia Manufacturing, 3, pp. 3644-3650 (2015).
E. Solarczyk-Ambrozik, Career planning – demand for career consultancy – social
policy and practice. In: J. Pyzalski (Ed.), Educational and socio-cultural competences
of contemporary teachers. Selected issues (pp. 167-173). Lodz: theQ studio (2015).
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The Conversation (2014).
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(Portugal), and discussions with researchers from around Europe, allowed
me to notice that the idea of learning in CyberParks should be planted on the
assumptions of a larger concept called smart learning. What is more, applying
a formal dimension, learning in CyberParks should be perceived as an element
of the smart education concept, i.e. formal education completed in the smart
city. Figure 0.1 presents such a background of the idea of learning in CyberParks.

Figure 0.1. Learning in CyberParks as a part of smart learning. Learning in CyberParks
is a potential element of smart learning. Using CyberParks in formal learning, learning in
CyberParks additionally becomes an element of smart education, i.e. the concept of formal
education in the smart city. Source: own work.

Moreover, in the course of further quests, I managed to determine it that
from the perspective of learning theories, learning in CyberParks is a part of
technology-enhanced outdoor learning (or more precisely: it assumes the
form of technology-enhanced outdoor learning). Learning in CyberParks is
thus located at the intersection of two large didactic theories: technology-enhanced learning and outdoor learning that have begun to be linked recently
for the first time in history. Figure 0.2 presents such a location of the concept
of learning in CyberParks among the theories of learning.
Thus, the first, theoretical part of this book includes a discussion on those
concepts that are constitutive for the idea of learning in CyberParks. And so,
Chapter 1 is dedicated to technology-enhanced learning, including smart
learning, Chapter 2 to outdoor learning and finally Chapter 3 refers to technology-enhanced outdoor learning, particularly underlining smart education
(and its background, i.e. smart city). It is also in Chapter 3 that the history
of CyberParks is described, as well as what their common understanding is.
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Figure 0.2. Learning in CyberParks as a part of technology-enhanced outdoor learning.
Learning in CyberParks is completed in the form of technology-enhanced outdoor learning,
thus it is located at the intersection of two large theories of learning: technology-enhanced
learning and outdoor learning. Source: own work.

Still, theoretical analyses of the concept of learning in CyberParks lead
one to a surprising discovery: one of the latest concepts of neuroscience (the
dual-task cost concept) suggests that not only can learning in CyberParks be
ineﬀective, but it can also be dangerous in a way for students. In order to investigate this issue, two experiments in the cognitive neuroscience paradigm
were carried out whose assumptions and results were presented in the second
part of the book.
The book ends with a discussion directed not only at the interpretation
of the results achieved, but also applying them in practice. It suggests some
reformulation of the assumptions of CyberParks that will allow them to become not only spaces for safe learning, but also an element of formal education.

PA RT I

Learning in CyberParks
– a theoreঞcal study

CHAPTER 1

Technology-enhanced learning

Introducঞon
Currently, the influence of new technologies, in particular information and
communications technology (ICT), on the functioning of humans is so big
that these technologies are more and more frequently introduced into human
development models as one of their significant determinants. This process
can be excellently exemplified with the idea of expanding the now iconic
Bronfenbrenner’s model of the Ecological Systems Theory with a new development subsystem: Techno-Subsystem . Bronfenbrenner “has distinguished
four ecosystems, namely, microsystem, mesosystem, exosystem and macrosystem, while from an ecological perspective, development is defined as
the person’s evolving conception of the ecological environment, and his/her
relation to it, as well as the person’s growing capacity to discover, sustain, or
alter its properties” .
According to Johnson and Puplampu , the authors of the idea of expanding this model with a new technological context, the Techno-Subsystem becomes a new dimension of the microsystem, and actually – which can be seen
in Figure 1.1 – it mediates (two-directionally) between the individual and the
microsystem. Ignatova, Dagiene and Kubilinskiene notice that balancing
this interaction, understood not only as a balanced adaptation to the techno-
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logical environment, but also a conscious and constructive engagement in the
process of its transformation, is incredibly important for building a positive
approach to learning in the contemporary world.

Figure 1.1. The Techno-Subsystem: a new dimension of the Bronfenbrenner’s model of
the ecological systems theory. Source: G.M. Johnson & K.P. Puplampu, Internet use during
childhood and the ecological techno-subsystem. Canadian Journal of Learning and Technology, 34 (2008). Under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License.

It is quite commonly agreed that at present learning cannot be separated
from technology any more. According to Trepule, Tereseviciene and Rutkiene ,
learning and technology have not only ceased to be rivals, but have actually
become compatible, or even created a synergy. Thus, as the authors notice,
currently the “learning process may not be thought or planned separated
29.
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E. Trepule, M. Tereseviciene & A. Rutkiene, Didactic approach of introducing technology enhanced learning (TEL) curriculum in higher education. Procedia – Social and
Behavioral Sciences, 191, pp. 848-849 (2015).

from technology” . Misut and Pribilova even claim that the introduction
of technology into the learning process has to become a common education
standard, an obligatory and natural thing. This natural character does not
mean, however, that changing the learning process in this way, i.e. implementing technology-enhanced learning (TEL) in education, is not a sort of
breakthrough for the reality of learning . According to Yusuf and Al-Banawi ,
“TEL can potentially bring about a revolution in learning, making high-quality,
cost-eﬀective education available to a greater number of people”.
What is TEL and how should we understand it? How has the history of
the creation of TEL developed? What are the most up-to-date approaches to
TEL? Is the viability of TEL supported by latest research results? This chapter
is an attempt at answering these questions. In the first paragraph, definitions
of TEL will be discussed. In the next one, the history of TEL will be presented,
with the latest approaches mentioned. The third paragraph will be aimed at
answering the last question, i.e. the perspective of the most recent research.
The chapter will end with an attempt at a short description of the most important issues related to TEL, selected in line with the topic covered by this book.

1.1. Technology-enhanced learning concept
To put it simply, TEL – as indicated by Almpanis – means each type of learning “assisted by digital technology”. Kehrwald and McCallum underline,
however, that above all it is key that TEL must refer to “situations in which
technology is used to enhance the learners’ experiences”. For this reason, it
is assumed that TEL means not only the process of learning with the use of
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technologies, but the process of learning that is strengthened, improved,
enriched and enhanced by technologies . TEL should thus be viewed as
a process that supports and enhances “any learning activity through technology” .
Arh, Blazic and Dimovski observe that from this perspective TEL is not
just a strategy for introducing technologies into learning in order to modernize
this process, but it is a certain new approach to the whole process of learning.
When trying to characterize TEL, Kehrwald and McCallum thus underline
that it is virtually always associated with diverse educational innovations based
on new technologies such as:
– “Active approaches to learning which involve both creation and use of
rich multimedia digital resources.
– Purposefully designed learning tasks which employ technology to promote cognitive engagement with program content.
– Collaborative learning situations in which communication is mediated
by technology.
– The personalisation of learning experiences aﬀorded by the use of flexible learning technologies.
– Improving learners’ access to authentic learning and practice contexts
with networked technologies […].
– Connecting learners with knowledgeable teachers, coaches, mentors
and peers who can support learning” .
By referring themselves to the directives of Universal Design created at
the Center for Universal Design at North Carolina State University (especially
to Universal Design for Instruction and Universal Design for Learning) and
assuming that the design of products and environments should be “usable
by all people, to the greatest extent possible, without the need for adaptation
or specialized design” , Morra and Reynolds specify that TEL should also
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be associated with such educational and technological strategies in order to
reduce “learning barriers”, take “needs of all learners” into account and make
it possible for “flexible learning environments” to be built.
By adapting this understanding of TEL, it is easy to notice that this concept has a very interdisciplinary character . Most often, TEL is described
as an area linked to education and computer science, as well as psychology
(mainly: educational psychology) ; however, scientometric analyses carried
out by Kalz and Specht showed that TEL is also strongly rooted in disciplines
such as: cognitive science, neurosciences (especially: cognitive neuroscience),
anthropology, sociology, information sciences, design studies, instructional
design and – yet to a lesser extent – many alike.
Due to the interdisciplinary character and considerable definitional complexity, TEL is sometimes described in literature with other terms, such as
for example computer-based learning, technology-mediated learning, and
even with narrowing terms such as online learning or web-based learning .
Dexter and Dornan underline, however, that in this context TEL is the most
suitable name. This name shows that the process refers not only to technologies linked to the Internet (as is the case in online learning and web-based
learning) or the computer (computer-based learning), and that its elementary feature is the enhancement of learning (i.e. it is something more than
technology-mediated learning).
According to most researchers, the introduction of TEL into education
brings about many diverse advantages. At this point, Byrne, Donaldson, Man-
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da-Taylor, Brugha, Matthews, MacDonald, Mwapasa, Petersen and Walsh
point to improved concentration, retention, motivation and satisfaction
among students, as well as the fact of giving students more control over the
time, space and topics for learning, thus making the process of learning more
flexible (this issue will be discussed in more detail further in the paragraph).
What is more, according to Seitamaa-Hakkarainen, Viilo and Hakkarainen ,
TEL has a social nature – it applies the concept of active learning based on
interactions between all the participants of the process of learning. Zitter, de
Bruijn and Simons thus underline that TEL promotes, or even stimulates,
the creation of strong connections and relations between “one learner and
other learners, between learners and tutors; between a learning community
and its learning resources”. TEL therefore supports collaborative knowledge
building , so crucial in the 21st century.
The emphasis on these, and many other, benefits resulting from the application of TEL in education contributes to the common political drive at
introducing TEL into the school curriculum in most countries (such directives
were also formulated in 2008 in the UNESCO report ) . The implementation of TEL in the reality of an educational institution is, however, a huge
challenge for many countries or some parts/regions of given countries (e.g.
rural areas), both in the context of technological infrastructure, and in that
related to how teachers are prepared . At some institutions, the application
of TEL is still actually completely impossible – for many reasons, especially
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related to the lack of access to a necessary technological base, which has to
be borne in mind.
Obviously, TEL always requires access to some technology, and acquiring
any technological solution – stating the obvious again – always requires building new body of knowledge and financial resources, necessary for instance
to buy given tools, software etc., as well as to train teachers or modernize the
physical space. It has to be firmly underlined, however, that there are no concrete, clearly categorized technological solutions characteristic of TEL; in TEL
it is possible to use all new technologies that enhance learning to any extent.
Ng’ambi, Brown, Bozalek, Gachago and Wood indicate that these can be
tools that allow for work with electronic texts, illustrations or photographs,
as well as everything that gives us access to sounds, voices, and animations
and videos recorded. Porta, Mas-Machuca, Martinez-Costa and Maillet notice thus that these can simply be technological solutions of any type, from
electronic toys, to computer games, applications, tablets and smartphones,
to advanced software and very complicated machines. In short, TEL is open
to everything that technologically enhances learning.
Even though TEL is based on an interdisciplinary approach and is a very
complex process where virtually every kind of technology can be used, researchers try to list the tendencies that can be observed in the area of TEL,
attempt at distinguishing some trends in TEL or simply directions of particular
development of TEL. An excellent example of research in this area can be that
carried out by Hsu, Hung and Ching . They analysed nearly 3,000 abstracts
of academic articles published between 2000 and 2010 in six very prestigious
journals devoted to topics related to TEL. These were:
– British Journal of Educational Technology.
– Computers & Education.
– Journal of Educational Technology and Society.
– Educational Technology Research and Development.
– Innovations in Education and Teaching International.
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– Journal of Computer Assisted Learning .
The analyses led the researchers to distinguish 19 trends in the research
on TEL:
– Studies on issues of macro view of technology integration.
– Studies on macro view of online learning.
– Studies on e-learning in higher education.
– Studies on educational games.
– Studies on technology-assisted learning.
– Studies on finding how learning styles influence learning.
– Studies on technology adoption.
– Studies on attitudes toward technology.
– Studies on learning community.
– Studies on instructional design.
– Studies on learning objects.
– Studies of assessment in technology-based environments.
– Studies related to multimedia.
– Studies on educational software and simulation.
– Studies on computer-assisted language learning (CALL).
– Studies on developing automated instructional systems.
– Studies on learning interactions and online collaborative learning.
– Studies in online discussions.
– Studies on problem-solving .
Figure 1.2 shows the relations between the selected trends in research on TEL.
Up to this point, the considerations show that TEL refers to the whole
spectrum of scientific domains, technological solutions, and areas and aspects
of learning. Nevertheless, TEL is unambiguously located among theories of
learning . In most general terms, TEL is set on the multi-stage learning concept (MSL), based on Aristotle’s assumption, as shown by Schmoelz, Swertz,
Forstner and Barberi , that learning has to crisscross three areas:
– Sensuality and percipience.
– Wit and thinking.
– Ambition and desire.
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Figure 1.2.Trends in research on technology-enhanced learning and relations between
them. Source: own work based on: Y.-C. Hsu, J.-L. Hung & Y.-H. Ching, Trends of educational
technology research: more than a decade of international research in six SSCI-indexed refereed
journals. Educational Technology Research and Development, 61, p. 693 (2013).

MSL is sometimes called multi-learning, cognitive apprenticeship or cognitive – associative – autonomous . And it is the last name that shows its actual
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meaning. MSL assumes that in order for this Aristotelian assumption to be
fulfilled, the learner has to go through three stages of learning . According
to Schmoelz, Swertz, Forstner and Barberi , these are:
– Cognitive stage: “the learner is trying to figure out what exactly needs
to be done and is developing a declarative understanding. That means,
the learner is confronted with the topic” .
– Associative stage: “the learner needs to associate in relation to his understandings in this field within exercises and assignments” .
– Autonomous stage: “the learner is able to solve problems on an expert
level, provided that the learner went through the first two stages” .
Clearly, referring ourselves to the classification of theories of learning created by Merriam, Cafarella and Baumgartner , TEL is based on theories of
learning in the group of modern approaches. As analyses by Akyol and Garrison show, these approaches are a kind of consensus between the theories of
learning classified as western theories, focused on individuality, freedom and
independence (e.g. self-directed learning), and those considered to be eastern
theories – promoting collectivism, belonging, harmony and family (e.g. the
Confucian way of thinking). Without doubt, in the group of modern approaches it is constructivism that is the most important theory, and the basis for
TEL. To put it simply, constructivism is a theory of learning focused on active
inquiry and the central role of experience, and at the same time and to the
same extent – which is where the consensus can be noticed – collaboration .
Without going into details of constructivism, it has to be added that researchers claim that this classic theory of learning (similarly to other classic
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theories of learning such as behaviourism or cognitivism, to name just a few)
evolves and develops due to the fast technological development in the recent
years. Two of the latest developments of constructivism are particularly important in the context of TEL, namely connectivism and generativism .
Connectivism is a theory of learning defined by Siemens as a constructivist theory that matches the standards of the digital age . Buckley and William notice that the researcher coined this phrase “to describe how learning can reside outside the individual and how individuals can contribute to
a social network of understanding and knowledge. Connectivism applies to
that nebulous entity, the Internet and, one supposes, to the growing use of
mobile devices to access, and contribute to, a shared, socially situated body
of knowledge”. As Steﬀens shows, connectivism assumes that learning goes
through three phases:
– Preparatory phase: searching and taking a decision on the object of
learning.
– Actual learning phase: gaining knowledge about the selected object.
– Evaluation and assessment: it can be an element of the second phase and
refers to reviewing the acquired knowledge and the ability to apply it.
What is more, connectivism assumes that learning is a process of creating external and internal networks. The external network is comprised of
interrelated sources of information of any kind, such as databases, websites,
books, journals, libraries, organizations and – obviously – people (of course
with a special stress on digital sources or those intermediated by some technology). On the other hand, an internal network is a neural network, or in
other words interrelated neural representations of the acquired knowledge .
It is also worth underlining that there are eight rules of learning according
to connectivism. These are:
– “Learning and knowledge rest in diversity of opinions.
– Learning is a process of connecting specialized nodes or information
sources.
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– Learning may reside in non-human appliances.
– Capacity to know more is more critical than what is currently known.
– Nurturing and maintaining connections is needed to facilitate continual learning.
– Ability to see connections between fields, ideas, and concepts is a core
skill.
– Currency (accurate, up-to-date knowledge) is the intent of all connectivist learning activities.
– Decision-making is itself a learning process. Choosing what to learn
and the meaning of incoming information is seen through the lens of
a shifting reality. While there is a right answer now, it may be wrong
tomorrow due to alterations in the information climate aﬀecting the
decision” .
It can thus be stated that to a large extent connectivism is a theory of
learning based on the cooperation with the latest technology, focused on
constructing and reconstructing individualized representations of knowledge.
The situation is a bit diﬀerent when it comes to generativism. As shown
by Steﬀens , this theory created by Carneiro assumes that the digital age
encourages basing the individual process of constructing knowledge not
only on cooperation but above all on socially created knowledge resources.
Learning is thus to consist in generating new knowledge from the previously
acquired, available e.g. in the form of information included in various types
of open educational resources (OER). New knowledge is supposed to be
a sort of new meaning generated from the already existing (created before)
knowledge. Learning consistent with generativism is thus a meaning-making
process, consisting in generating knowledge from the existing information
(e.g. stored in electronic resources) and transforming it into a new meaning.
This process is presented in Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3. The course of the process of learning in the generativism theory. Source: own
work based on: K. Steﬀens, Competences, learning theories and MOOCs: recent developments
in lifelong learning. European Journal of Education, 50, p. 48 (2015).
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Table 1.1 shows that generative learning is considerably diﬀerent from the
traditional adaptive learning known from most schools. It is focused on generating new, own, individual ways of understanding information produced
by the society (especially those made public by social media, but also of any
other type) .
Table 1.1. A comparative overview of generative learning and traditional adaptive learning. Source: own work based on: K. Steﬀens, Competences, learning theories and MOOCs:
recent developments in lifelong learning. European Journal of Education, 50, p. 47 (2015).
Generative learning

Adaptive learning

Expanding capabilities

Adjusting to change

Enhancing creativity

Coping with threats

Looking in new ways

Reacting to symptoms

Addressing underlying causes

Capturing trends and incorporating early
signs

Thinking diﬀerently

Eliciting flexibility

Anticipating the future

Projecting trends

Rewarding knowledge reconstruction

Seeking conventional knowledge

It can thus be acknowledged that generativism is a theory of learning
that assumes learning consists in assigning new individual meanings to the
knowledge that was previously built and generated on the basis of the existing
information (especially that gained through social media).
TEL is thus a theory of learning with the use of (any type of) technology
that is applied in order to enrich the cooperation and enable access to social information resources, and at the same time stimulate student’s own, individual
and creative activity that makes it possible to assign individualized meanings
to the elements of reality that they get to know. As Chai, Wong and King notice, such an interpretation of TEL shows that it is a theory of learning of the
student-centric oriented type. Student-centred learning is radically diﬀerent
from traditional learning known from a typical school and called teacher-centred approach, where it is the teacher who creates the process of learning and
has a monopoly on knowledge – they play the role of a filter, and sometimes
even a distributor, of information . How is student-centred learning organ-
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ised? Looi, Seow, Zhang, So, Chen and Wong notice that in such an approach
“teachers act as a facilitator and learning partner rather than a sole expert of
knowledge”. They also add, which becomes an incredibly important trail for
this book, that “the mobility and connectivity of technological tools enable
students to become an active participant, not a passive receiver in learning
activities. For instance, instead of sitting in front of a desktop computer and
watching a video simulation, students with mobile devices can go out to the
field, directly and physically explore our world, and share their experiences
with others” . Applying this terminology used to describe the pedagogy-driven model created by Rahimi, van den Berg and Veen , it can be stated that
in the student-centric oriented approach the student adopts three new roles
(unknown in the teacher-centric oriented approach):
– Content producer role: the student can use technology to assess, search,
modify and create content.
– Socialiser role: the student can use technology to search for help from
others and cooperate with them.
– Decision maker role: the student can use technology to search and consciously plan learning, including the choice of ways of learning.
Figure 1.4 presents the diﬀerences between the teacher-centric oriented
approach and student-centric oriented approach.
Based on the understanding of TEL presented, it also appears that it is
a theory of learning that matches the outcomes-based education trend defined by Spady, i.e. – to simplify it to the maximum – education focused “on
student knowledge production and action and the value creation of learning
provisions”, as well as based on what each student does and can do at the moment . As Tam notices, such an approach contradicts the traditional, linear
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model of education where the state of the student is not taken into account,
but where a previously drafted default plan is followed and the focus is on
mastering preselected content.

Figure 1.4. The process of learning in the teacher-centric oriented approach and student-centric oriented approach. Source: own work based on: N. Yusuf & N. Al-Banawi,
The impact of changing technology: the case of e-learning. Contemporary Issues in Education
Research, 6, p. 175 (2013).

Figure 1.5 illustrates the diﬀerence between traditional, linear education
and outcomes-based education.

Figure 1.5. The process of learning in traditional education and outcomes-based education. Source: own work based on: M. Tam, The outcomes-based approach: concepts and
practice in curriculum and educational technology design. In: A.D. Olofsson & J.O. Lindberg
(Eds.), Informed design of educational technologies in higher education: enhanced learning and
teaching (pp. 26-27). Hershey: Information Science Reference (2012).
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It is worth adding that a transformational variant of outcomes-based education is particularly characteristic of TEL. As shown by Dobozy , in this
approach great emphasis is put on stimulating students’ ability to apply the
acquired capabilities, skills and knowledge in practice, as well as their ability
to solve problems that result from the dynamics of life in the world of today.
Teachers’ actions in the educational reality based on the TEL concept are
thus – which is also indicated by the analyses by Solvberg and Rismark – a result of interactions among three elements: technologies available, assumptions of learning theories and – obviously – particular issues of educational
practice. Each of these elements creates a certain educational space, and the
scope of their interferences (determined by a whole spectrum of previously
accepted factors linked to the context of implementing new technologies) sets
the framework of the actual work of a teacher within TEL. Figure 1.6 shows
these interferences schematically.

Figure 1.6. The framework of teachers’ work in technology-enhanced learning defined
by the field of interference of three elements: technologies available, assumptions of
learning theories and particular issues of educational practice. Source: own work based
on: A.M. Solvberg & M. Rismark, Use of technology in education: didactic challenges. In:
R. Krumsvik (Ed.), Learning in the network society and the digitized school (pp. 143-146). New
York: Nova Science Publishers, Inc (2009).

On the other hand, Law, Niederhauser, Christensen and Shea state that
the quality of TEL is determined by four groups of factors:
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– Factors related to the student: e.g. “personal access to a variety of digital resources to complete school assignments”, ”skills and access to
communication tools for enhanced learning opportunities”, ability to
choice “in the selection of topics to study and the application of personal
learning strategies” .
– Factors related to the teacher: e.g. “the number of Internet-connected
computers to which teachers have access”, “the number of hours teachers used technology with students”, “time teachers spent in professional
development activities”, “teachers’ technological knowledge and skills”,
“confidence in their ability to use technology and the value they perceive
in using technology to aid in the teaching/learning process”, “the depth
of knowledge they have in the content they are teaching”, “their beliefs
about how students learn” .
– Factors related to the school: e.g. “student-to-computer ratios and access
to electricity, connectivity”, “other elements of infrastructure that allow
their use”, “technical support to teachers and learners”, “the bandwidth
and reliability of Internet access during the school day”, “digital learning resources” .
– Factors related to the system: e.g. GDP of the country, “national digital
infrastructure such as broadband penetration and home ownership of
computational devices”, “extent to which the political system allows/
encourages democratic discussion and community participation in policy decisions” .
Misut and Pribilova add thus, which may be an interesting summary of
the issues underlined above, that TEL should be always viewed as a process
determined by at least three groups of factors: technological, economic and
pedagogical.
As a result, the following question arises: are there any directives towards
TEL that, once completed, could help look after the high quality of learning in
this concept? In this context, Trepule, Tereseviciene and Rutkiene list three
types of activities with such potential:
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– Firstly, learners’ meta-cognitive skills (e.g. reflection and self-reflection)
and self-eﬃcacy through support and guidance should be stimulated.
– Secondly, social presence should be built, through encouraging discussions and creating a community feeling.
– Thirdly, students should be taught how to manage their own time effectively.
On the other hand, Raymond, Iliﬀe and Pickett propose to use the ACTIONS concept in this context. This acronym refers to seven directives:
– A – Access: actions should be taken in order to use TEL to improve access to the best educational materials that are easy to use and do not
require very specialist competences.
– C – Costs: actions should be taken in order to use TEL to decrease the
cost of education, especially those burdening students or their caregivers.
– T – Teaching and learning: actions should be taken for teaching and
learning to be based on the most reliable knowledge and latest scientific findings.
– I – Interactivity and user-friendliness: actions should be taken for the
technological tools to be easy to use for everyone or introduced in a way
for everyone to be able to use them freely.
– O – Organisational issues: actions should be taken for the technologies
in use and procedures of their application to be adjusted to the specifics
of the functioning of the organization where TEL is applied.
– N – Novelty: actions should be taken in order to use TEL to introduce
as many novelties into education as possible, both those related to the
ways of learning and those referring to the content of learning itself.
– S – Speed: actions should be taken for learning to be as eﬀective as
possible.
Esterhuizen also underlines (which is actually a sort of synthesis of the
ACTIONS concept) that in TEL it is crucial to strike the right balance in the
relation between people and technology. The idea is to use the technologies
available to the maximum, but also to use them in a way that allows for the
strategy of their application to be based on a decent diagnosis of the abilities
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and competences of teachers and students, and be coherent with the curriculum. Of course, these abilities and competences are to be developed (also
through TEL), and the curriculum modified, yet always to the extent that
keeps people–technology interactions in balance.
Even though based on the same assumptions as previously mentioned,
Chatti, Jarke and Specht formulate five more directives (also sometimes
called the five success factors for TEL), and present a TEL model built on
them, called the 3P Learning Model (3P LM). This model is considered to be
the most up-to-date and best TEL pattern. These are the directives formulated by the authors:
– Learning must be personal and self-directed: new technologies must
be used in a way that makes it possible for learning to be adjusted to
the individual needs of each student and for the student to have some
control over it .
– Learning must be social: new technologies must be used in a way that
makes it possible for learning to be submerged in a social context (in
the aspect of interactions and social knowledge resources) .
– Learning must be open: new technologies must be used in a way that
makes it possible for learning to become decentralized, i.e. to be possible at
any place, not just in the formal space of a given educational institutions .
– Learning must be emergent: new technologies must be used in a way
that makes it possible for learning to go away from hierarchy to “wirearchy”, understood as “a dynamic two-way flow of power and authority
based on information, knowledge, trust and credibility enabled by interconnected people and technology”; command and control should
also be abandoned for coordination and channel .
– Learning must be driven by knowledge-pull: new technologies must
be used in a way that makes it possible to move the stress from knowledge-push in learning (where information is distributed by teachers or
given institutions) to a knowledge-pull model (where it is students who
navigate the information) .
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The name of 3P LM is linked to the three fundaments of the model that
result from the directives presented . These are:
– Personalization: it is understood here in a way where learning must be
individualized and learner-controlled . Thanks to technology, students
are to have the opportunity to:
■ “Modify course materials using diﬀerent parameters and a set of
pre-defined rules”.
■ “Personalize the course materials by themselves”.
■ “Set their own learning goals”.
■ “Manage their learning” and „both content and process”.
■ “Communicate with others in the process of learning” .
– Participation: it is understood here not only as learning in the social
context and with the use of social knowledge resources, but also (and
maybe even above all) as the Learning as a Network (LaaN) . In LaaN,
participation refers to “personal horizontal connections”, i.e. to anchoring in “the center of our very own personal knowledge network” (PKN).
PKN thus goes beyond the framework of a group or local community,
institution or resources available, and assumes the use of technology
to go beyond any formal barriers for learning .
– Knowledge-Pull build: this approach consists in providing students with
access to “a plethora of tacit/explicit knowledge nodes” . Students are
also supposed to have control over these nodes, i.e. they are supposed
to take independent decisions about the methods of their selection and
connection. Knowledge-Pull build is thus (as opposed to the traditional
finite list of possible areas of learning, known from traditional schools)
a strategy of using technology to enrich personal knowledge networks
of students, through opening to the areas of learning resulting from
students’ interests .
3P LM is thus supposed to highlight that the most modern TEL model is
the one that moves in the direction of “a more personalized, social, open, dynamic, emergent and knowledge-pull model for learning, as opposed to the
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one-size-fits-all, centralized, static, top-down, and knowledge-push models
of traditional learning models” . Figure 1.7 illustrates the component parts
of 3P LM and the relations between them.

Figure 1.7. The 3P Learning Model as a pattern model for technology-enhanced learning. Source: own work based on: M.A. Chatti, M. Jarke & M. Specht, The 3P learning model.
Journal of Educational Technology& Society, 13, p. 75 (2010).

The previously asked question about whether there are any directives with
respect to TEL the completion of which would make it possible to care for the
high quality of learning in this concept is provided with a very interesting
answer by Krumsvik and Almas , which may be an intriguing summary to
this issue. By referring themselves to the famous Fullan’s study, they notice
that these directives are exactly the same as those that refer to any other innovative solutions (also those not based on new technologies) introduced in
education. As inferred from Fullan’s conclusions, these are:
– Good relationship between teachers.
– Support from the school management.
– A clear timeline.
– Staﬀ development and participation.
– Good communications.
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– An internal/local consultant to support teachers .
Irrespective of what new technology teachers use, if these conditions
are fulfilled, the technology will enhance learning – collating the previous
considerations with the narration of these authors. TEL will thus be eﬀective.
To summarize this subchapter, it can thus be stated that TEL is not something fully defined – it is an open concept, promoting the use of any type of
new technologies to improve any sort of aspects of the process of learning. TEL
is also – which in a way leads us to the next subchapter – a result of a considerably long history of including technology in education and it is also a sort
of a phraseological compromise of this history . What is more, as noticed
by Steﬀens , the history of TEL shows that the most up-to-date theories
of learning based on technological tools are in a way the underpinnings of
deconstructing the classic idea of the learning society and replacing it with
the idea of the learning city, which is an exceptionally important context for
the considerations in this book. This thread will become the topic for further considerations, especially those included in Chapter 3, where concepts
of smart cities, smart education and – most importantly – CyberParks will
be presented.

1.2. The history of technology-enhanced learning
To no surprise, the history of TEL is closely linked to the history of the development of new technologies, especially of various ICT tools – above all,
to those aspects of this history that refer to the popularization of innovative
technologies and their increased egalitarianism . Table 1.2 shows the most
important moments in this history and the technologies that were created in
a given period or started to be popularised.
Even though the beginnings of TEL can be already seen in the actions
taking part in the first decade of the 20th century, such as the introduction
of film into education or – slightly later, i.e. in the 1920s – the construction
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Table 1.2. A brief history of the development of new technologies crucial for education.
Source: own work based on: M.J. Cox, Formal to informal learning with IT: research challenges
and issues for e-learning. Journal of Computer Assisted Learning, 29, p. 87 (2013).
Dates/Era
1968
1970-1977
1977-1980

1980-1984

1985-1987

1987-1990

1990-1995

1996-1999
2000-2004

2005-2007
2007-

Technologies
ARPANET
Real-time interactive computers
Remote access to computers from diﬀerent locations
Small desktop computers, e.g. Horizon, Apple II, RML 380z, IBM series, Acorn
atom computer, Acorn BBC – Model A (8 k of memory), Acorn BBC model B
(32 k of memory)
Disk-based storage of computer programs (instead of tape-based storage)
Prestel/Teletext
First Apple-Macintosh
Fibre optics
Concept keyboard/graphics tablets
Quinkey keyboard
Robot turtle
Tracker ball
Touch screens
Speech input and output
Microsoft Windows
More powerful and cheaper personal microcomputers, e.g. IBM PC and Mac II
World Wide Web (WWW)
CD-ROM
Interactive video
Plug-in memory cards
Lap-top computers
Wireless computer networks
Air-mouse
Video-conferencing
Electronic interactive whiteboard
Personal digital assistants (PDAs)
Expansion of mobile hand-held technologies, e.g. mobile phones and MP3
players
Molecular computing technology
Quantum computers
Widespread access to wireless networks and interactive whiteboards
Web 2.0 technology, e.g. Wikipedia, Second Life
Smartphones, e.g. iPhone
Tablets, e.g. iPad
Ebooks
Facebook
Blogs
Twitter
One World TV
…
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of Sidney Pressey’s mechanical teaching machines, it was in the 1960s which
begin the above table that the actual history of TEL started . It was when
first classroom systems based on linked computer terminals were created at
schools and first serious experiments started to be conducted on the sense of
introducing technological tools into the process of education .
However, as shown by Kaware and Sain , the real expansion of TEL took
place in the 1970s and 1980s. At that time, computer costs started to decrease,
and there was a peculiar explosion of strategies aimed at their miniaturization. It was when Turoﬀ and Hiltz created the concept of computer-based
learning; Luskin, using the television station KOCE-TV at the Coastline
Community College, coined the famous idea of “college without walls”; and
the following solutions were created: computer-based training (CBT), computer-based learning (CBL), networking in education, distance learning
courses using computer networking for information, early e-learning systems, computer supported collaborative learning (CSCL). Moreover, in this
period many countries started political actions in favour of the promotion
(and sometimes even compulsory nature) of introducing new technologies
into schools.
At the beginning of the 1990s, the World Wide Web started to be used
in education, which was the most important turning point in the history
of TEL . Virtual courses started to be created, and teachers started to give
classes via websites. As early as in 1993, Graziadei described how to electronic
mail in teaching, and in 1994 the first online high school was established, as
well as the first online curriculum of CAL Campus (online-based school)
was created.
On the other hand, the 21st century is a time of fast, small, mobile, personalised, social and ubiquitous, or even smart, technological tools. That is
also what 21st-century education is to be like as viewed by TEL: faster, mobile,
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adjusted to individual needs of students, based on the cooperation of all subjects of the process of learning, and also “total”, i.e. covering all places of existence . Today, TEL is thus supposed to be understood as smart education ,
which is an important bridgehead for the most crucial consideration in this
book. In order to understand really well what smart education is supposed to
be, one should – as noticed by Jang – follow through the latest (elementary
for smart education) stages of the history of TEL, i.e. have a look at (globally
and without going into detail irrelevant for this book) the concepts: e-learning, m-learning, u-learning and smart learning (see Figure 1.8). This will also
help to logically internalize the dynamics of the growing faith (and, as will be
shown later, a faith not fully grounded in academic discourse) in the sense of
increasingly supporting the process of learning with new technologies . For
the clarity of argument, each of these concepts will be described in separate
paragraphs.

Figure 1.8. The latest stage of the history of technology-enhanced learning as a basis
for smart education. Source: own work based on: S. Jang, Study on service models of digital
textbooks in cloud computing environment for SMART education. International Journal of
u- and e- Service, Science and Technology, 7, p. 75 (2014).
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1.2.1. E-learning

E-learning, or electronic learning , is defined in many diﬀerent ways, yet it
always refers to a variety of actions linked to the use of electronic communication in order to unite some participants of the process of learning or bring
them together with various educational resources . E-learning is thus based
on a variety of computer network technologies . E-learning is therefore a concept of learning that goes beyond the normal CBL, because its essence is not
the use of a computer itself in the process of learning, but interactive learning
through a computer that forms a part of a computer network .
Kirkpatrick and MacKinnon notice that most contemporary activities
in the area of e-learning refer to learning with the use of the Internet. Numerous strategies of various kind have been created as far as the use of the
Net to support learning is concerned, for example the popular Massive Open
Online Courses (MOOCs) , or Small Private Online Courses (SPOCs) that
are gaining popularity, or – slightly dying out – learning in 3D Virtual Worlds .
Many researchers underline, however, that – from the point of view of the ac128.
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tual state of development of education – the most accurate way of using the
concept of e-learning at school is to create the so-called flipped classroom.
The flipped classroom – or more precisely, as underlined by Hao and Lee ,
technology-integrated flipped classrooms – is a blended learning approach ,
i.e. a concept of learning located between the conventional concept of faceto-face learning, and the concept of fully online learning that is entirely based
on interactions online (see Figure 1.9) .

Figure 1.9. The position of blended learning on the continuum of approaches to using
the Internet in the process of learning. Source: own work based on: G. Finger, P.-C. Sun &
R. Jamieson-Proctor, Emerging frontiers of learning online: digital ecosystems, blended learning and implications for adult learning. In: T.T. Kidd & J. Keengwe (Eds.), Adult learning in
the digital age: perspectives on online technologies and outcomes (p. 5). Hershey – New York:
Information Science Reference (2009).

The flipped classroom concept assumes that the Net is used out of the classroom. Students familiarize themselves with the material on the Internet before
the class, so that in class the teacher has as much time as possible to work on
a given topic with the students, e.g. by running a discussion or creating a situation that makes it possible to solve practical problems. The teacher also uses
the Net exclusively before the class, designing given materials for the students .
In this context, Munoz-Merino, Ruiperez-Valiente, Alario-Hoyos, Perez-Sanagustin and Kloos give the following example of activities that match the
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flipped classroom concept: “students watch videos with the theoretical concepts from home and practice these concepts with automatic correction exercises, and later attend to the classroom to solve problems with teachers”. At
this stage it needs to be firmly underlined, as shown by Wanner and Palmer ,
among others, that the central part of the flipped classroom concept is “the
face-to-face interaction where active learning takes place” – using the Internet
is supposed to reinforce the traditional forms of learning with a teacher, and
not replace them. As shown by Yousef, Chatti and Schroeder , the flipped
classroom concept is thus used to “supplement traditional classroom approach”
(see Figure 1.10A). Cox notices, however, that in the future this relation may
be reverse. Traditional face-to-face learning will be therefore used exclusively
to supplement e-learning (see Figure 1.10B).

Figure 1.10. Stages of e-learning. (A) Present stage of e-learning: e-learning is used to supplement traditional face-to-face learning (traditional classroom approach, e.g. flipped classroom
concept). (B) Future stage of e-learning: traditional face-to-face learning is used to supplement
e-learning. Source: own work based on: M.J. Cox, Formal to informal learning with IT: research
challenges and issues for e-learning. Journal of Computer Assisted Learning, 29, p. 100 (2013).

Irrespective of the type of strategy for using the Internet to support learning, theoreticians enumerate many benefits from e-learning . The most
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important ones definitely include – as noticed by Liu, Lin and Lin – giving
equal educational opportunities, e.g. through ensuring that students from
rural areas have access to educational resources that without the Internet are
available only by students in the cities, as well as e.g. through eliminating the
limitations of time and space of the traditional school, which is particularly
useful for disabled students or students who experience problems in learning.
Furthermore, Salehi, Shojaee and Sattar underline that e-learning can be
used at every stage of education and in all types of training (e.g. business-oriented). It thus seems that it can help learn both children and teenagers, and
adults (the topic of the positive influence of TEL will be further developed in
this chapter).
1.2.2. M-learning

M-learning, or mobile learning , evolved from the concept of e-learning .
It consists in the same as e-learning, the diﬀerence being that it is exclusively
based on mobile devices (e.g. smartphones, portable computers, tablets ) ,
in other words on tools freed from the limitations of the necessity to remain
in a “permanent physical connection to cable networks” , as phrased by Ha
and Kim. This explains the names of the first British educational projects in
the area of m-learning: Hand-e-learning or Learning2Go . M-learning is thus
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supposed to help not only, as is the case in e-learning, eliminate the time and
material barriers for learning, but also set learning free from institutional
and formal spaces .
Analysing the history of TEL, Sharples distinguishes three phases of the
development of the concept of m-learning. These are:
– A focus on devices: this phase began in the mid 1990s and referred to
the focus of experimental verifications of the educational usefulness of
devices such as: PDAs, laptops, mobile/cell phones, e-books, classroom
response systems, handheld computers, data logging devices and reusable learning objects .
– A focus on learning outside the classroom: this phase is nothing else but
technologizing traditional concepts of learning outside the classroom,
expressed in activities such as e.g. field trips, museum visits, professional
updating, bite-sized learning and personal learning organisers. In this
phase, the focus was on using mobile technologies to lead students
out of the formal limitations of the space of an educational institution
and direct them towards context sensitive learning (what is interesting,
and amusing from the current perspective, one of the first m-learning
projects was based on communication via the Short Message Service
and called SMS-based learning) .
– A focus on the mobility of the learner: this third – and last – phase refers
to the technological creation of the learning space, consisting in such
an application of mobile technologies that the learner can be mobile
and learn in many diverse spaces . This understanding of m-learning
is supposed to consist of three types of cognitive activities:
■ Context-sensitive learning: this type of activities is based on location-aware services, and is supposed to consist in providing the student with learning content in a mobile way, based on the tracked
location of their mobile device. For example, when during a school
trip a student is on the street and watches a building that their teacher points to, the device will display the most important information
(and/or trivia) about this building and hints on further stages of
sightseeing – developing their knowledge in a given respect. In this
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way, the reality of learning (the city visited in this case) starts to be
augmented with a virtual dimension by mobile devices .
■ Mixed reality learning (or mixed modes of representation, or augmented reality learning): this type of activities is very similar to the
above-mentioned, however, it assumes not only providing the student
with content based on the location of their mobile device, but also
augmenting the fragment of reality perceived by this student with
a visual virtual dimension. It is thus not only about providing content,
but about adding, in real time, non-existing images over the space
perceived (see Figure 1.11). Coming back to the previous example, the
student will not only receive information about the building they

Figure 1.11. An example of activities of the mixed reality learning type. During a trip to
the old castle in Kolding (Denmark), the student can see what its interior might have looked
like in the past by pointing the tablet or smartphone to the right place. Visualizations are
displayed in real time. Source: public domain; title: Dansk: Kirkerummet pa Koldinghus, vist
i Augmented Reality; author: Charlotteshj.
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watch, but they will also see what it looked like in the past on their
mobile devices, they will be able to see its interior or destroyed and
non-existing elements of its façade added in real time to the building . Mixed reality learning and context-sensitive learning can also
be based on technologies other than location-aware services, e.g. on
Quick Response (QR) codes. The learner then scans a QR code placed
on the building using their mobile device, and automatically converts
them into some content, visualization, film etc. .
■ Ambient learning: this type of activities combines the two previous ones, showing, however, that any objects augmented by mobile
technologies are not to be selected only but formalized subjects (e.g.
teachers), but they are also supposed to be any objects from the student’s surroundings. In this way, students’ whole life and growth
environment is supposed to be supported with content and visualizations . As Perez-Sanagustin, Parra, Verdugo, Garcia-Galleguillos
and Nussbaum notice, this type of activities can thus be used to
improve learning in any open spaces, especially open public spaces,
such as public gardens, which is the fundamental observation for the
considerations in this book.
To sum up the considerations on e-learning and m-learning, it is worth
reminding the concept of multi-screen learning ecosystems, created by Kapenieks, Zuga, Gorbunovs, Jirgensons, Kapenieks Sr., Kapenieks Jr., Vitolina,
Majore, Jakobsone-Snepste, Kudina, Kapenieks, Timsans, Gulbis, Tomsons,
Ulmane-Ozolina, Letinskis and Balode . This concept assumes that the devices used in e-learning and m-learning (those used in TV-learning/t-learning,
i.e. TV sets, can also be taken into account here) create learning ecosystems,
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characterized with the educational use of all types of ICT devices or screens
that students have at hand. In the multi-screen learning ecosystems concept
it is assumed that thanks to that students perceive educational activities as
close to their everyday lives and shape an attitude directed at independent
learning in themselves, as well as they develop an open attitude towards the
rationality of life-long learning. Learning with the use of all available ICT tools
also gives an opportunity to learn virtually everywhere, because every space
becomes a space for learning. This is how the concept of ubiquitous learning
is formed, which will be the topic of the next paragraph.
1.2.3. U-learning

Looi, Seow, Zhang, So, Chen and Wong notice that “one of the fundamental
challenges for the 21st century learners is not only what they learn, but also
how and when they learn”. These authors underline that in order to be able to
face these challenges, the concept of ubiquitous learning (u-learning for short)
should be introduced into education as a new stage of the TEL evolution, established by the ubiquitous nature of the contemporary mobile technologies
(because they are personal, portable, wireless etc.) . U-learning assumes that
this ubiquitous nature of contemporary mobile technology makes it possible to
learn virtually everywhere, and that students are surrounded with knowledge
that they can gain through ICT tools implemented in their everyday lives .
When characterizing the u-learning environment, Ha and Kim even observe that – although it is definitely a simplification that is slightly too big – at
present “education is happening all around the student but the student may
not even be conscious of the learning process. Source data is present in the
embedded objects and students do not have to do anything in order to learn.
They just have to be there”.
Using the terminology by Zdravkova , u-learning can be called m-learning
2.0 – to a larger extent than in m-learning, in u-learning the emphasis is on
the student to learn through discovery, with the use of mobile ICT tools that
permeate every knowledge space of their lives. According to Boticki, Baksa,
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Seow and Looi , in u-learning it is the student who decides “what, where,
when and whether to learn” – each space and time conceals something that
is worth learning, and each ICT tool provides us with an opportunity to learn,
at least relatively, in an interesting way.
As underlined by Chai, Wong and King , one of the most important benefits of the educational application of u-learning is that students can learn “in
the real world, which contributes to the authenticity of the learning”. What
is more, as indicated by Hsu and Hwang , students can explore real-time information. The results of many studies show that such a situation (learning
in the real world, with the use of real-time information) – which is another
incredibly significant topic for analysis in this book – considerably increases
learning achievements, learning eﬃciency and satisfaction from learning.
The above-mentioned Looi, Seow, Zhang, So, Chen and Wong observe
that at present u-learning evolves in the direction of the so-called seamless
learning, a concept assuming that learning experience, thanks to the ubiquitous nature of contemporary mobile technology, can extend to all spaces (private and public) and contexts (in-school and after-school, formal and informal
etc.). The idea of seamless learning is explained in an excellent way by its two
characteristics expressed in numbers 24/7 and 1:1. 24/7 means that students
have access to any type of learning content twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week. On the other hand, 1:1 refers to the fact that in order to access
educational resources in such a situation, one student only needs one mobile
device (of course a student can use more than one mobile ICT tool) . By referring themselves to Hollan, Hutchins and Kirsch who formulated the idea
of three principles in which cognitive processes occur, Looi, Seow, Zhang, So,
Chen and Wong , define seamless learning as a process of building cognitive
artefacts, mediated by ubiquitous ICT tools, and carried out both as individual
learning and collaborative learning, as well as both in private learning spaces
and public learning spaces, at the same time – though not permanently – with
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teachers or experts taking part directly or indirectly. Figure 1.12 presents this
understanding of the seamless learning framework that constitutes the concept of smart learning, which is key to the considerations in this book, and
which will be the topic of the next paragraph.

Figure 1.12. The seamless learning framework. Source: own work based on: C.-K. Looi,
P. Seow, B.H. Zhang, H.-J. So, W. Chen & L.-H. Wong, Leveraging mobile technology for sustainable seamless learning: a research agenda. British Journal of Educational Technology, 41,
p. 161 (2010).

1.2.4. Smart learning – towards smart educaঞon

Leahy, Davis, Lewin, Charania, Nordin, Orlic, Butler and Lopez-Fernadez
notice that currently the term smart is hugely popular. Most often, it is used
with reference to various types of technological solutions that are aimed at
improving various spheres of human life. In this context, Miller enumerates
for example smart aircraft, smart businesses, smart clothing, smart cars, smart
home, smart medicine, smart shopping, smart television, smart warfare. However, one of the key, if not the most important, concepts developed around
the world in the smart framework is that of a smart city. The smart city (this
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concept will be discussed in more detail in a separate paragraph in Chapter
3) refers to the technological transformation of cities in line with the needs
of contemporary societies. It is a very broad system of thinking about technological growth that encompasses many subsystems, such as: transportation,
energy, health care, buildings and – most importantly for the considerations
in this book – learning . The implementation of smart equipment in cities –
as also underlined by Ha and Kim – shapes the path towards smart learning,
and, consequently, to smart education (this topic will be further developed
in Chapter 3 of this book).
Smart learning, sometimes referred to as s-learning (however, due to
a number of concepts of learning that start with this letter, e.g. the above-mentioned seamless learning, this abbreviation may be confusing, thus it is very
rarely used), is a new and still barely known educational paradigm, based on
the assumptions of e-learning, m-learning and u-learning (including seamless learning). Yet, smart learning – as assumed by theoreticians – has larger
technological requirements than those of the concepts that are its basis. As
a minimum, it requires a 4G and Wi-Fi infrastructure, and not just the Wireless Internet (2/3G, Wireless Lan), as is the case in m-learning and u-learning,
not to mention the wired Internet, characteristic of e-learning . What is
more, to apply smart learning it is not suﬃcient to have a mobile device with
a good Internet connection (of the 4G type), but some kind of a smart device
is necessary (see Figure 1.13) .
Even though it is assumed that from the perspective of the theory of learning smart learning is an approach easy to implement in the traditional system
of education , in most countries of the world the existing learning infrastructure is – as observed by Kim, Song and Yoon – still insuﬃcient for this
concept to enter the everyday lives of students.
Nevertheless, the smart learning concept continues to be technologically
supplemented and its new, more technologically advanced versions are creat178.
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Figure 1.13. Technological requirements of e-learning, m-learning, u-learning as compared to smart learning. Source: own work based on: I. Ha & C. Kim, The research trends and
the eﬀectiveness of smart learning. International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks, 2014,
p. 3 (2014); J. Lee, H. Zo & H. Lee, Smart learning adoption in employees and HRD managers.
British Journal of Educational Technology, 45, p. 1085 (2014).

ed . An excellent example of this kind of activities is the attempt at making the
idea of moving to the cloud real within smart learning, i.e. an idea of making
learning independent from the material character of educational resources
of knowledge . In the future, smart learning is thus supposed to be carried
out through smart cloud computing . It is assumed, rather very surprisingly,
however, that such a vision is only characteristic of the near future. In the
more distant future, on the other hand, which may cause considerable educational anxiety, philosophers dealing with education and technology notice
an opportunity to implement learning strategies in education that would be
based on even more advanced technological solutions, such as gesture-based
computing . Such a vision, though, still has a structure of a transhumanistic
vision (linked to cyborgization ), thus it is diﬃcult to evaluate the power of
its predictions and real educational sense .
The option to perceive smart learning from the perspective of the cybermatics concept – a broader vision of the Internet of Things (IoT), some-
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times called hyper IoT , seems to be much closer to reality. As noticed by
Ning, Liu, Ma, Yang and Huang , i.e. authors of the cybermatics concept,
IoT “becomes an attractive system paradigm to realize universal interactions
among the ubiquitous things through heterogeneous spaces. The future IoT
is expected to be characterized by the comprehensive perception, reliable
transmission, and intelligent processing to achieve pervasive interconnections, intelligence, and eﬃciency”. Cybermatics, as a proposed hyper IoT, is
supposed to be based on combining the elementary spaces of human development, such as cyberspace, physical space, social space and thinking space,
through a network of objects. As a result, a cyber–physical–social–thinking
hyperspace (CPST hyperspace) is to be created. Smart learning perceived
from the perspective of cybermatics would then mean learning through the
CPST hyperspace, which is a very interesting point of reference for the considerations in this book.
By the way, even though this issue is not too crucial from the point of view
of the analyses taken up in this book, it is worth mentioning that in the context of learning some theoreticians of learning also treat the term smart as
an acronym referring to learning objectives. In the concept of smart learning,
learning objectives are to be:
– Specific.
– Measurable.
– Achievable.
– Relevant.
– Timed .
To sum up the considerations in this paragraph, it can thus be stated that
smart learning is one of the latest stages of TEL, forming a basis for the concept of smart education. What is more, smart learning (and smart education)
is a concept that develops and undergoes transformations all the time, and at
the same time it matches the global trends of technological development of
cities. This issue, only mentioned in this paragraph, will be discussed in more
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detail in Chapter 3 of this book. It will also be unambiguously shown there
that the concept of smart education becomes a basis for the idea of learning
in CyberParks developed in this book.

1.3. Technology-enhanced learning from the perspecঞve
of recent studies
It is commonly agreed that at present ICT change all human life dramatically . To a lesser extent, they also change contemporary students’ process of
learning , or even – as underlined by Voogt, Knezek, Cox, Knezek and ten
Brummelhuis – their practical application leads to a fundamental modification of the entire landscape of contemporary education. However, Rooney
notices that still very little is known about what direction the learning process
is diverted to by ICT. As noticed by Alemu , without doubt ICT create a new
context of learning, yet we do not know at all whether TEL is actually eﬀective and whether it brings about more positive eﬀects than negative. Glover,
Hepplestone, Parkin, Rodger and Irwin claim that this is mainly because
TEL has all the time been an uncommon phenomenon, and TEL strategies
are mostly used by enthusiasts, i.e. people who are outstanding teachers, and
who can apply any tool to bring about positive eﬀects. What is more, Ha and
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Kim clearly show that there are very few solid, and in particular experimental, studies into TEL.
An excellent exemplification of this issue can be the aspect of diverse competences shaped by TEL. Many researchers manifest it that TEL contributes
to the development of 21st-century skills, such as critical thinking, creativity,
communication, collaboration , as well as problem solving and innovation .
In this context, it is creativity that is most underlined, and its increase as a result of applying TEL is also reported by some research (also in reference to the
so-called flow experience ) . Nevertheless, studies by Barak and Levenberg
show that in order to be able to use TEL eﬀectively, students’ flexible thinking needs to be very developed, i.e. they have to be capable of, among others,
creative thinking, critical thinking and problem solving. What is more, many
other studies show that TEL requires students to carry out very advanced
metacognitive processes, thus obliging them to be highly capable of regulating their own cognition (metacognition is sometimes defined as “cognition
about cognition”, which excellently illustrates the meaning of this notion ).
In addition, as shown by a number of further studies , TEL is attractive main202.
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ly for cognitively playful persons, i.e. individuals who are capable of, among
others, experimenting and applying various tools in an unconventional way.
It is therefore visible that one cannot be sure if TEL eﬀectively shapes given
competences in each student’s case or if it only emphasizes them in certain
students who are particularly skilled or developed as far as these competencies
are concerned. What is more, it can be seen that results of many studies into
TEL are often contradictory.
In the following paragraphs, results of research into TEL will be reconstructed. They will be organised in two groups: results showing a positive
influence of TEL and results showing a negative influence of TEL. Afterwards,
results of the latest research into the need to personalize TEL and conduct
research in the context of TEL using the paradigms of cognitive neuroscience and psychophysiology will be presented. In this way, the complexity of
assessing the eﬀectiveness of TEL will be highlighted and a methodologically
optimum approach to TEL research will be outlined.
1.3.1. Selected recent studies and a posiঞve influence
of technology-enhanced learning

Research results by Porta, Mas-Machuca, Martinez-Costa and Maillet
demonstrate that educational experts most often have a very positive attitude
towards TEL. These experts notice that TEL increases students’ motivation
to learn and at the same time it gives them an opportunity to learn according to their own cognitive rhythm . As shown by Figure 1.14, using TEL in
one’s teaching practice mostly stems from the fact that TEL is perceived as
a strategy that increases positive learning results, provides students with an
opportunity to have access to the latest technologies, but also makes detailed
self-evaluation and remote learning, freed from time usurpation, possible
for them.
To a certain degree, such a positive approach to TEL is reflected in the
results of research into not just opinions on TEL, but real eﬀects of this pro-
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Figure 1.14. Feedback from education experts on their reasons for using technologyenhanced learning in the process of learning. Source: own work based on: M. Porta,
M. Mas-Machuca, C. Martinez-Costa & K. Maillet, A Delphi study on technology enhanced
learning (TEL) applied on computer science (CS) skills. International Journal of Education and
Development using Information and Communication Technology, 8, p. 56 (2012).

cess . For example, Boticki, Baksa, Seow and Looi created a mobile learning
platform called SamEx that made it possible for pupils at a primary school to
learn cooperatively, share electronic materials and discuss or ask questions
about the topics covered at school and their own interests. After a year of the
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M.-H. Lee, H.-K. Wu, J.-C. Liang, S.W.-Y. Lee, G.-L. Chiou, H.-C. Lo, J.-W. Lin, C.
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in Human Behavior, 53, p. 223 (2015); H. Salehi, M. Shojaee & S. Sattar, op. cit., p. 63;
M. Siadaty, D. Gasevic & M. Hatala, Associations between technological scaﬀolding
and micro-level processes of self-regulated learning: a workplace study. Computers
in Human Behavior, 55, p. 1008 (2016); A. Tlili, F. Essalmi, M. Jemni, Kinshuk & N.
-S. Chen, op. cit., p. 806.
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experiment, it turned out that pupils using SamEx achieved better results in
learning than those who didn’t use SamEx .
On the other hand, Wu, Hsu and Hwang prepared a specialist programme for modelling natural phenomena, used in science education on the
secondary school level. In its experimental phase, the programme was used
to model phenomena linked to air pollution, thus its working title was the Air
Pollution Modeling Tool (APoMT). The researchers conducted five learning
lessons with the use of APoMT. It turned out that the use of APoMT led to
a significant improvement in conceptual understandings .
Other research proved that e-lessons implemented in the integrated virtual
learning environment platform (IVLE) , as well as keeping e-portfolios by
learners both make it possible for students to have better control over their
learning . What is more, as indicated by Kim and Jang’s analyses , introducing tablets in schools in rural areas builds a conviction among students about
their capability of achieving success in the future and increases their general perception of the eﬀectiveness of learning. Furthermore, several studies
showed that TEL also brings about positive (in a sense, unintentionally added) eﬀects as far as general education is concerned. For example, Choudhury,
Venkatesh, Bhattacharya and Sarma noticed that in classes consisting of
many pupils where the computer system called Avabodhaka, designed to send
educational materials among pupils and teachers, tested by these researchers
was used, interactions among all the participants of the learning process were
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considerably improved. On the other hand, Ioannou and Antoniou proved
that in a conflict situation among young children from the same class they
can be reconciled very eﬀectively by using multitouch interactive tables, i.e.
tables whose top is a huge tablet. As shown in Figure 1.15, those researchers
proved that playing games together at such a table contributes to eﬀective
problem-solving and shaping general good relations in a school class.

Figure 1.15. Consequences of using multitouch interactive tables among young children
in the same class. Source: own work based on: A. Ioannou & C. Antoniou, Tabletops for peace:
technology enhanced peacemaking in school contexts. Journal of Educational Technology &
Society, 19, p. 171 (2016).
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It is also worth underlining that there are research results showing positive
“extra-mural” eﬀects of TEL. These include, among others:
– Research into the use of TEL at workplace: the concept using TEL at
workplace, called TEL@work (sometimes also technology-mediated
workplace learning ), is very widespread, because most contemporary
companies take up permanent action in the area of training their employees and at the same time seeking a strategy to decrease the cost of
such training . What is more, research by Arh, Blazic and Dimovski
demonstrates that TEL@work supports the consolidation of the social
structure of employees and stimulates smooth transfer of knowledge
among them. As the authors claim, it is also a very flexible strategy,
adjusting to employees’ diverse needs and in itself it is characterized
by a high ecology rate. The results of analyses by Siadaty, Gasevic and
Hatala indicate, however, that TEL@work gives employees a chance
for incredibly eﬀective self-learning, which at the same time does not
require the company to go to great financial expenses. Figure 1.16 illustrates one of the most popular models of TEL@work environments. It is
also worth adding that – as explained by Goggins’s research – TEL@
work becomes an opportunity for companies located in small towns,
because through TEL@work employees develop competencies that let
them cooperate with organizations from other locations or cities.
– Research into using TEL by adults over 65: the idea of using TEL by
adults over 65 is above all linked to the fact that – as demonstrated
by the analyses by Gustafson Sr., McTavish, Gustafson Jr., Mahoney,
Johnson, Lee, Quanbeck, Atwood, Isham, Veeramani, Clemson and
Shah – contemporary people live longer and longer and they want to
remain independent for a longer time. They thus need knowledge that
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Figure 1.16. Model environments of technology-enhanced learning at workplace. Source:
own work based on: M.K. Kim, Technology-enhanced learning environments to solve performance problems: a case of a Korean company. TechTrends: Linking Research & Practice to
Improve Learning, 55, p. 38 (2011).

is fresh and passed on in an accessible way in order to be able to tackle
the challenges of contemporary world on their own. At the same time,
however, most countries – as indicated by this team of researchers – do
not assign too much of their budgets to training senior citizens. In this
context, TEL seems to be a good solution for them. This is confirmed
by, among others, research results by Gonzalez, Ramirez and Viadel
which show that for adults over 65 it is suﬃcient to have a 20-hour
course to be able to eﬀectively and very cheaply learn through various
ICT tools.
– Research into using TEL by the ill: using ICT by the ill is an idea that
currently undergoes incredible development, linked to i.e. research areas such as telemedicine, e-health and connected health . Such a form
of applying ICT is mainly directed at improving the quality of life for
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people experiencing various types of health issues and permanently
monitoring the state of their bodies, in order to minimize the progress of
their illness and its consequences, or an escalation of growth disorders.
Viewed from this perspective, TEL itself becomes a strategy for gaining
knowledge about one’s illness or allowing to create activities of preventive character . It is worth noticing, however, that – as underlined by
analyses conducted by Gandhi – TEL based on open resources can
also lead to a state of being lost or hypochondria due to the abundance
of unreliable descriptions of symptoms, etiologies or course of many
illnesses available on the Internet. Another context at this point is that
of using TEL by the disabled. For example, many experimental studies and meta-analyses report that technology-based interventions
bring very positive eﬀects when working with children with autism.
Studies by Striem-Amit, Cohen, Dehaene and Amedi show, however,
that TEL based on sensory substitution devices (SSDs) can stimulate
positive neuroplastic changes (adaptive or/and compensatory) in visual
pathways in the brain of the blind. Figure 1.17 shows that Alfaro, Bernabeu, Agullo, Parra and Fernandez – by using the Diﬀusion Tensor
Imaging (DTI) method – observed a similar eﬀect in people suﬀering
from achromatopsia (i.e. in colour-blind people) who used SSD of the
visual-to-auditory prosthetic device called Eyeborg type. In a nutshell,
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Eyeborg allows colours to be perceived as sounds. These changes, resulting from learning colour sounds with this tool, led Eyeborg users
to create a feeling of real perception of colours.

Figure 1.17. Neuroplastic changes among Eyeborg users suﬀering from achromatopsia.
The subjects used sensory substitution devices of the visual-to-auditory prosthetic device
type called Eyeborg for a minimum of eight years. Eyeborg makes it possible to hear colours.
Changes in the visual pathways in the brain observed in the results of Diﬀusion Tensor Imaging
led to creating a feeling of real perception of colours in Eyeborg users. The arrow points to the
region with positive neuroplastic changes. Source: A. Alfaro, A. Bernabeu, C. Agullo, J. Parra &
E. Fernandez, Hearing colors: an example of brain plasticity. Frontiers in Systems Neuroscience,
9, p. 7 (2015). Under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License.

1.3.2. Selected recent studies and a negaঞve influence
of technology-enhanced learning

Tenekeci notices that the practical application of TEL in the educational reality which introduces numerous improvements both for pupils and teachers
many times leads to the creation of a lot of diverse pedagogical hindrances.
This view is shared by meta-analyses conducted by Tlili, Essalmi, Jemni, Kinshuk and Chen , yet these research results also underline that TEL can bring
about negative eﬀects in learning, too. According to Kruger and Blignaut ,
one of the reasons for such a situation is the fact that very often ICT lead
pupils to feel stress, negative emotions, anxiety or simply repeated irritation.
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The meta-analyses carried out by D’Mello indicate that it is mainly various
discrete aﬀective states, for example boredom, confusion and frustration, that
occur here. The emotional layer is, on the other hand, a key context for building
learning eﬀects, and due to this, negative states and tensions lead to decreased
TEL eﬀects (for example, good attitude, satisfaction or balanced motivation
favour positive eﬀects of learning). Wanner and Palmer’s research results
show that due to this pupils most often prefer to learn with very little support
for this process stemming from ICT – and if they are to learn through TEL, they
mostly prefer to choose such forms of TEL as (the above-mentioned) flipped
classroom and blended learning.
The situation is similar among teachers. As shown by analyses by Kehrwald and McCallum , TEL still causes high levels of anxiety among teachers.
Because of that – like pupils – they most often prefer to minimize the use of
ICT in their practice and tend to select – as proved by Almpanis’s studies –
– such types of TEL as blended learning. Paradoxically, as shown by Siggins
and Flood in their experiment, contemporary adults experience high levels
of anxiety caused by a situation that in a sense is totally opposite, i.e. a sudden
separation from one’s personal smartphone.
While analyzing the relation between broadly understood stress and the
use of ICT, it is possible to observe a certain type of a vicious circle. On the
one hand – as underlined above – ICT tools cause certain stress, on the other
hand, however – as demonstrated by Asakawa, Muramatsu, Hayashi, Urata,
Taya and Mizuno-Matsumoto – the higher the level of stress, the worse the
human brain processes the content coming from ICT tools. Figure 1.18 shows
that those researchers tested the level of stress using The State Trait Anxiety
Inventory (STAI) among twenty-three healthy persons. They then divided
the subjects into two groups: a low-anxiety group and a high-anxiety group.
All the participants of the study sat in front of a smartphone and watched
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emotional audio-visual and sentence stimuli . Participants “viewed relaxing
pictures such as landscapes in the resting session, funny pictures such as animals in the pleasant session, and terror pictures such as horror movies in the
unpleasant session. In the emotional sentence stimuli sessions, participants
viewed funny sentences found in email as pleasant sentence stimuli, and anxiety-provoking sentences from email as the unpleasant sentence stimuli” .
Researchers analyzed information processing through electroencephalography (EEG) propagation speed analysis in the alpha (8-14 Hz) band for these
emotional stress stimuli. It turned out that the higher the level of stress in
an individual, the worse the brain processing of information coming from
the smartphone and the more panicky the reactions to unpleasant stimuli .
Thus, the vicious circle mentioned consists in the fact that ICT tools used in
TEL cause or increase the level of stress among learners, and the eﬀectiveness
of TEL varies in direct proportion to the level of stress.
Interestingly, D’Mello’s research shows that higher levels of anxiety,
boredom and frustration are registered in the context of TEL studied in research laboratories. When TEL is studied in an authentic learning context,
for example in a school classroom, these negative states do not reach such
drastically high levels. At the same time, Brown, Zeidman, Smittenaar, Adams,
McNab, Rutledge and Dolan prove that at present, the smartphone becomes
an excellent research tool for cognitive science, allowing for rapid, large-scale
experimentation and data collection, but only when research is conducted out
of the laboratory, in an environment that is natural for a given type of activity.
Short’s analyses further underline that TEL is ineﬀective due to the
fact that a phenomenon of decreased trust occurs in any interactions mediated by ICT. Trust is a key condition for the correct course of the process of
learning with other pupils and teacher/teachers. Its decrease in TEL is mainly caused by limited face-to-face contacts, as well as various technological
problems that build a general feeling of threat. Another condition for positive
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Figure 1.18. The course and results of an experiment on the relations between the
level of stress and eﬀectiveness of processing content coming from ICT tools in the
human brain. (A) Using The State Trait Anxiety Inventory, the subjects were divided into
two groups: a low-anxiety group and a high-anxiety group. (B) The subjects sat in front of
a smartphone and (C) watched emotional audio-visual and sentence stimuli. (D) With the
use of electroencephalography, it was diagnosed that individuals showing a higher level of
stress are worse at processing information coming from their smartphone in their brains
and have much more panicky reactions to unpleasant stimuli, (E) as compared to persons
showing a lower level of stress. (F) Evaluating regions of propagation speed: medial sagittal
(MS), lateral sagittal (LS), lateral coronal (LC), medial coronal (MC). Source: T. Asakawa,
A. Muramatsu, T. Hayashi, T. Urata, M. Taya & Y. Mizuno-Matsumoto, Comparison of EEG
propagation speeds under emotional stimuli on smartphone between the diﬀerent anxiety
states. Frontiers in Human Neuroscience, 8, pp. 3-5 (2014). Under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License.
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eﬀects of learning is good night’s sleep. Research by Christensen, Bettencourt,
Kaye, Moturu, Nguyen, Olgin, Pletcher and Marcus show, however, that
screen-time is associated with poor sleep. People who use a lot of ICT tools,
for example smartphones, particularly around bedtime, sleep much worse.
Learning through ICT tools – a fundamental concept in TEL – can thus decrease the eﬀectiveness of sleep, and as a consequence, the eﬀectiveness of
learning itself.
In addition, the digitization of learning materials itself can decrease its
eﬀects. For example, Dalton, Connolly and Palmer ran two equal classes
in two groups of students. In the first one, students used multimedia-based
learning materials, whereas in the other – paper-based. It turned out that the
group using traditional paper resources and not using any forms of TEL scored
better results.
1.3.3. Selected recent studies and the need to personalize
technology-enhanced learning

Meta-analyses conducted by Tlili, Essalmi, Jemni, Kinshuk and Chen show
that the broadly understood eﬀectiveness of TEL depends on a learner’s personality to a very significant extent. What is more, experiments by Scott, Rodriguez, Soria and Campo demonstrate that its key elements in this context
are learning preferences, and learning styles in particular. For example, Hwang,
Chiu and Chen discovered that TEL based on multimedia games “significantly improved the students’ learning achievements, learning motivations,
satisfaction degree and flow state, in particular, for those active learning style
students”. According to those researchers, such a form of TEL is thus “more
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beneficial to those active style students who tend to learn by doing, than to the
reflective style learners” . On the other hand, by using the Silverman learning style model, Khenissi, Essalmi, Jemni, Kinshuk, Graf and Chen discovered that some forms of TEL (for example those using simulations) are more
eﬀective for pupils with global and intuitive learning styles who like, among
others, innovations and problem solving, and other forms (for example those
using logical tasks) are more eﬀective for those with sequential and sensing
learning styles, i.e. who do not enjoy novelties and surprises, and prefer linear,
or even traditional, presentation of learning content.
Many researchers thus suggest that ICT tools used in TEL should monitor
the learner’s actual learning style and simultaneously adjust to it . They underline the need to personalize TEL, both in the form of TEL and the learning
content. However, many contemporary studies show that learning preferences,
and/or learning styles, are a myth called a neuromyth, because their existence
has not been confirmed by any reliable neuroscience research .
Nevertheless, it is also said that apart from learning styles, TEL should
take into account other (not a neuromyth) features of the learner’s personality,
e.g. level of timidity, anxiety, self-reliance and thoughtfulness . Otherwise,
with the lack of personalization, TEL can be extremely ineﬀective. How can
TEL be personalized?
Vahdat, Oneto, Anguita, Funk and Rauterberg notice that the personalization of TEL should be based on professional Learning Analytics (LA).
LA consist in “measuring, collecting and analyzing data about learners and
their contexts and allow exploring the behaviour of people while learning” .
It is worth underlining that LA is currently one of the fastest developing do-
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mains of TEL that combines scientific fields such as statistics, machine
learning, cognitive science and pedagogy . Using LA in TEL is above all
supposed to make it possible to synchronize learning with the process of diagnosing students’ preferences and capabilities, at the same time eliminating
the problem of materials that are unadjusted to pupils, both in terms of its
content and form . LA are to be conducted simultaneously with respect to
learning (they are to be completed in real time), and their results (reflecting
the actual behaviour of the learner) are to determine the actual dynamics of
the course of TEL .
The sense of LA in TEL is confirmed by the results of a lot of research. For
example, studies by Tabuenca, Kalz, Drachsler and Specht show that even
a simple analysis of the time that a given person devotes to learning in a given context/space, and modifying the course of TEL based on this data, can
significantly increase the eﬀects achieved by them and equip them with high
competencies in the area of self-regulated learning. Experiments by Minovic,
Milovanovic, Sosevic and Gonzalez , as well as Munoz-Merino, Ruiperez-Valiente, Alario-Hoyos, Perez-Sanagustin and Kloos show, on the other hand,
that visualizing the progress in TEL in real time makes it possible to eﬀectively
and simultaneously correct the level of diﬃculty of the content discussed in
a given situation, but also its form, according to the actual dynamics of pupils’
cognitive abilities.
In LA, more and more stress is currently placed on the self-analysis of one’s
own process of learning. It is assumed that it is students themselves who can
conduct the most eﬀective process of TEL personalization . Through the
analysis of virtualized data originating from tools conducting LA, it is them
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who would thus have to (on their own or with the teacher taking part) take
decisions on how to correct TEL. Pupils would thus create TEL oscillation axes.
It seems, however, that rather neither pupils or teachers are actually interested in such a form of TEL personalization. Why is that? It can be explained
by referring oneself to research results on the use of Web 2.0 in TEL.
As noted by Arh, Blazic and Dimovski , “when talking about TEL the
impact of Web 2.0 technologies should not be overlooked. These Web 2.0
technologies are changing the way people share their knowledge, perspectives, opinions, thoughts and experiences across the web. Web 2.0 tools, such
as instant-messaging systems, blogs, RSS, social bookmarking, VideoWiki,
Doodle, podcasts and picture-sharing sites are becoming more and more
popular. Web 2.0 is involved in various knowledge-management processes,
including knowledge creation and thus contributes to the sustainability of
competitive advantage through its interaction with other resources”. Therefore, as observed by Hao and Lee , Web 2.0 provides an opportunity to learn
creatively and in a pleasant way, and moreover – as underlined by De Wever,
Hamalainen, Voet and Gielen – in an environment that simulates real tasks,
i.e. ones that make it possible to apply the knowledge they master in a practical way out of school. What is more, as research by Mavropalias and Brady
indicates, Web 2.0 is also so plastic a technology that it gives people with different learning styles an opportunity to learn eﬀectively – it is a space that is
fully open to (self)personalization. Freishtat and Sandlin describe the Web
2.0 potential as understood above using the example of Facebook (FB). They
claim that FB “has the potential to engage learners as creators of knowledge
and as active participants in the learning process. In some ways, components
of a critical transformational learning that seeks to redefine transformation
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as something that involves both individual and social change and that takes
seriously the social contexts within which learning takes place, can operate
in FB and engage learners to build new, more democratic cultural realities.
The collaborative, productive nature of FB and its usefulness as a platform for
forming networks and sharing critical information on race, class, gender, and
a wide variety of social-justice oriented social movements, hold possibilities
for critical learning [...]. While FB users can create their own content through
blogging or entering information on their walls, FB seems especially useful as
a space that allows users to quickly and easily disseminate information that
was produced or created elsewhere [...]. With FB, then, learners are able to
share information quickly and easily with large numbers of people, making
collaboration across time and space easy [...]. The ways people choose to learn
and engage with knowledge is woven into a fluid process of change”.
It would then seem that, as also observed by Jenkins, Browne, Walker
and Hewitt , pupils should be willing to learn through Web 2.0 – thanks to
this technology, they can run the (self)personalization of TEL, i.e. adjust the
course of the process of learning to their own needs, abilities, preferences etc.
However, it is not the way it is. A meta-analytical study conducted by Manca
and Ranieri shows that results of numerous studies unambiguously stress
a general unwillingness of contemporary pupils to add Web 2.0 to school activities. They treat portals like FB as spaces separate from school and they do not
have the faintest idea about how they can be used in the process of learning.
A similar dislike for using Web 2.0 in TEL can be noticed among teachers.
On the one hand, as shown by research results by Hao and Lee , educators
are simply afraid of the educational application of Web 2.0. In particular, this
refers to young female teachers who are inexperienced in using TEL . On
the other hand, as demonstrated by the analyses by Roldan-Alvarez, Martin,
Garcia-Herranz and Haya , most contemporary teachers do not have sufficient competences to use Web 2.0 in their educational practice eﬀectively
and ingeniously. This is why, to feel in control and protect their own absolute
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authority, they introduce the prohibition of Web 2.0 tools (such as FB) in
the classroom, using at this point the term coined by Lally, Sharples, Tracy,
Bertram and Masters . And even if this prohibition is not legalized, they
are completely unable to use the potential the Web 2.0 technology provides
in the context of TEL personalization (teachers only transfer traditional
forms of work to the Net ). In this context, Schwarz and Caduri quote
a very clear example: “Ilana’s story is about using FB to enhance tradition.
[…] for her, FB is a platform to present content, to direct questions to the
group or to individual students, assess students’ comments, diagnose misconceptions and provide further resources for learning. Her role is that of
a content provider. For her, FB is a place, a virtual classroom, in which she
is the expert. She controls the distribution of sources and their use through
FB. She controls the instructional process, delivers the content to the entire
class and tends to emphasize factual knowledge. The pedagogical model
that guides Ilana’s actions consists of transmission of information and less
about knowledge building or collaborative work. Her motivation to use FB
derives from her need to communicate with many students from diﬀerent
schools at the same time. Ilana understands the potential that FB holds as
a geographical means: FB functions as a gathering place which allows her
to do whatever she routinely does in her classroom, but with several classes
and at the same time”.
The student’s self-analysis as far as one’s process of learning goes as underlined above, and so much desired in TEL, directed at independent correction
of TEL, thus geared towards the most eﬀective form of TEL personalization,
continues to seem diﬃcult to implement, to say the least.
1.3.4. The need for research in cogniঞve neuroscience and psychophysiology

Noticed in the recent years, the exceptional interest in research into the human brain, linked to neuroscientific trends such as cognitive neuroscience and
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(though to a lesser extent) cognitive neuropsychology , leads to the more
and more frequent discussion on the influence of ICT on the human brain .
Unfortunately, in spite of neuroscience being in fashion, this influence is not
studied intensively or reliably. Most often in this context, the rather popular
and journalistic understanding of the relation between new technologies and
neuronal correlates of cognitive processes is applied, and thus TEL is unquestioningly considered to be beneficial for the human brain . TEL promoters
sometimes even start to believe in “a technopositivist ideology” where all ICT
tools are perceived as spotless stimulants for the positive development of the
human brain .
However, as observed by Pozdniakov and Posov , sometimes other yet
equally journalistic reports show ICT tools as unambiguously detrimental
to the human brain and doing the thinking for people. What is true then?
According to Sandars , in order to design TEL well it is necessary to have
knowledge on the nature of the process of learning that is very consolidated and – above all – based on the latest results of the best research. Dror,
Schmidt and O’Connor add that TEL has to be based on how the human
brain works (from the perspective of cognitive processes), i.e. on cognitive
neuroscience . What is more, according to those researchers TEL also has
to be “brain friendly” . Thus, even though there is a need to conduct cognitive neuroscience research in the context of TEL, there are still very few
reliable results of research devoted to this issue. In this paragraph, the most
important and most recent of the few will be discussed. It may let us arrive
at a reply to the question posed about the actual relation between ICT and
the human brain.
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One of the most interesting studies in this respect was carried out by
Kretzschmar, Pleimling, Hosemann, Fussel, Bornkessel-Schlesewsky and
Schlesewsky . They examined the diﬀerences in reading a text displayed on
various devices. These were: a paper page, an e-reader and a tablet computer.
Thirty-six younger adults (mean age 25.7) and twenty-one older adults (mean
age 66.8) participated in the study. Using the EEG and questionnaire methods,
the researchers discovered that irrespective of age the eﬀectiveness of reading
a text is not determined by the type of the device it is displayed on. As shown
in Figure 1.19, the subjects declared that reading was most pleasurable for them
when they were reading the text from a paper page, and that it seems to provide
the best readability for them (interestingly, a tablet computer was evaluated
in a similar way by older adults), yet EEG data unambiguously show that a text
displayed on diﬀerent devices is processed in the same way by the human brain.
Research by Small, Moody, Siddarth and Bookheimer shows, however,
that the situation is slightly diﬀerent when it comes to reading a hypertext
implemented on the Internet. When reading, people who read a lot of diﬀerent
materials online start to activate not only those areas in their brains that are
characteristic for this process, but also those that are responsible for decision
making (as hypertexts are not linear, but lead the reader and are open to constant changes and give an opportunity to click on new threads). These results
are interpreted as proof that intense technological experiences change the way
the human brain functions (and may even change the way it is organised) .
What is more, an experiment by Di Giacomo, Cofini, Di Mascio, Rosita,
Fiorenzi, Gennari and Vittorini shows that learning to read based on ICT
may be more eﬀective than traditional methods. Those researchers proved
that using their original Terence program for six months by children positively
influences their reading abilities (Terence improved their psychological per-
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Figure 1.19. Results of an experiment on processing a text displayed on diﬀerent devices
by the human brain. (A) Mean voltage density measures per page of text displayed on diﬀerent
devices. (B) Declared level of pleasure while reading a text displayed on diﬀerent devices. (C) Evaluation of the devices with the best readability. Source: F. Kretzschmar, D. Pleimling, J. Hosemann,
S. Fussel, I. Bornkessel-Schlesewsky & M. Schlesewsky, Subjective impressions do not mirror online
reading eﬀort: concurrent EEG-eyetracking evidence from the reading of books and digital media. PLoS ONE, 8, pp. 6, 8 (2013). Under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License.

formance, e.g. speed and reading time) . This program “aims to carry out
a software to improve the reading comprehension of its main learners. The
program develops an Adaptive Learning System (ALS): is a computer-based
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and/or online educational system that modifies the presentation of material
in response to subject performance” .
Things are diﬀerent, however, in the context of learning to write, when
ICT tools deprive children of the incredibly important corporal experience in
this process. Mangen and Velay explain this as follows: “The switch from
pen and paper to mouse, keyboard and screen entails major diﬀerences in the
haptics of writing, at several distinct but intersecting levels. Handwriting is
by essence a unimanual activity, whereas typewriting is bimanual. Typically,
handwriting is also a slower process than typewriting. Moreover, the visual
attention of the writer is strongly concentrated during handwriting; the attentional focus of the writer is dedicated to the tip of the pen, while during
typewriting the visual attention is detached from the haptic input, namely
the process of hitting the keys. Hence, typewriting is divided into two distinct,
and spatiotemporally separated, spaces: the motor space (e.g., the keyboard),
and the visual space (e.g., the screen). Another major diﬀerence pertains to the
production of each character during the two writing modes. In handwriting,
the writer has to graphomotorically form each letter – i.e., produce a graphic
shape resembling as much as possible the standard shape of the specific letter. In typewriting, obviously, there is no graphomotor component involved;
the letters are readymades and the task of the writer is to spatially locate the
specific letters on the keyboard […]. A large body of research in neuroscience,
biopsychology and evolutionary biology demonstrates that our use of hands
for purposive manipulation of tools plays a constitutive role in learning and
cognitive development, and may even be a significant building block in language development. Furthermore, brain imaging studies (using fMRI, i.e.,
functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging) show that the specific hand movements involved in handwriting support the visual recognition of letters”.
Moreover, Gindrat, Chytiris, Balerna, Rouiller and Ghosh discovered
that intense screen tapping itself is strongly correlated with negative changes in the human brain. Using the EEG method, those researchers compared
the brain activity of right-handed touchscreen phone users (26 people) and
nonusers (11 people using phones with a traditional keyboard). It turned out
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that the intense use of a touchscreen phone reorganised the representation
of right-hand fingers in the somatosensory cortex. As shown by previous research conducted by Berolo, Wells and Amick , this type of reorganisation in
the human brain is significantly correlated with the development of chronic
pain. For this reason, despite the lack of any deficits in the physical state of
the hand, right-handed people who permanently use ICT so frequently suﬀer
from pain in their right-hand fingers, as well as in the right shoulder or neck
(and, by analogy, the same probably applies to left-handed people, although
their situation is often contextually complicated ).
A diﬀerent study that also used EEG, as well as transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), revealed that smartphone users (N = 17), as compared to nonusers
(N = 38), achieve much worse results in an information processing task. Furthermore, the team including Hadar, Eliraz, Lazarovits, Alyagon and Zangen who
conducted the research carried out an additional 3-month experiment where
half of the previously studied nonusers took part. They received smartphones
and were trained in how to use them. Shocking as it may seem, it turned out
that even such a short period of time of using a smartphone was enough for
the eﬀectiveness of information processing in their brains to decrease significantly (it did not change in the control group, i.e. the other half of nonusers).
Loh and Kanai’s research results seem even more shocking. They used
the Media Multitasking Questionnaire, aimed at diagnosing the Media Multitasking Index (MMI), i.e. the level of intensity of using ICT tools (both in the
context of time, type of activity and number of tools ) and the fMRI method.
They chose the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), one of the most important
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areas for information processing in the human brain, as their regions of interest (ROI). As shown in Figure 1.20, Loh and Kanai discovered that the higher
the MMI scores in a given person, the smaller their gray matter density in

Figure 1.20. Results of an experiment on the correlation between the Media Multitasking
Index (MMI) scores and the gray matter volume in the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC).
MMI scores show the level of intensity of using ICT tools. ACC is one of the most important
areas in the human brain as far as information processing is concerned, and its decreased gray
matter density may lead to decreased cognitive control performance, as well as cause negative
socio-emotional outcomes. Source: K.K. Loh & R. Kanai, Higher media multi-tasking activity
is associated with smaller gray-matter density in the anterior cingulate cortex. PLoS ONE, 9,
p. 4 (2014). Under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License.
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ACC. Those researchers add that it means that the intense use ICT tools negatively changes the cerebral cortex, and these changes may decrease cognitive
control performance, as well as lead to negative socio-emotional outcomes .
The above-mentioned results of the latest research into ICT, conducted
within cognitive neuroscience paradigms, show that TEL does not necessarily
have to bring positive eﬀects. A very intense use of ICT tools may lead to negative changes in the brain, aﬀecting not only the human’s cognitive functioning,
but also their well-being, social relations and health. Of course each of these
results show only a certain fragment of the large spectrum of possible TEL effects. Theoreticians are of the opinion that deduction in analysing cognitive
neuroscience should thus be carried out by means of the convergence method, i.e. combining large quantities of data gathered through various research
procedures (EEG, TMS, fMRI etc.). Unfortunately, as shown earlier, there is
still very little data of this type in the context of TEL. It is also worth complementing research procedures from within cognitive neuroscience with those
coming from other fields, psychophysiology in particular. Several studies have
shown that taking measurements of the heart rate (HR), heart rate variability
(HRV), blood pressure , electrodermal activity (EDA), e.g. skin conductance
level (SCL) and skin conductance response (SCR) may be useful in this
respect, among others. It is also desirable that data measuring the activity
of the brain be combined with data coming from behavioural experiments .

Conclusions
In this chapter it was established that TEL is a theory of learning with the use of
(any type of) technology that is applied in order to enrich the cooperation and
enable access to social information resources, and at the same time stimulate
student’s own, individual and creative activity that makes it possible to assign
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individualized meanings to the elements of reality that they get to know. The
latest phase of TEL development is smart learning, an element of smart education. The latter is, on the other hand, a part of the concept of smart cities, i.e.
technologically-developed cities. Thus, TEL becomes the first pillar of the idea
of learning in CyberParks. The other will be described in the following chapter.
Furthermore, this chapter shows that TEL can be evaluated in diﬀerent
ways. There are research results that both glorify and completely deprecate this
vision of learning. In order to evaluate TEL in a reliable manner, it is necessary
to conduct research within cognitive neuroscience paradigms. Even though the
results of such research are only authorized through convergence, they show
the real (neuronal or behavioral) eﬀects of using ICT in the process of learning.
When summarizing this chapter, it is also worth paying attention to yet
one more issue. Lakkala and Ilomaki notice that we currently experience
a certain global problem in the context of TEL: teachers are not prepared to
use the full potential of TEL. What is more, as stated by Cooner , TEL is most
often introduced at schools not as a strategy for enriching the learning process, but as a remedy for deficiencies related to high costs of education and its
accessibility for pupils, among others. Thus, as observed by Scanlon , when
TEL is applied, “the gap between potential and actual practice” is commonly
noticed. In addition, the introduction of TEL is accompanied by focus on
technologies, and not on teachers’ competences, pivotal for the eﬀectiveness
of TEL . The crucial role of the teacher in TEL is thus globally ignored, which
contributes to the radical devaluation of TEL .
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Kirkwood and Price notice that when TEL was developing in the 1970s,
most theoreticians of education claimed that no technology can enrich the
process of learning. Today, we know that it is possible. However, as shown in
this chapter, the use of ICT in education requires intuition and knowledge.
This is because TEL can both stimulate and disturb human cognitive processes. A quote from Graham and Zengin’s can serve as a good summary (and
a word of warning) of the considerations in this chapter: “Learning can be
hard. Not learning can be even harder. This is true for both learners and the
organizations that are responsible for their training. It is clear that technology,
at some level, has now become a reality in the workplace and in education.
However, as practitioners remind us, it is not enough to have a computer budget and a training materials syllabus; groundwork must be laid for learning to
take place [...]. All decisions must be made with the following caveat: When
technology is used improperly, for the wrong reasons, or without the proper
resources in place, it’s likely to be slow, expensive, and ineﬃcient”.
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CHAPTER 2

Outdoor learning

Introducঞon
It is estimated that by 2050 the population of city dwellers will have risen (as
compared to the current number) by almost 65% . It thus seems that the
upcoming decades will be accompanied by the intensification of sedentary
lifestyle (i.e. life without real physical activity) , which has already reached
a catastrophic scale. McCurdy, Winterbottom, Mehta and Roberts claim
that the chronic lack of movement which has been on the increase among
city dwellers will lead the next generation to a situation where children will
be doomed to a life shorter than their parents’ (which has never happened
in the human history so far). What is more, numerous research results conducted by cognitive scientists, exercise physiologists, educational psychologists, neurobiologists and physical educators show that low physical activity
(permanently) destructs the human brain, thus next generations will not only
live shorter and get ill more frequently, but their eﬀectiveness of learning will
also decrease .
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The above-mentioned trends in the changes of the human life rhythm have
also led to the creation of a nature-deficit disorder . Discovered by Louv ,
this phenomenon shows that because most people have “little contact and
experience in nature” today, they are aﬀected by “costs of alienation from nature”, e.g. “diminished use of the senses, attention diﬃculties, and higher rates
of physical and emotional illnesses”. Likewise, more and more researchers
claim that for the man to be (physically and mentally) healthy and cognitively
eﬀective, they have to return to the broadly understood nature – to frequent
and natural (typical for non-urban eras) movement outside, in green space .
This claim is based on an interdisciplinary methodology called bioinspiration
(or biomimicry) where nature’s genius is a source of not only inspiration, but
also of behaviour and life patterns .
It has to be added that the nature-deficit disorder not always has to be
a consequence of a contemporary man’s lifestyle uninspired by nature. In
the city, it is more and more frequent to come across the phenomenon called
“green space reduction”; there are fewer and fewer parks or green spots with
trees, bushes, flowers etc . What is more, as indicated by Chin-Shyang and
Mei-Ju , most of those already scarce urban green spaces that are created are
designed arbitrarily, i.e. in a way that does not take the needs and expectations
of city dwellers into account. Urban green spaces are generally treated simply
as obligatory city elements, mainly aimed at fulfilling certain aesthetic and
formal standards. In the city, the contact with nature has thus simply been
hindered, and sometimes actually impossible. However, as manifested by
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Dillon , each city dweller “should have fair access to a good quality natural
environment”. Interestingly, Dillon claims that education is a panacea for
this problem. How should we understand that?
Topaz underlines that bioinspiration education, i.e. education to a large
extent based on active and interdisciplinary outdoor learning (OL), is one
of the most important ways of tackling the deficit of movement and nature.
It is assumed that education should be fully inspired by nature , and that
not only indoor spaces, but also to at least the same extent outdoor spaces
should be taken into consideration when planning where it takes place. As
observed by Tavares, Silva and Bettencourt, OL is thus becoming a certain
type of a consensus that balances the need of institutional learning with the
need to move around and be close to nature .
The legitimacy of the educational use of outdoor spaces is confirmed by
numerous studies. It turns out, for example, that the more time a given person spends outdoors, the more physically active they are (for each hour of
staying outdoors, there is an average of 27 minutes of more physical activity
than in case of staying indoors) . As underlined by Lyngas Eklund, Ruud and
Grov , nature is an optimum space for physical activity. What is more, those
who often learn outdoors are much healthier and have much better social
interactions . Green outdoor spaces are also optimum for learning itself .
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This is because nature maintains the memory and attention on a level that is
ideal for learning .
It is worth adding that even plain urban green spaces can be important
nature meeting points for pupils from the city. In a study by Merewether ,
the behaviours of pupils from a city school during outdoor activities were
observed for three months, which showed that such activities are suﬃcient
for pupils to be able to learn through observing real phenomena, be physically active and improve interpersonal relations. Furthermore, Chin-Shyang
and Mei-Ju emphasize it that even in urban green spaces outdoor activities
are incredibly attractive for pupils in the city, because they are particularly
curious about the natural world (as compared to pupils in rural areas, for
example).
OL is thus currently becoming more and more popular , or even trendy .
(An excellent exemplification of this trend is provided by Waite . She notices
that one of the classic papers devoted to OL written by Bonnett and Williams,
titled Environmental education and primary children’s attitudes towards nature and the environment, and published in 1998 in the Cambridge Journal of
Education, is currently the most frequently quoted article coming from this
journal). This concept is still mainly used in informal education ; however,
policy makers and teacher education institutions , as well as teachers and
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pupils themselves , have been showing interest in it more and more often.
The need to formally adapt OL is mentioned more and more frequently.
What is OL then and how should we understand it? Has the educational
potential of this concept been scientifically proven in a clear way? This chapter is an attempt at answering these questions. In the first paragraph, this
concept’s background, i.e. discussions on outdoor education (OE), will be
presented. The next subchapter will discuss the definitions of OL. Finally, the
last subchapter will present the results of the most recent research on OL. The
chapter will end with an attempt at a short description of the most important
issues related to OL, selected in line with the topic covered by this book.

2.1. Outdoor educaঞon
As intriguingly demonstrated by Whitbread , the beginnings of the OE idea can
be found as early as in Aristotle, “who had a practice of strolling about the temple
of the Lycian Apollo […] as he taught”. Indeed, as indicated by Tan and Atencio ,
among others, the concept refers to every type of outdoor experience that can
be used for educational purposes. Cengelci adds, however, that OE “includes
a relationship between the natural environment and human, and requires experiential learning, using all senses, and focusing on interdisciplinary subjects”.
Hoad, Deed and Lugg observe in this context that OE diﬀers from classroom-based education with at least five elements:
– Firstly, in OE, a much bigger stress is placed on making pupils’ experiences natural, on making sure that their context of learning is not
artificial (i.e. that it is not artificially created in the classroom).
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– Secondly, through OE, pupils are supposed not only to leave the school
building, but also their “outside comfort zone”, i.e. they are supposed
to learn also outside of the super-safe, sterile and hollow school environment that does not reflect the reality, shape perseverance or teach
real risk assessment.
– Thirdly, restrictive school norms related to language and movement,
among others, are radically transformed in OE for the sake of considerable spontaneity in pupils’ (both communicative and physical)
behaviour.
– Fourthly, in OE, teachers and pupils enter completely diﬀerent roles
than in indoor education. Instead of being just a leader, facilitator, and
instructor, teachers start playing the role of, for example, a cook, medic, navigator, and carer. On the other hand, the pupil enters the role of
a discoverer and expert who can reveal all their passions and interests,
as well as diverse strategies of learning.
– Fifthly, and finally, with a plethora of venues and interactions, OE is
supposed to encourage pupils to have a critical reflection on everyday
lifestyles, as well as their own strong opinions, also on the methods,
forms and sources of learning.
What is more, OE supplements traditional school interactions (interactions between learners, the learner and educator) with interactions between
the learner and environment . As a consequence, as stated by Smeds, Jeronen
and Kurppa , OE includes both environmental education and education for
sustainable development. OE is thus not only education outside the school
building, but also education for the environment; it educates how to look after
it and shapes the love of nature . Meiboudi, Lahijanian, Shobeiri, Jozi and
Azizinezhad even come to claim that OE “is the most fundamental way to
protect the environment”. It is assumed, however, that in this context OE may
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take two forms: that of emancipatory OE, referring to shaping an identity that
fights for environmental protection, and that of instrumental OE, linked to
shaping an identity that simply looks after the environment .
OE is not about abandoning the school classroom and emancipating education from any buildings. Burriss and Burriss state that “the outdoors
becomes a natural extension of the indoor classroom”. OE does not have to
occur in any specific natural conditions, either. As defined by Jenkins , any
parks or green spots, or simply normal school green spaces will be suﬃcient.
What is more, the above-mentioned Burriss and Burriss indicate that “the
outdoor classroom may begin with a picnic table, a few benches, or a window
sill or pole bird feeder”. Obviously, the participants of the process of education
would gain much bigger opportunities if these spaces were equipped with
portable tables and chairs, as well as if they had access to running water, lighting, overhead shelter, seating, signage, trash receptacles and outdoor storage
areas . However, this is not indispensable for actual OE to occur, which has
to be very firmly underlined at the end of this paragraph.
As a side note, it is worth mentioning an interesting form of introducing
OE that was presented by Gustafson and van der Burgt . They described
a Swedish kindergarten whose building was replaced with a bus. The bus is
a shelter from diﬃcult weather conditions; it also contains a dining area and
a toilet. Parents drop and pick up their children on the parking lot, and depending on the day, the kids learn in diﬀerent places. This allows the children
to reach various types of interesting natural spots where the entire process of
education takes place.
To summarize this subchapter, OE assumes a partial transfer of the process
of learning outdoors, away from an educational institution, towards places that
are close to nature. These do not have to be forests, woods, or some mountainous areas. Very importantly for the considerations in this book, a park where
various elements of education can be completed for some time, learning included, is suﬃcient. This is where the OL concept appears.
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2.2. Outdoor learning concept
As noted by Quinn , the OL concept “sees nature as a space within which
humans act”. This researcher adds that OL is a concept where learning can be
completed not only as an element of OE, but also “informally and incidentally
as a byproduct of outdoor engagement, during such activities as environmental activism” . OL thus refers both to formal and informal learning. What
is more, as observed by Janiuk , OL does not have to take place exclusively
close to nature. Its forms are, for example, all sorts of science festivals, picnics
or research nights. As underlined by Thorburn and Allison , the essence
here is a real, true context of learning. In OL, it is simply about going beyond
school classroom or one’s own house and learning through observation and
participation in real life that takes place both in the natural and artificial
(man-made) environments . It is assumed here that “the physical and cultural
natural environments oﬀer the learning framework” , which is sometimes
referred to as place-based pedagogy. Assuming such a perspective, Christie,
Beames and Higgins conclude that, mostly generally speaking, OL “is regarded as pedagogy – a means to deliver the curriculum from across many
disciplines in authentic contexts”.
As previously underlined, it is the vicinity of nature, however, that forms
a special value of OL in the contemporary world . And it is in this form, as
stressed by Black , i.e. learning in school grounds, parks, protected areas etc.,
that the OL concept has become to be more and more intensively introduced
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into formal education. As defined by Chin-Shyang and Mei-Ju , the outdoor
is supposed to be a nature-based extension for student’s indoor school learning. (It is worth mentioning at this point that Scotland was one of the first
countries to introduce [nature-based] OL widely into formal education ,
and that it is the country that assigns largest grants to the development of
the OL concept ).
In the context of a formal application of OL, this concept is thus sometimes
called Learning Outside the Classroom (LOtC) . Cengelci states that this
term expresses an idea that in order to better understand both the everyday
life and abstract concepts, it is necessary to leave the building of a school,
kindergarten or university which is out of touch with the reality. When for
example pupils learn about a place of great natural interest, they should take
their maps and compasses, find this place and visit it, and when they learn
about a plant, they should take a measure or a magnifying glass and study
this plant thoroughly.
Cengelci underlines that in this context the OL concept meets ICT tools.
On the one hand, they are currently becoming the most multitasking tools
that allow to study the world, and on the other hand, they are the most mobile
carriers of information that make it possible to learn everywhere, also outside, in places without access to electricity or so remote that it is impossible
to move a pile of books or notes to them.
Quoting Allison, Carr and Meldrum , the OL concept is thus a certain
“educational approach that aims to explore and develop understanding of
diﬀerent subject topics and also, thereby, of connections between them”. To
further use these authors’ conclusions, this approach “refers to practical and/
or experiential activities undertaken primarily outdoors. This is a broad conceptualisation which may include learning in the school grounds and in nearby
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locations” . As unambiguously showed by Fuller , the learning must, however, always be based on first-hand experience.
It is thus clear to see that the OL concept matches the constructivist conceptions of learning , similarly to the TEL described in Chapter 1. What is
more, as indicated by Figure 2.1., the OL concept is also based on two other
theoretical initiatives:
– The Environmental Education Model created by Palmer, which can
be described as an “instruction directed toward developing a citizenry
prepared to live well in a place without destroying it. Environmental
education can occur both inside and outside the classroom” .
– The Experiential Learning Theory formulated by Kolb, which defines
learning as “the process whereby knowledge is created through the
transformation of experience. Knowledge results from the combination
of grasping and transforming experience” .

Figure 2.1. The theory base for the outdoor learning concept. Source: own work based on:
P. Smeds, E. Jeronen & S. Kurppa, Rural camp school eco learn – outdoor education in rural
settings. International Journal of Environmental and Science Education, 6, p. 271 (2011).

What is more, Thorburn and Allison notice that the OL concept matches
the idea of holistic learning. These authors add that OL is “designed to support
the new holistic curriculum intentions in a variety of ways, e.g. through mak-
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ing greater connections with literacy, numeracy, and health and wellbeing” .
However, the application of OL as a holistic pedagogy is very often hindered
in many aspects. In this context, researchers enumerate the following list of
barriers:
– “Accessibility, time, ease of use and ownership of outdoor spaces.
– Place and value of OL in the culture and ethos of the setting.
– Perceptions of team, parent and families in terms of risk/litigation/
benefits.
– Overemphasis on health and safety.
– Staﬀ knowledge, understanding, confidence and competence.
– Reluctance to use or engage in community spaces.
– Lack of resources; suitable for wet/cold weather.
– Rigid rations and lack of flexibility.
– Weather conditions” .
Shawket observes that when tackling the above-mentioned impediments, six design principles for educational environments formulated by Mary
Fritz may come in handy. They are presented in Table 2.1.
To sum up the considerations in this paragraph, it has to be underlined
that OL is more and more powerful when entering formal education. It is
a very desired form of learning because pupils in the city suﬀer from a very
large deficit of contact with nature. Furthermore, OL gives pupils a chance
to learn in real conditions or simply outdoors. Very importantly for the considerations in this book, no special conditions are necessary in order to apply
OL; it is suﬃcient to use a park in the city or school green areas. Obviously,
OL undergoes numerous limitations, such as those linked to the weather
or pupils’ safety, to name just a few. As a result, OL should be perceived as
an extension of learning in the classroom or at home. The park is supposed
to become a place that develops the topics presented at school or a healthy
and relaxing, optimum for short, space for completing school tasks . Most
importantly for the analyses in this book, however, the OL idea can become
reality more and more frequently because of the dissemination of ICT tools.
Their mobility makes it possible to use them in OL, both as tools for getting
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Table 2.1. Design principles for educational environments. Source: own work based on:
I.M. Shawket, Educational Methods Instruct Outdoor Design Principles: Contributing to
a Better Environment. Procedia Environmental Sciences, 34, p. 224 (2016).
Mary Fritz’s design principle

Shawket’s Comment

Design Principle 1: “The learning environment should enhance teaching
and learning and accommodate the
needs of all learners”.

Comment 1: “Traditional large group, teacher cantered instruction is being replaced with a variety of
tactics that increase student involvement, engaging
learners into an active participatory process of doing
rather than receiving and recreating”.

Design Principle 2: “The learning en- Comment 2: “Shared use of facility space, integratvironment should serve as centre of the ed curricula, collaborative staﬃng, and utilizing
community”.
non-traditional settings such as museums, zoos, and
parks strengthen a community’s sense of identity, and
engage multiple generations in dialog of their unique
educational issues”.
Design Principle 3: “The learning environment should result from a planning and design process involving all
stakeholders”.

Comment 3: “The planning and design of public
schools is an inviting forum for modelling the ways
that students should learn: through collaboration,
shared decision making, and democracy”.

Design Principle 4: “The learning en- Comment 4: “Schools need to be physically, psyvironment should provide for health, chologically, and emotionally safe places. Size and
safety and security”.
scale of the school can aﬀect health and safety by
influencing students’ and adults’ abilities to form
personal relationships. Lighting, indoor air quality
and the toxicity of materials aﬀect the school’s ability
to be a comfortable place for learning”.
Design Principle 5: “The learning en- Comment 5: “School designs can maximize available
vironment should make eﬀective use of resources through multipurpose and shared use, techall available resources”.
nology, and natural/cultural resources to become places that support continuous opportunities for teaching
and learning”.
Design Principle 6: “The learning en- Comment 6: “Schools can be expected to continue
vironment should allow for flexibility to evolve and therefore need to have adaptable faciland adaptability to changing needs”. ities and flexible attitudes to meet future demands”.

to know a given place , and carriers of information that allow to learn various
types of topics while sitting outside, for example in a park. Thus, OL and TEL
discussed in Chapter 1 interpenetrate , creating theoretical foundations for
the idea of learning in CyberParks developed in this book.
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2.3. Outdoor learning from the perspecঞve
of recent studies
In 2010, Harper noticed that topics related to OL started to be empirically
researched on a large scale. The OL concept thus ceased to be exclusively an
object of theoretical considerations, and became a subject of practical research. As already stressed, the results of studies conducted in this respect
show numerous benefits of OL, but also some barriers of OL.
This paragraph will reconstruct them by applying the perspective of this
book. Firstly, results related to OL carried out in the city will be selected. Yet,
it is worth mentioning at this point that there are data at our disposal that
show many advantages of using the OL concept in rural settings, too . Secondly, the results presented will deal with nature-based OL. In this context,
it has to be underlined that in the light of the most recent research results
OL carried out in natural environments is in every respect (which was theoretically supported by Kaplan as early as back in the 1970s) more beneficial
than that carried out in artificial (man-made) environments . For example,
Shin, Shin, Yeoun and Kim showed that the fact whether the man is in
a natural or man-made setting is very important for human cognitive processes. Those researchers analysed cognitive capabilities of subjects before
and after a 50-minute walk. Half of the subjects went on the walk in a forest,
and the rest of them took a walk on the streets of the city. It turned out that
only the walk close to nature positively influences cognitive processes. Similar results were achieved by Weinstein, Przybylski and Ryan , as well as by
Nisbet and Zelenski . Furthermore, studies in cognitive neuroscience, for
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example those conducted by Henderson, Zhu and Larson or Sofer, Crouzet
and Serre , show that the human brain functions in a completely diﬀerent
way depending on whether the man carried out cognitive tasks in a natural
or man-made setting, and that the former is always more beneficial for it.
Nature-based OL is thus desirable not only due to the nature-deficit disorder common among contemporary city dwellers, but also mainly because it
is incredibly eﬀective.
2.3.1. Selected recent studies and the benefits of outdoor learning

Black notices that “the benefits of OL have been widely researched and are
generally considered to provide depth to the curriculum and make an important contribution to students’ physical, personal and social education”. The
results of a meta-analytical review carried out by Mutz and Muller point
to, for example, the following mental health benefits of OL:
– A more positive self-concept.
– Increased self-esteem.
– Improved cognitive autonomy.
– Reduced school truancy.
– More prosocial behaviour.
– The approval of nature protection.
– Increased group cohesion.
– Prejudice reduction.
– Abstinence in regard to substance use.
A more general meta-analysis by Dillon distinguishes six groups of benefits
of OL:
1. Health and well-being benefits.
2. Changing attitudes and behaviours.
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3. Self-eﬃcacy and self-worth.
4. Benefits to schools, teachers and the wider community.
5. Developing skills.
6. Increasing knowledge and understanding.
What is interesting, as convincingly shown by Sharpe , there is least
empirical data in the context of groups linked to cognitive processes (the last
two), i.e. those showing “exactly how OL strengthens the building blocks to
learning”. Due to the key character of this thread for the considerations in this
book, it will be underlined most in reconstructions of this paragraph.
In the context of benefits from group one, Tardona, Bozeman and Pierson conducted a very interesting study recently . They prepared a programme based on the OL concept, carried out in a park with 1350 elementary
school students. The programme assumed learning in a park both about
its nature, and the history and culture of its surroundings. Additionally,
students were equipped with pedometers that measured the number of
their steps and showed statistics of their physical activity. The results of
the programme unanimously showed that not only is this type of OL in
a park beneficial as far as knowledge is concerned, but above all it considerably increases the level of physical activity, which substantially improves
pupils’ health.
It has to be noted, however, that physical activity does not just improve
physical health. Results of numerous studies show that there is a connection
between physical activity and mental health . For this reason, many reports
about benefits from group two and three, i.e. showing that OL positively
changes attitudes and behaviours, and increases one’s self-eﬃcacy and selfworth, can be found. For example, a study by Benton shows that OL – in
most general terms – evokes very positive emotions. 93 pupils from a primary public school took part in this study. For six months, they had classes
not only at school, but also in parks. As shown based on the interviews that
were conducted with the participants, such a form of OL is very relaxing for
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pupils, gives them a lot of joy and increases their motivation to cooperate. As
a consequence of all this, pupils are incredibly keen to learn. This researcher
thus concludes that “emotion is the key to cognition” . Similar results were
collected by Mutz and Muller in the context of youths and young adults.
Moreover, Moldovan and Enoiu used sociometric tests to study a group of 13
pupils during 6 sessions of park activities and proved that OL contributes to
decreasing egotism, and developing mutual help, group cooperation, taking
responsibility, inner trust, tolerance and self-control.
Empirical studies also confirmed the real nature of benefits of OL to
schools, teachers and the wider community (group four of benefits). Sharpe’s
studies can be an example of research in this context, where it was not only
children applying OL, but also their teachers and parents/carers who took
part. For instance, the results show that thanks to OL pupils change their
attitude towards greenery and what they eat; they start caring about the nature in their surroundings (especially in the vicinity of their school) and eat
rationally, taking into account whether the food is healthy and produced in
an eco-friendly way. OL also builds a diﬀerent type of relation between them,
their teachers and the local community, based on joint and equal actions for
the growth and protection of the local environment.
From the perspective of the considerations in this book, the most interesting type of benefit is obviously that linked to “cognitive engagement with OL”,
to quote Green , i.e. that related to developing skills, increasing knowledge
and understanding (group five and six of benefits).
Excellent research that shows this type of benefits is undoubtedly the one
carried out by Christie, Beames and Higgins , where a programme for teaching maths and geography was created based on a combination of indoor and
outdoor learning. This programme was implemented for 7 months and over
1500 students from three secondary schools took part in it. The researchers
used three methods to assess the programme: participant observation, questionnaire and group interviews. It turned out that OL not only contributed
to increased knowledge and competence in maths and geography, but also
actually developed pupils’ critical thinking skills.
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A diﬀerent study conducted by Smeds, Jeronen and Kurppa compared
the results of indoor learning, a combination of indoor and outdoor learning,
and OL. As the analyses showed, indoor learning brought the worst results! 106
fifth-year pupils from four diﬀerent primary schools took part in this experiment. They were assigned to three intervention groups:
– Classroom (indoor learning).
– Classroom and farm (a combination of indoor and outdoor learning).
– Farm (OL).
These researchers stated that “the first represents traditional classroom
learning, including its learning methods and materials. Group B allowed
exploring possible synergy eﬀects between learning environments by combining traditional classroom learning with a visit to the authentic learning
environment for the subject taught: a farm. Group C represents learning only
in an authentic learning environment on farm, where theory and practice of
the subject are combined in the genuine surrounding by genuine actors and
activities. […] The interventions were built up of three separate sequential
lessons kept within two weeks” .
Smeds, Jeronen and Kurppa conducted both a pre-learning test,
a post-learning test, and a five-month-delayed test, which distinguishes their
study as compared to other experiments carried out in this context. Figure 2.2.
shows that the worst increase in knowledge and competence, as well as their
worst durability, was observed in the context of indoor learning. Yet, a similar
increase in knowledge and competence was observed in the context of a combination of indoor and outdoor learning, and OL; however, the knowledge and
competence gained through the combination of indoor and outdoor learning
turned out to be of higher durability.
The poor results for indoor learning as compared to OL’s results can be
explained by reference to a very recent and incredibly simple study conducted by Volta, Fasano, Cerasa, Mangone, Quattrone and Buccino within the
cognitive neuroscience paradigm. 18 healthy subjects (aged 19–28) took part
in this study. The study was conducted using the fMRI method. While lying
in the scanner, each subject watched two films:
414.
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Figure 2.2. A comparison of the results of indoor learning, a combination of indoor
and outdoor learning, and outdoor learning. The 0-10 scale refers to the level of knowledge
and competence. In this study, apart from a pre-learning test and a post-learning test, a fivemonth-delayed test was also conducted. The largest increase in knowledge and competence is
characteristic of outdoor learning, and its durability is highest for the combination of indoor
and outdoor learning. Indoor learning is characterised with the worst increase in knowledge
and competence, and their worst durability. Source: own work based on: P. Smeds, E. Jeronen
& S. Kurppa, Farm education and the value of learning in an authentic learning environment.
International Journal of Environmental and Science Education, 10, p. 392 (2015).

– The open space video clip showed a countryside view (Figure 2.3A).
– The narrow space video clip showed a narrow corridor (Figure 2.3B).
As the researchers concluded, “in both the videos depicting a space, the
scene was filmed while the cameraman was actually walking in the countryside
or in the corridor. In this way, the observation of these videos gave participants
the feeling of walking into the observed space”ͬͩͰ. Moreover, a rolling cylinder
was placed under subjects’ feet (Figure 2.3C). In this way, while watching the
films, the subjects were able to simulate movements that they do when they
are actually out on a walkͬͩͱ.
Figure 2.4 shows that the researchers confirmed that diﬀerent space features in which walking occurs are diﬀerently coded . Human brain activity
is diﬀerent in some respects when a person is on a walk and processes images
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Figure 2.3. Stimuli and experimental setup used in the study by Volta, Fasano, Cerasa,
Mangone, Quattrone and Buccino. (A) A still frame taken from the open space video clip
(a countryside view). (B) A still frame taken from the narrow space video clip (a narrow corridor).
(C) An fMRI scanner with a rolling cylinder. Source: R.D. Volta, F. Fasano, A. Cerasa, G. Mangone, A. Quattrone& G. Buccino, Walking indoors, walking outdoors: an fMRI study. Frontiers
in Psychology, 6, pp. 3-4 (2015). Under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License.

presenting an open space, as compared to those presenting an indoor space.
This is mainly the result of a diﬀerent complexity of these spaces. In an open
space, there are more stimulating objects, while the narrow space requires
a diﬀerent, more precise motor coordination. However, an additional analysis
of the schemes of brain activity under these two conditions also showed that
the open space is simply more interesting for the man; it creates interest; the
man wants to get to know it. What is more, the open space has a soothing
sort of eﬀect, encouraging cognitive activity as such. On the other hand, the
indoor, narrow space is treated by the human brain as a temporary space that
is not aimed at growth but at relax or as a communication track that requires
certain motor control and little cognitive sensitivity.
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Figure 2.4. Human brain activity while taking a walk in an indoor space as compared to
an open space. Source: R.D. Volta, F. Fasano, A. Cerasa, G. Mangone, A. Quattrone& G. Buccino, Walking indoors, walking outdoors: an fMRI study. Frontiers in Psychology, 6, p. 5 (2015).
Under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License.

It is worth adding, however, that the results of an experiment by Nadelson
and Jordan show that OL is not only very eﬀective as far as the activities
completed within it are concerned, but it can also contribute to increased
eﬀectiveness of learning as such, also indoor learning. When proving this
correlation, these researchers tested 111 sixth-grade students participating in
an all-day event that took place during a regular school day at a local city park
(the activities were mostly related to animals inhabiting the area). After these
classes within the OL frame, they interviewed the students on their opinions
about this all-day event. More interviews followed after a month. The results
unambiguously show that students not only assessed OL very highly right
after the classes, but that these one-day classes in a park were enough for the
students to extremely intensify their involvement in investigating the topic
further already through indoor learning.
The positive influence of OL on indoor learning is yet only observed in case
of a combination of indoor and outdoor learning. Studies show that students
who learn exclusively out of school for a longer time start to perceive learning
at school as completely senseless. For example, this correlation was shown
in a study conducted by Dettweiler, Unlu, Lauterbach, Legl, Perikles and
Kugelmann . These researchers sent letters to participants of a six-months’
over-sea’s educational programme, asking them to answer several questions
related to their adaption to a “normal” life. The letter was replied to by 56 peo421.
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ple. The analysis of replies showed, among others, that such a radical form of
OL (called adventure education/learning) completely changed the way those
students perceived school. The students believed, for example, that “school on
board was much more interesting because a lot of what one had to learn made
immediate sense” . Learning at school, on the other hand, is detached from
a real context. After they tried learning in a real context, learning at school
lost sense for them completely.
2.3.2. Selected recent studies and barriers of outdoor learning

Black observes that the barriers of OL can be divided into three (to some
extent interrelated) groups:
– Cultural.
– Logistical.
– Institutional.
Dillon adds that the social perception of OL is often saturated with
stereotypical thinking (cultural barriers), the organization of OL is formally
complicated (logistical barriers), and schools (including teachers and staﬀ)
are completely unprepared for OL (institutional barriers). This observation
is confirmed by the results of numerous studies.
In the context of cultural barriers, Dallat, Salmon and Goode carried
out a qualitative analysis of publicly available risk assessments undertaken
by schools conducting OE programmes and discovered that, for example,
there is still not enough solid information about the risks resulting from
applying OL. Due to this situation, the risks are often overestimated. Most
frequently, OL is thus stereotypically perceived as dangerous for students
(more dangerous than indoor learning). Research by Miller and Barrio Minton shows that this stereotypical opinion also aﬀects teachers’ thinking.
The teachers (N=6) that they interviewed who use OL in a very safe and
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verified environment declared that they still experience a lot of stress when
applying OL with students.
On the other hand, for example logistical barriers were empirically addressed by Cengelci . Using the method of semistructured interviews in his
study on 15 teachers, he proved that teachers who organize OL come across
many economic problems and bureaucratic obstacles at school. This situation often makes it impossible for them to apply OL or limits it substantially.
The most extreme results seem to be those with regard to institutional
barriers. They show that teachers are not prepared to apply OL. As a result, as
demonstrated by Schumann and Sibthorp who studied over 500 subjects,
they often do not believe that they can use OL eﬀectively. What is more, very
frequently they completely do not understand the essence of OL. For example,
Tan and Atencio conducted questionnaire surveys with 84 teachers and indepth interviews with 14 teachers, and discovered that those teachers do not
understand that OL is linked to place-based pedagogy at all. They treat OL
in parks or greens spaces basically exclusively as a motor activity out in the
fresh air in the form of a walk or game. To paraphrase Smeds, Jeronen and
Kurppa , it can be said that they completely do not notice that OL is a fascinating cognitive activity that is “a product of time, place, and environment”.

Conclusions
This chapter has shown that in the contemporary world where city dwellers
suﬀer from a chronic deficit of movement and nature the OL concept, i.e.
the idea of learning not only in the classroom or at home, but also in school
grounds, parks, protected areas etc., becomes more and more popular, also in
formal systems of education. Yet, the implementation of OL results in benefits that are not only linked to eliminating the consequences of movement
and nature deficits. Many studies show that by placing cognitive activity of
a student in a nature-based environment, OL creates ideal conditions for their
cognitive development. Unfortunately, the implementation of the OL concept
in educational systems still seems to be ineﬀective. The widely understood
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education is not prepared for OL. In particular, problems with applying OL are
experienced by teachers, as shown in study results. And, as demonstrated by
Tal, Lavie Alon and Morag , it is the functioning of teachers that determined
the eﬀectiveness of OL (it is similar with TEL, as presented in Chapter 1).
Smeds, Jeronen and Kurppa thus demonstrate that the system of educating teachers needs to be thoroughly rebuilt, so that teachers learn how to use
the OL concept eﬀectively. Those authors thus write: “Teachers, the educators,
are taught at university about the best ways to teach and how the learning
environment for this is best arranged in terms of place and other aspects of
environment. They will most likely follow these guidelines in their teaching,
applying what they have been taught is the best way to teach, in the environment they have been informed is best. Through this and other instruction,
pupils learn how to learn, thereby accumulating half of their learning preferences. Accordingly, if pupils are not taught how to learn in other settings
than a classroom, they will not be able to utilise all of the authentic learning
environments’ possibilities. Neither is this possible if the teachers have not
been taught to teach in diverse learning environments. Teacher education has
a crucial role in forming education practices, alongside views of what learning
environments are best for learning, what the best teaching methods are, and
how pupils learn best ”.
To sum up this chapter, it has to be underlined very clearly that due to
the fact that OL consists in learning about a given place of natural interest,
as well as in learning in that place itself, OL is in some sense linked to TEL
discussed in Chapter 1 (and more precisely, to smart learning or smart education). It is ICT tools that currently make it possible for students to examine
the world and are mobile carriers of information that allow students to learn
virtually anywhere. OL is thus a second (TEL being the first) pillar of the idea
of learning in CyberParks. The combination based on linking TEL and OL
(technology-enhanced outdoor learning) will be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 3

Technology-enhanced
outdoor learning

Introducঞon
Cooley, Holland and Cumming notice, which in a sense was mentioned in
Chapter 2, that everything located outdoors and close to nature is “a unique environment for students”. As added by Land and Zimmerman , such surroundings
are a dynamic context for learning filled with all kinds of objects that stimulate
cognitive activity. (It has to be underlined, however, that obviously a non-naturebased surrounding is also equipped with numerous cognitively stimulating –
– though not so much from the perspective of contemporary city dwellers – objects, which is why, for example, on-street activity is also an important form of OL,
as shown by Samadi, Yunus, Omar and Bakri . What is interesting, according
to Perez-Sanagustin, Parra, Verdugo, Garcia-Galleguillos and Nussbaum , the
potential of natural surroundings understood in this way is fostered (or more
accurately: enhanced) by ICT tools. Su and Cheng even claim that these tools
“oﬀer the opportunity to embed learning in a natural environment”.
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Pierre explains this correlation in a spectacular and slightly perverse
way with the following words: “on one hand, digital learning technologies
can be used to complement and extend real-world outdoor learning – in
taking and sharing of photos, videos and audio recordings, using art and
design software and Internet searches, creating blogs, and so on. On the
other hand, the patterns of thinking, ways of learning, and mindsets of the
Net Generation and other digitally inclined learners can be addressed in
the ways in which we think about the natural world as a learning resource.
In this vein [...] nature might be understood as a giant, multisensory, multimedia, living museum, real-world Wikipedia, dispersed wilds akin to the
Internet, or outdoor web of nature”. What is more, as further explained by
this author, this type of immersion in the natural environment helps people
“recover spiritually and physically from the eﬀects of computers, cell phones,
and the Internet, moving from the stress of constant interface with digital
technologies in the virtual world to the quiet calmness and slower pace of
the natural world [...]. Outdoor learning involving touch, taste, smell, sound,
and sight might make creative use of digital technology [...]. In these ways,
a healthy balance, creative relationship, and synergy may develop between
learning in the digital and natural worlds [...]. The digital resources of the
Internet can be used to learn about the physical world. Web-based reference
software, blog sites, videos, and courseware can be used, for example, to look
up wildlife behaviour and habitat, explore place-based history, urban green
planning, or understand particular natural ecosystems and their elements
[...]. From a digitally minded perspective, nature can be seen as a giant living
library or museum filled with an infinite variety of interesting, touchable, seeable, feel-able, smell-able, and hear-able knowledge, facts, and experiences
immediately available to learners” .
At present, a sort of reincarnation, or some type of promotion, of nature-based OL takes place via ITC tools, underlining the feedback between
new technologies and nature . On the one hand, mobile ICT tools stimulate
(especially city dwellers) to explore nature, and on the other hand, the use of
ICT close to nature to some extent eliminates negative eﬀects of the perma-
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nent connection of human brains to the Internet (described in Chapter 1) and
the permanent deficit of nature and movement characteristic of city dwellers
(shown in Chapter 2). Moreover, as noticed by Benton , ICT tools open OL
to the disabled, for example blind or visually impaired, thus increasing the
group of potential participants of OL and its inclusiveness.
Such a combination of ICT tools and OL is called technology-enhanced
outdoor learning (TEOL) by Veletsianos, Miller, Eitel, Eitel, Hougham and
Hansen . As show in the introduction, TEOL is a theoretical framework for
the concept of learning in CyberParks presented in this book and is part of
the idea of smart education, which in turn is an educational solution aimed
at functioning in a smart city. What exactly is smart city and smart education then? How should we understand CyberParks and the idea of learning
in CyberParks? Finally, do scientific reports actually point to the educational potential of CyberParks? This chapter is an attempt at answering these
questions. In the first paragraph the smart city concept will be shown. Subchapter 2 will present an interpretation of smart education. Then the current
knowledge on CyberParks concepts will be described. Results of the most
recent research to some extent linked to the idea of learning in CyberParks
(or, more broadly, to TEOL) will also be presented. The last part of this chapter will show the largest theoretical problem of the concept of learning in
CyberParks, which will become the object of empirical analyses in the next,
research part of the book.

3.1. Smart city concept
Currently, over a half of the world’s population lives in cities . The 50%
threshold for the world population was exceeded in 2007 , and in 2014
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this value already rose to almost 55 per cent . In Europe, the threshold
was exceeded as early as in 1950, and was over 75% in 2010. What is more,
it is estimated that by 2050 at least 85 per cent of Europeans will have lived
in European cities . As observed by Kourtit, Nijkamp and Arribas , such
trends in the development of civilization are based on the so-called third
revolution in urbanization in our world. The first revolution took place in
antiquity when first cities were built. The second one was a consequence of
the Industrial Revolution and was mainly related to the territorial growth
of cities and communication between them. The third one started in the
post-World War II period, when cities began to develop in a non-passive
way, i.e. not only as spaces for settlement, but also as centres that simulated creativity, innovation, unconventional solutions and places aiming at
knowledge. However, as shown by Quak, Lindholm, Tavasszy and Browne ,
this functional development of cities is also accompanied by its structural
degeneration, for example linked to the fact that the air is more and more
contaminated, there is less and less greenery, and less and less space for
physical activity in cities.
Urban planners, landscapers and architects thus pose a question about
what can be done for the growth of cities to be also accompanied by a multifaceted increase in the quality of life of their dwellers ? They ask what can
make a city more liveable ? All answers circulate around one category: ICT. It
is with them that a city can transform into a smart city .
The concept of smart city was probably first shown in 1994, and since
2011 an incredible increase in publications on this idea has been observed, as
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well as attempts at applying it, which is clearly supported by the European
Union . As shown by van den Bergh and Viaene , the smart city concept
makes reference to some earlier concepts of city development such as the
digital city, the wireless city and the informational city. In this context, Anthopoulos and Reddick also enumerate the virtual city, the broadband city,
the broadband metropolis, the mobile city and the ubiquitous city, whereas
Gil-Garcia, Pardo and Nam also mention the intelligent city. However, as
noticed by Gomez and Paradells , “a formal and widely accepted definition of smart city does not exist”. Furthermore, as underlined by Granier
and Kudo , there is not even any “consensual” definition of the smart city.
Singh adds that every paper on the smart city “deals with diﬀerent parts
like smart grid, intelligent transportation system, smart home, smart water,
smart medical care, smart food, smart education, smart shopping and so on”.
It is thus diﬃcult to refer in any way to the whole that the smart city concept
is supposed to create.
Without doubt, the essence of the smart city idea is the use of ICT in
a way that would make the critical elements of the city become “more
intelligent” . Gontar, Gontar and Pamula add that the smart city concept refers to the idea of integrating ICT with any processes taking place
in a city, and linked to the urban physical and social infrastructures, in
a way that makes it possible to optimise these processes to the maximum,
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irrespective of whether they are linked to energy, water, buildings, transportation, communications, administrative services or anything else. As
shown by the previously quoted Anthopoulos and Reddick , all these
innovative solutions that build the smart city concept do not have to be
exclusively based on ICT. They can also use other sources of innovation,
however – as convincingly explained by Abella, Ortiz-de-Urbina-Criado and
De-Pablos-Heredero – they are always supposed to use the possibility of
applying new technologies in a given context to the maximum and simply
improve everyday urban life.
What is more, when thinking about the meaning of the word “smart” in the
city context, it is best to give up on its traditional understanding linked to the
connotations of the word “intelligent”. Yin, Xiong, Chen, Wang, Cooper and
David explain that “people usually do not understand diﬀerences between
a smart city and an intelligent city […]. Smart means to be able to self-adapt
and provide customized interfaces and services to user needs, which is more
user-friendly than intelligent, which implies having a quick mind and being
responsive to feedback”. The smart city has thus to be taken on the one hand
as a technology-enabled city (like in case of an intelligent city) , on the other
hand, however, as a city geared towards people and the human capital . The
smart city is thus not an idea of a technologically equipped city, but of a new
thinking paradigm, referring to the technologically stimulated growth (or,
more accurately: progress) of city dwellers .
The researchers state that the smart city is constituted with an interaction
of three elements: technology, environment and – most importantly – humans
(Figure 3.1) . Of course, as many theoreticians indicate, the quality of this
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interaction is determined by the economic context to a great extent . The
widely understood economy becomes thus some superior (and superficially
invisible) component of the smart city structure .

Figure 3.1. Constituent elements in the smart city concept. Source: own work based on:
G. Sagl, B. Resch & T. Blaschke, Contextual sensing: integrating contextual information with
human and technical geo-sensor information for smart cities. Sensors, 15, p. 17016 (2015).

Many authors create other, more complex lists of significant (and interfering) smart city components. For example, in this context Zubov enumerates
the following elements:
– Technology.
– Natural environment.
– People and communities.
– Economy.
– Management and organization.
– Governance.
– Policy.
– Built infrastructure.
Gil-Garcia, Pardo and Nam provide a yet more detailed list of smart city
components. These are:
– ICT and other technologies.
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– Natural environment and ecological sustainability.
– Built environment and city infrastructure.
– Human capital and creativity.
– Knowledge economy and pro-business environment.
– Public services.
– City administration and management.
– Policies and other institutional arrangements.
– Governance, engagement and collaboration.
– Data and information.
When analysing smart city components, Kraus, Richter, Papagiannidis
and Durst created a list of conceptual elements of the smart city. It includes:
– ICT infrastructure and information management.
– Social inclusion of urban residents in public services.
– Social and relational capital.
– High-tech and creative industries.
– Social and environmental sustainability.
– Business-led urban development.
Figure 3.2. shows one of the most popular (and well-defined) models of
smart city components. On the one hand, it seems that it shows the fundamental elements of the smart city (technology, living, mobility, people, economy
and governance) very well; on the other hand, however, it makes one realize
that for the smart city to be truly smart, technologies have to become the
background for progress and interaction between the remaining elements
instead of being just an aim of their own .
Due to the fact that there are many definitions of the smart city and its
components are greatly diversified, diﬀerent approaches to the smart city, or
even its diﬀerent types, are more and more frequently discussed. According
to Hajduk , for example, there approaches to the smart city can be distinguished (although only the third of them really reflects the connotations of
the word “smart”):
– Approach focused on implementing advanced technologies to the tissue
of the city (especially sensors, or on the sensoring of the city; the sensors may include: traﬃc sensors, air pollution sensors, sound sensors,
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Figure 3.2. Model of smart city components. Source: own work based on: R. Khatoun &
S. Zeadally, Smart cities: concepts, architectures, research opportunities. Communications of
the ACM, 59, p. 48 (2016).

humidity sensors or public infrastructures sensors – for example, they
monitor buildings, roads or bridges ).
– Approach focused on modern ways of protecting and improving the city
environment (linked to the so-called green economy and referring
mostly to energy savings, alternative energy sources and more eﬃcient
transport means ).
– Approach focused on innovative transmission of knowledge, increasing
the skills of city dwellers and ensuring the intellectual progress of the
society (i.e. linked to learning and education).
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Yet, Niaros created a taxonomy of the smart city (Figure 3.3) where he
distinguishes its four types (the first two are directed at maximizing the profits
of ICT companies, the further two, on the other hand, at the actual increase
in the quality of life in the city):
– Corporate smart city – city development is determined by commercial
activities of big ICT companies such as Cisco Systems, IBM and Siemens.
– Sponsored smart city – city development is determined by non-commercial projects whose completion, however, is sponsored by ICT firms.
– Resilient smart city – city development is determined by the interests
of a given local community and activities of local authorities.

Figure 3.3. Four types of the smart city. The types to the left of the Y-axis (referring to the
polarization: centralized/global versus distributed/local control of the ICT infrastructure)
are aimed at maximizing the profits of ICT firms; the types to the right of the Y-axis, on the
other hand, are aimed at the actual increase in the quality of life in the city. The X-axis refers
to polarization: the accumulation or circulation of capital versus the accumulation or circulation of the commons. Source: own work based on: V. Niaros, Introducing a taxonomy of the
“smart city”: towards a commons-oriented approach? TripleC (Cognition, Communication, CoOperation): Open Access Journal for a Global Sustainable Information Society, 14, p. 53 (2016).
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– Commons-based smart city – city development is determined by the
interests of the global community and activities taken up in a global
perspective.
The definition issues and numerous concepts and interpretations presented are not the only problems with the smart city. This concept is widely
criticized. As determined by de Lange , “by and large, these criticisms have
focused on the ill-defined notion of smartness in smart city visions […]. What
does smart mean and who are actually supposed to be smart?” Moreover, this
author also asks whether people in a city based on ICT are smart indeed? Isn’t
it that such a city sometimes makes them stop to be active and become reactive,
following technologically programmed paths, tempted with technologically
defined awards; isn’t it that they become passive dwellers of a city that is an
algorithm of their programmed activities (we would then deal with the smart
city without smart people ) ?
The smart city is also criticized for its business dimension. For example,
Kuk and Janssen underline that the smart city works in tandem with business, whereas Soderstrom, Paasche and Klauser shows that the smart city
is a sort of a business language game. As explained by these authors, life in
smart cities is “optimized through technologies provided by IT companies.
These companies are the main producers of a discourse about (the benefits
of) smart cities that they produce both to describe their activity in the domain
and to stage themselves as central actors of this urban management model” .
Furthermore, the smart city is a city of a gigantic risk: virtually all cyber-physical things, spaces, infrastructures and people are combined into one
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system here. Popescul and Radu thus notice that an infection of the system,
or some kind of an IT attack, can lead to a catastrophic standstill in the entire
city in just one moment (suddenly, all the elements of the system would stop
working, such as: hospitals, cars, lighting, traﬃc lights systems, industrial
electronic machines, transport networks, security cameras, food distribution
networks, electric heating systems, home routers, set-top boxes, or even home
computers or fridges ). In addition, the smart city is a colossal system that
produces big data . For the city to be actually smart, the system has to include
detailed information about the inhabitants, thus it has to technologically follow
(often in real-time ) their various behaviours, and not only those completed
on the Internet, but also those performed out of the Network , for example
using the so-called surveillance video service (SVS) or camera-fitted drones
(what is interesting, drones have invaded the smart city to such an extent that
it is recently said that the drone city has been born ) . Roche thus calls
the smart city population hyperlocalized people. A problem emerges here:
such multifaceted data forms knowledge that gives unbelievable power .
As a result, access to big data becomes a priority context of interest for many
types of businesses, also those of criminal or even terrorist nature, that can
intercept a huge amount of personal data with just one attack on the system .
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As critics claim, instead of contributing to the creation of the smart
world where everything is globally linked and globally safe, the smart city
requires at least a very advanced security technology, as demonstrated by
Galdon-Clavell . More often, however, critics of the smart city manifest the
need of its deconstruction , or the creation of a new concept of the city up to
contemporary standards that would adopt other assumptions (or put stress on
things diﬀerently; for example the MESH city or hackable city proposals
come in handy at this point).
It is necessary to strongly underline, however, that in spite of the problems pointed to by critics that without doubt have to be overcome, the
smart city is an incredibly interesting vision of the city. On the one hand,
as underlined by Sanchez, Elicegui, Cuesta, Munoz and Lanza , most
interpretations present the smart city as a “new city ecosystem” aimed at
increasing the quality of human life, and on the other hand – and most importantly from the perspective of the considerations in this book – the smart
city is a vision of a city that carries out a maximally intensive stimulation
(through ICT) of people development, i.e. a vision of a city of permanent
learning
and maximally eﬀective education . Education is not only an
element of the smart city , but the core of this concept . Batagan even
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comes to claim that the smart city term refers itself above all to education,
whereas Lombardi, Giordano, Farouh and Yousef that it is not ICT but
high-quality education that is the essence of the smart city. Such education
is, moreover, supposed to attract people to the smart city, as well as give
them competences to develop the smart city concept further. This is why – as
explained by Winters – smart cities will permanently grow, both in terms
of technological progress and the number of inhabitants. As phrased by
Goswami , the smart city is thus simply “a centre” for education. And the
education refers not only to students of school age, but to all its inhabitants
(irrespective of their age), which is why the smart city is also – as shown by
Thite – a lifelong learning city. To put it shortly, the smart city is a city
based on smart education.

3.2. Smart educaঞon – towards learning in CyberParks
Similarly to the smart city, the smart education concept has no commonly
accepted definition , and it is diﬀerently viewed by many researchers (what
is more, this notion is sometimes used without any link to its theoretical
connotations, as a trendy phrase ) . Without doubt, however, smart education is a formalized (institutional) version of smart learning described in
Chapter 1, and its institutional aspect is supposed to take place in educational
systems of the smart city . Smart education is thus planted in the smart
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(or at least digital ) environment whose saturation with ICT influences
the learning strategies both in classroom and at school, as well as away from
them . What is more, smart education (as it most often happens in various
forms of TEL) is supposed to be a strategy of reducing the costs of formal
education .
As explained by Jang , in the context of smart education the word smart
is treated as an acronym that stands for:
– Self-directed – in smart education, pupil’s role is to manager the process
of learning, and teacher’s role is only to assist this process.
– Motivated – in smart education, the pupils is supposed to be motivated, learn out of their own cognitive curiosity through experience and
exploration.
– Adapted – in smart education, the course of formal learning is supposed
to be flexible, and the school is to cease to be a place for knowledge
distribution, and instead become a space that promotes personalized
learning.
– Resource enriched – in smart education, materials used are supposed
to be very diverse and innovative, as well as based on the logics of open
access.
– Technology-embedded – in smart education, the latest ICT solutions are
to be used which will make it possible to learn anytime and anywhere,
but also pupils will be able to learn in any way.
It is thus clear that the smart education idea is a formal manifestation of
the assumptions of not only some aspects of smart learning, but of the whole
concept of TEL. What is more, as shown by Murai, Hayashi, Stone and Inokuchi , smart education refers itself to OL. In smart education, the mobility of
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the learning space, a term coined by Kim, Park and Joo , is crucial. Moreover,
it is assumed here that using ICT in education stimulates explorative learning and learning outside the classroom , especially in authentic contexts
or close to nature, for example in parks . The idea of technology-enhanced
outdoor learning (TEOL) is thus constitutive for the smart education concept.
As explained by Klichowski, Bonanno, Jaskulska, Smaniotto Costa, de
Lange and Klauser , the completion of the TEOL idea in the smart education
reality is supported by two technological pillars. Figure 3.4 shows that these
are the digital textbook and cloud computing.

Figure 3.4. Two technological pillars of technology-enhanced outdoor learning. Source:
own work based on: M. Klichowski, P. Bonanno, S. Jaskulska, C. Smaniotto Costa, M. de Lange
& F. Klauser, CyberParks as a new context for smart education: theoretical background, assumptions, and pre-service teachers’ rating. American Journal of Educational Research, 3, p. 3 (2015).

The digital textbook is nothing else but a school textbook based on ICT. Its
content is presented in an attractive, multimedia way in it; what is more, it
is interactive, i.e. it makes it possible to add notes or links to the content
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studied etc. The digital textbook can also be used on any mobile device like
a smartphone, tablet or laptop . Figure 3.5 shows a sample fragment of such
a textbook.

Figure 3.5. A sample fragment of the digital textbook. Source: Persiatj, Use Case 5 of Digital
Textbook (2008). Under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License.

Cloud computing on the other hand is, in simplified terms, something
similar to an educational cloud. Such a technology makes it possible to transfer
educational materials, in any format, from personal devices to a cloud that
can be accessed by all participants of the process of education, anywhere and
anytime, without the need to download these materials to the device that they
are currently using. This cloud thus makes it possible to learn (and we mean
formal learning here!) everywhere, i.e. in all spaces of the smart city, by using
any device with access to the Internet . In a meta-analytical study, Gonza-
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lez-Martinez, Bote-Lorenzo, Gomez-Sanchez and Cano-Parra discover many
benefits and aﬀordances linked to such a use of cloud computing, such as for
example flexible organization of a space for learning and option to learn out
of the institution, easy communication and resource sharing, as well as cost
savings. However, the authors also point to risks linked to the application of
cloud computing in education – it is mainly about threats for the security of
private data gathered in a cloud (smart education, as well as the whole smart
city, that uses cloud computing is a system based on big data ) . Figure 3.6
shows the educational application of the cloud computing idea.

Figure 3.6. The educational application of the cloud computing idea. Source: own work
based on: J.-S. Jeong, M. Kim & K.-H. Yoo, A content oriented smart education system based
on cloud computing. International Journal of Multimedia and Ubiquitous Engineering, 8, p. 317
(2013).

By combining the above theses, it is thus possible to state, just like Kim and
Oh , that the strategy for the completion of smart education is constituted
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with the N-screen, concept, i.e. it refers to the vision of learning through any
types of screens (i.e. any types of ICT tools, for example smartphones, tablets,
laptops, computers, TV sets) connected to an educational cloud that is full
of educational resources, and serving as a platform for educational communication. Through the application of the TEOL concept, the smart education
leads students equipped with mobile screens (mobile ICT tools), connected to
the school cloud, out of educational institutions and into spaces for authentic
learning or learning close to nature, especially to city green spaces and parks.
In order for the smart education to be eﬀective in places of this sort, these
spaces should be equipped with an additional, digital dimension – the parks
should be CyberParks .

3.3. The CyberParks concept
As observed by Lindholst, Konijnendijk van den Bosch, Kjoller, Sullivan, Kristoﬀersson, Fors and Nilsson , one of the central places in the contemporary global urban planning (not so fascinated with the idea of the west city
anymore) is occupied by the question about what should be done for cities
to be “good” urban green spaces, and especially “good” parks? As well as – as
indicated by Thomas – what should be done for city dwellers to actually use
these green spaces or parks (contemporary culture promotes staying indoors in
a plethora of ways, for example “many people prefer to stay indoors attracted to
wired way of life experiencing virtual reality and/or engage themselves in virtual community rather than being outdoors engaging in a real community” )?
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As shown by Menezes and Smaniotto Costa , one of the ideas for improving and making urban green spaces more attractive is “adding to them a new
dimension – the virtual, blurring the boundaries between the physical and
digital. Diﬀerent terms are emerging to refer to this amalgamation, as mediated, hybrid, networked spaces and CyberPark”. Yet, Raiyn adds that “the
major goal of using ICT in a Cyber-Park is to promote people to better use the
outdoor environment. Modern ICT aims to promote people to move from the
virtual life to real life in society. In other words ICT tools aim to free human from
prison called virtual life a predominantly sedentary behaviour […]. ICT can be
used to incentive people to use public spaces, to spend more time outdoors”.
Such a solution is quite innovative, because previously “the natural environment and digital domains were seen as distinctly diﬀerent” . However,
the issue has changed in the recent years. As noticed by Duarte, Smaniotto
Costa, Mateus, Menezes and Bahillo , “the use of digital communication
devices in public spaces is already a reality. It is common to see people outdoors using smartphones or tablets for phoning, reading, searching, sending
emails, etc”. This applies to all to types of public spaces, also including urban
green spaces. What is more, results of numerous studies show that mobile ICT
tools can stimulate outdoor physical activity , reduce the time spent in front
of the screen at home and use the time saved to spend it close to nature ,
enhance healthy lifestyles , prevent illnesses that result from a sedentary
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lifestyle , and even support the development of fundamental movement
skills in children . However, it is not just about using ICT tools outdoors.
This new dimension is supposed to allow to create “intelligent environments
where sensors and computers are seamlessly embedded to enhance ordinary
park activities, places where the landscape itself might respond to people
moving through it” . It is thus about equipping the urban green space with
some kind of technological infrastructure .
As explained by Ioannidis, Smaniotto Costa, Suklje-Erjavec, Menezes
and Martinez , the history of such outdoor cyber-mediated spaces began
with artistic activities where various types of technological objects (sounds,
images, lighting etc.) were used to attract city dwellers’ attention. Afterwards,
this idea was transformed into practical actions, directed at encouraging
city dwellers to be active with their own ICT tools in urban green spaces
(for example through services like mobile charging or wireless sensor network hotspots). Finally, the continuous growth of the idea of cyberspatial
outdoor experience, and as a consequence the more and more intense implementation of ICT into urban green spaces, paved the way to the creation
of CyberParks.
Admittedly, the idea of CyberParks was created as early as in 1984 by a team
of researchers from Ljubljana (Slovenia), led by Suklje-Erjavec; however, its
actual introduction in academic and public discourse took place only at the
beginning of the second decade of the 21st century, as a result of the operations
by Smaniotto Costa and his co-workers (including Suklje-Erjavec herself) .
According to them, the CyberPark is nothing else but a technologically en-
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hanced urban green space , thus some kind of a hybrid space, combining
a real, nature-based space with technology , or – in other words – blended
digital/urban green spaces . An example of this can be a park with free Wi-Fi
where it is possible to move around using a dedicated application and where
various types of interactive devices are located (for example screens that can
serve information about the plants or history of this park) . Not every CyberPark, however, has to be a typical urban park. As explained by Smaniotto
Costa and Suklje-Erjavec , other types of urban green spaces, such as green
squares, gardens, greenways, green belts, community and allotment gardens,
waterfronts, urban woodlands and urban wilderness (and sometimes even other, less green elements of the open public space) can also become CyberParks.
CyberParks are places in the city that in a sense are close to nature , where
it is possible to use ICT tools and where various ICT solutions encourage to
stay and be active, especially when they encourage physical activity in them .
Although the CyberParks concept is very young, it has not avoided criticism
already. Researchers claim that, similarly to smart cities, CyberParks will be
spaces producing big data and potential targets of cyber attacks, which is
why they will require special IT protection . By referring himself to Nietzsche
and Benjamin’s philosophical considerations, Patricio also notices that the
combination of two contradictory realities of nature and technology that is
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characteristic of the CyberParks concept results in “imparting” both nature
and technology, depriving nature of its full naturalness, and technology of its
full technicality. Is it thus possible to learn eﬀectively in CyberParks?
3.3.1. Learning in CyberParks

Kukulska-Hulme and Jones notice that “spaces only make sense when considered in relation to what is made of them, people’s behaviours and appropriation of space, therefore learners’ activities and the technologies they make
use of are the other key elements”. This is why researchers agree that natural
surroundings, enriched with a technological dimension (of the CyberPark
type), form an attractive learning context . As shown in Figure 3.7, this type
of hybrid space (blended digital/green spaces) combines the institutional
(top-down) and personal (individual) dimension of learning, and not only
in the context of the same space and learning matter as is the case in OL, but
also of technology as is characteristic of TEL.
It is thus clear that TEOL completed in the smart city (for example partially
in CyberParks) is close to the technological reality of a pupil and dynamics
of growth of their life space (of the city that they live in), but it also refers
to their culture’s problems, such as lack of movement and nature. It is thus
possible to say that the TEOL idea (as well as learning in CyberParks) fits the
pedagogical approach called urban education. According to the definition by
Smith, Bradley, Cook and Pratt-Adams , it takes into account “the complexities of the urban setting, urban lives and educational contexts in the face of
new and emerging social and cultural relationships”.
On a side note, it is worth adding that Zimmerman and Land created
a kind of design guidelines for TEOL. They notice that in order to maximize
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Figure 3.7. Conceptualizing the design for technology-enhanced outdoor learning
(learning in hybrid spaces, such as CyberParks). Source: own work based on: A. KukulskaHulme & C. Jones, The next generation: design and the infrastructure for learning in a mobile
and networked world. In: A.D. Olofsson & J.O. Lindberg (Eds.), Informed design of educational
technologies in higher education: enhanced learning and teaching (p. 67). Hershey: Information Science Reference (2012).

the eﬀectiveness of this type of learning, it is necessary to take elements of
the idea of place-based education into account while designing it, such as:
– “Facilitate participation in disciplinary conversations and practices within personally relevant places.
– Amplify observations to see the disciplinary-relevant aspects of a place.
– Connect local experiences to those of general, disciplinary concerns
through exploring new perspectives, representations, conversations,
or knowledge artefacts”.
What is learning in CyberParks then? To sum up the considerations in
this book up to this point, it can be said that learning in CyberParks is a potential element of smart learning, carried out in the form of TEOL. By using
CyberParks in formal education, learning in CyberParks becomes additionally an element of smart education, i.e. the concept of formal education in
the smart city. Moreover, in Line with the concept of CyberParks themselves,
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learning in CyberParks is not only supposed to ensure close access to nature
to pupils (nature-based learning), but also stimulate them to be physically
active (whole-body learning) . It is also recommended for its contents to be
linked to some extent and in some sense to the space where it takes place. Are
there any examples of how this sort of learning is carried out (not necessarily
in CyberParks) in order to illustrate the technological sense of this process?
For instance, Hung, Lin and Hwang describe the use of the Personal
Digital Assistant (PDA) and e-library by children to observe nature. In this
example, after a preliminary diagnosis of pupils’ knowledge, the process of
observing selected natural objects begins, accompanied by taking notes (in
the form of a text, film, photo, sound etc.) on them via the PDA. Then, once
the observation is over, pupils compare their notes with information in the
e-library. Perez-Sanagustin, Parra, Verdugo, Garcia-Galleguillos and Nussbaum , as well as Lai, Chang, Li, Fan and Wu , indicate, however, that
QR codes described in Chapter 1 can be an interesting technological TEOL
solution. Equipped with smartphones or tablets, pupils walk around a garden
and scan QR codes placed all over on diﬀerent objects (for example, on trees,
bushes or monuments), thus receiving to their ICT tools some interesting information about those objects that they can then transform and supplement
(for example, by adding a multimedia note). Yet another technological strategy
is presented by Pan, Tu and Chien . In their example, a Kinect-laptop-integrated system has been places in some interesting spots in a park. The Kinect
system recognizes pupils’ movements, and based on that it activates short
educational films about a certain place of interest on the laptop (the system
uses the so-called Kinect-Activating Film-Playing Device).
As underlined by the previously quoted Perez-Sanagustin, Parra, Verdugo,
Garcia-Galleguillos and Nussbaum , GPS (short for Geographic Positioning
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System ) continues to be the most frequently and eﬃciently used technology in this context. Applications (run on a smartphone or tablet) that use GPS
to determine where the student is located (or what they have covered, i.e.
GPS-tracking ) are utilized here, so that they receive information suitable
for the place they are currently at (for example, if they are in a park close to
an interesting tree species, their smartphone runs an animation that shows
its structure) . Ludwig and Jesberg provide an interesting example of how
GPS is used in parks. They describe the MathCityMap-project (MCM-project)
where a portal and application aimed at learning maths in a park have been
created. When walking in a park with their smartphones, pupils are directed
to various places in the park through a map displayed in the application, and
when they get to a given place, the application provides them with a math task,
for example consisting in calculating the capacity of the water tank located
next to the park fountain. If pupils find it diﬃcult to solve the task, they use
hints in the portal or ask questions to other users (teachers or pupils) via the
portal. Furthermore, Schwartz points to the fact that the GPS can also be
used to learn local history and geography in the park; the teacher can select
suitable waypoints, and pupils visit and explore them, directed by the GPS.
The first dedicated CyberParks application – Way (from Where are you? )
CyberParks application (WayApp) is also based on the GPS. The WayApp was
created within a research programme developed by Deusto Tech-Mobility in
Bilbao (Spain) and “composed by a mobile platform and a monitoring web
service, continued to evolve into a set of options for customizable settings. On
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one hand, it could track the way people use the space, allowing them to get
contextual information and to send suggestions or complains. On the other,
the web could monitor the way people use the space in real time allowing to
visualize people’s path filtered by gender, age, occupation, or reason for visiting
the space. Moreover, users could not only upload their personal profile but also
share media material (images, videos etc.) depicting the content of their individual space-related experiences, while using the application in both online and
oﬄine environment” . As noticed by Pierdicca, Malinverni, Khromova, Marcheggiani, Bonanno, Franco and Martinez , the WayApp has a large potential in
the context of smart learning – both as a strategy for gaining information about
a place explored and as a platform for cooperation with other participants of the
learning process (for example by exchanging smart data, i.e. data collected by
the application linked to multimedia notes created by its users ). Additionally,
the WayApp can use the strategy of mixed reality learning described in Chapter 1,
i.e. allow to learn by expanding real images with a virtual dimension . However,
has the eﬀectiveness of such solutions been scientifically proven?
3.3.2. Learning in CyberParks from the perspecঞve of recent studies

As observed by Hung, Hwang, Su and Lin “outdoor teaching is widely recognized as one of the best alternative teaching methods […]. However, some
outdoor teaching approaches are ineﬀective because students lack expert
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guidance and appropriate outdoor learning tools. With the advantages of portability and easy information access, the use of mobile technology is a growing
trend in education. Therefore, the application of information technology in
outdoor teaching has become an attractive research topic”. However, despite
the fact that the TEOL is recognized as such an interesting area of scientific
exploration (that requires research ), it is not penetrated by academics too
often. As shown by the meta-analysis conducted by Sung, Chang and Liu ,
only slightly over 15 per cent of educational research is about the broadly understood OL, of which very few studies link OL with TEL, and if at all, then
usually in the context of informal learning. Research by Land and Zimmerman
can serve as an example here, where the eﬀectiveness of informal learning
among kids and their parents was studied with the use of mobile devices in
an arboretum.
Furthermore, even if research is conducted where an experimental factor in
the form of TEOL is introduced in formal education, most often its eﬀectiveness is examined by collecting opinions of the participants of this experiment
(instead of examining its real eﬀects) . For example, the results of a study
by Peng and Sollervall consisting in an experimental introduction of TEOL
to the strategies of teaching mathematics to primary school students solely
show that those pupils demonstrated a positive approach towards this solution.
On the other hand, as noticed by Zhou, Dai, Huang, Sun, Hu, Hu and
Ivanovic , this type of research should not only measure the behavioural effects of TEOL, but also “consider the dynamic psychological reactions of the
learners through the studies of their physiological signals such as EEG, ECG,
EDR, respiration, and skin temperature by a wearable device system and assist
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in obtaining a more precise psychological assessment of the learners’ situations”. In short, TEOL, just as is the case with TEL (which has been presented
in Chapter 1), requires research in cognitive neuroscience and psychophysiology. However, there is none.
Still, there are the results of some reliable experimental studies where real
eﬀects of TEOL completed in a way close to learning in CyberParks were measured. For example, Hsiao, Lin, Feng and Li examined two fifth-grade classes
in an elementary school. They randomly selected one class as their control group,
and one class as their experimental group. Prior to the experiment, both classes
participated in a pre-test on ecological conservation. Then each of them took
part in outdoor ecology classes in the same park for four hours. The classes were
exactly the same for both groups, yet the learning materials and learning sheet
of the control group were printed in paper, and the experimental group used
multimedia learning materials on smartphones. After the classes, researchers
conducted a post-test on ecological conservation. As shown in Figure 3.8, it
turned out that the experimental group scored significantly higher in learning,
i.e. generally speaking that TEOL is more eﬀective than traditional OL.

Figure 3.8. An experimental comparison of technology-enhanced outdoor learning
with traditional outdoor learning. These outdoor classes were about ecology and were
conducted in a park. Source: own work based on: H.-S. Hsiao, C.-C. Lin, R.-T. Feng & K.J. Li,
Location based services for outdoor ecological learning system: design and implementation.
Journal of Educational Technology & Society, 13, p. 105 (2010).
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Similar results showing greater eﬀectiveness of TEOL as compared to traditional OL were also achieved by Huang, Chen and Chou , who conducted
classes for middle school students in a garden and enriched them with elements of mixed reality learning, as well as Hung, Hwang, Su and Lin who
organized a 3-month cycle of outdoor classes for sixth-grade students, with the
use of smartphones and digital cameras, and a telescope. Interestingly enough,
Su and Cheng research results also show that TEOL not only dominates the
traditional OL, but also TEL itself. These researchers compared the results
of classes on the same subjects conducted for fourth-graders in the form of
TEL and TEOL. It turned out that classes who had their lessons in the form
of TEOL scored significantly higher.
All that research is focused on comparing the eﬀectiveness of learning in
case of using ICT tools (TEOL) or not using them (OL), or in case of being
outdoors (OL) or in class (traditional learning). However, one factor that is
key to the idea of CyberParks was not taken into account, i.e. the link between
cognitive activity and physical activity. And this link (called the dual-task)
can bring about very surprising results, as suggested by results of cognitive
neuroscience research.
3.3.3. Learning in CyberParks and the dual-task cost

As observed by Wajda, Motl and Sosnoﬀ , traditionally, physical and cognitive
activity “have been viewed as unrelated, but there is evidence of cognitive-motor interference”. In the recent years, when conducting cognitive neuroscience
research, it has been noticed that brain regions related to higher cognitive
control are activated while carrying out simple types of physical activity, such
as gait , so far recognized as automated. As underlined by Woollacott and
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Education, 96, pp. 75-80 (2016).
P.-H. Hung, G.-J. Hwang, I-H. Su & I-H. Lin, op. cit., pp. 14-16.
C.-H. Su & C-H. Cheng, op. cit., pp. 268-286.
D.A. Wajda, R.W. Motl & J.J. Sosnoﬀ, Dual task cost of walking is related to fall risk in
persons with multiple sclerosis. Journal of the Neurological Sciences, 335, p. 160 (2013).
M. Bakker, F.P. De Lange, R.C. Helmich, R. Scheeringa, B.R. Bloem & I. Toni, Cerebral
correlates of motor imagery of normal and precision gait. NeuroImage, 41, pp. 998-1010
(2008); S. Huda, R. Rodriguez, L. Lastra, M. Warren, M.G. Lacourse, M.J. Cohen & S.C. Cramer, Cortical activation during foot movements. II. Eﬀect of movement rate and side.

Shumway-Cook , this suggests that cognitive factors play an important role
in controlling activities such as walking, or even that “there are significant
attentional requirements for postural control”.
What is more, as explained by Yuan, Koppelmans, Reuter-Lorenz, De Dios,
Gadd, Wood, Riascos, Kofman, Bloomberg, Mulavara and Seidler , it was also
observed that while performing cognitive-motor tasks, “performance in one or
both tasks typically declines when two tasks are carried out simultaneously”.
For example, as demonstrated by Al-Yahya, Dawes, Smith, Dennis, Howells
and Cockburn , when a person is walking, their gait speed drops immediately if they start carrying out some type of cognitive task, such as recalling
a shopping list or attending to a conversation. As shown by Nagamatsu, Voss,
Neider, Gaspar, Handy, Kramer and Liu-Ambrose , probably specific cognitive processes such as attention “collectively ensure our safety during mobility”. When a person carries out a cognitive task apart from a motor task, their
attention resources aimed at ensuring safe movement are limited , thus in
order to ensure safety, this person’s brain slows the gait down, and yet the risk
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p. 2 (2016).
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Biobehavioral Reviews, 35, pp. 716-717 (2011).
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of a fall is very high then . It can also work the other way round – dual-task
walking may not only reduce the gait speed, but also cognitive performance,
especially if it is impossible to substantially decrease physical activity . This
eﬀect – illustrated in Figure 3.9A – is called the dual-task cost .
As cognitive processes weaken when the human body grows old, results of
many studies show that the older the person is the bigger the reduction of gait
speed (and also stride length) during dual-task walking . In addition, this
eﬀect increases the diﬃculty and task type, and more precisely which brain area
a given cognitive task is processed (see Figure 3.9B) . On the other hand, the
level of reduction of cognitive performance is influenced above all by the intensity of physical activity, i.e. for example by the speed of gait (see Figure 3.9C) .
It is worth adding that because the dual-task cost has been correlated
with attention, dual-tasks, such as verbal fluency, calculating or smartphone
use during walking – as indicated by Takeuchi, Mori, Suzukamo, Tanaka and
Izumi – activate the prefrontal cortex (see Figure 3.10), which plays a role in
executive functions such as attention. Thus, some people, for example those
who have suﬀered a stroke in this brain region, are unable to carry out cognitive-motor tasks . According to Suzuki, Hiraishi, Sugawara and Higashi ,
suitable training that requires carrying out various types of dual-tasks can,
however, bring this function back to some extent.
As stated by the previously mentioned Takeuchi, Mori, Suzukamo, Tanaka and Izumi , one of the most popular forms of dual-task nowadays is the
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Figure 3.9. Cost of dual-task walking. (A) Dual-task walking reduced gait speed and/or
cognitive performance. (B) The more diﬃcult a cognitive task is, the more the gait is reduced.
(C) The higher the gait is, the more the cognitive processes are weakened. Source: own work
based on: E. Al-Yahya, H. Dawes, L. Smith, A. Dennis, K. Howells & J. Cockburn, Cognitive
motor interference while walking: a systematic review and meta-analysis. Neuroscience &
Biobehavioral Reviews, 35, pp. 724-726 (2011); K. Pothier, N. Benguigui, R. Kulpa & C. Chavoix,
Multiple object tracking while walking: similarities and diﬀerences between young, youngold, and old-old adults. Journals of Gerontology Series B: Psychological Sciences and Social
Sciences, 70, pp. 843-845 (2014).

smartphone use while walking, which “requires an appropriate allocation of
cognitive and physical resources to each task. Overload of central resources
is associated with an inability to allocate attention appropriately between simultaneously performed cognitive and physical tasks. Therefore, smartphone
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Figure 3.10. Prefrontal cortex. (A) Lateral view. (B) Medial view. Source: Center for Life Science. Under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License.

use while walking is becoming a public concern with respect to the risk of
collisions and falls, due to cognitive-motor interference”. Indeed, both studies
(unfortunately carried out in laboratory conditions and not in real-life situations ) as medical statistics (that show an increase in the number of accidents
involving a passer-by using a smartphone) confirm that the smartphone use
while walking does increase the risk of falls . This problem is so widespread
that special smartphone applications (the WalkSafe App for example) have
even started to be produced to help smartphone users avoid falling down or
having an accident while walking .
Nevertheless, there are no results of research that would analyse to what
extent the smartphone use while walking weakens cognitive processes. Yet, if it
is weakened considerably, not only does the idea of learning in CyberParks as
a combination of cognitive activity – carried out via smartphones (or tablets or
other mobile ICT tools) – with physical activity (for example walking around
a park) refer to a dangerous activity (moving around with a smartphone increases the risk of falling down or having an accident), but also to one that is
cognitively ineﬀective. Can learning be eﬀective when a student’s cognitive
performance is decreased? Thus, before the idea of learning in CyberParks
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starts to be used in practice, it is necessary to carry out research that would
help solve this problem in some way. Part two of this book provides evidence
from such research.

Conclusions
This chapter showed that there is a trend in developing modern cities to rebuild them so that they become spaces for permanent and maximally eﬀective
learning. Such learning is to be based on the TEOL concept, i.e. it is to take
place close to nature (for example in parks), via mobile ICT tools. However,
in order for those tools to work eﬀectively in such spaces, those spaces have
to be equipped with a digital dimension. Thus, parks have to be transformed
into CyberParks. Learning in CyberParks is not only supposed to ensure students close access to nature, but also stimulate them to be physically active.
None of the research carried out so far has confirmed, however, whether this
cognitive-motor interference is beneficial for the students. What is more, the
dual-task cost concept suggests that it can expose students to the danger of
a fall or accident while carrying out various activities in CyberParks, as well
as it can weaken their cognitive abilities, depriving the idea of learning in
CyberParks of its actual sense. The second part of the book will present the
results of first research that verified whether learning in CyberParks based on
dual-tasks indeed weakens the eﬀectiveness of cognitive processes.
To sum up this part of the book, it has to be underlined that approaches
radically critical of TEOL which stress it that OL should be completely free
from ICT are also created at present. Such approaches show nature as an alternative to the noise of the city and technological entrapment . However,
these critics refer to the TEOL completed in the form of camps or trips out of
the city. As an alternative to TEL carried out in the classroom, TEOL does not
seem to have many opponents. To paraphrase Oliver’s words, in CyberParks,
the ICT do not substitute any aspect of nature; they simply make it possible
for students, imprisoned for many hours in a school classroom and separated
from nature, to come closer to it.
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Learning in CyberParks
– an empirical study

CHAPTER 4

Learning in CyberParks
and the dual-task cost: experiment
under natural condiঞons

4.1. Methods
In line with the methodological suggestions presented in the first part of the
book, the study took the form of an experiment under natural conditions,
conducted with the use of cognitive neuroscience tools. The experiment was
thus carried out in a real park and both the behavioural eﬀects of learning as
well as what happens in the brain during learning were measured as part of it.
The study obtained a positive opinion from the TUD COST Action TU1306
Core Group and was carried out in accordance with the principles of the Helsinki 2013 Declaration.
4.1.1. Parঞcipants

Twenty healthy volunteers (16 women, age: 20-21, mean = 20.3, SD = 0.5) took
part in experiment. These were thus subjects whose ageing processes that might
enhance the dual-task cost have not started yet. Each participant expressed
their understanding and written consent for the experiment to be conducted.
All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. All individuals
declared themselves as right-handed, which was confirmed by the results of the
revised version of the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory : Laterality Quotient
= 95.2, SD = 15.2, Laterality Score = 63.7, SD = 11.2. This is important, because
the participants carried out the task with one hand on a smartphone with
a 3.5-inch screen. Poor sight or left-handedness might thus aﬀect the results.
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4.1.2. Procedure and equipment

The experiment was conducted in a park on the university campus. There is
Wi-Fi in this park. A special space was marked in the park where a bench was
located. The bench was next to a tree and in front of it there was another tree
within a distance of 20 metres. A tape was placed at the height of 120 cm on
each tree and linked the trees together. After standing up from the bench, it
was thus possible to have a walk of 40 metres by strolling along the tape and returning at its end. Figure 4.1 presents a scheme of how the space was organised.

Figure 4.1. Organizing the space in an experiment under natural conditions. In a WiFi equipped park, a bench was placed in a way that made it possible to stand up from it, walk
20 metres ahead and then walk back. The route of the walk was marked with a tape hanging
between trees and fixed at the height of 120 cm. Source: own work.

Sitting on the bench or walking along the tape, the participants carried
out two tasks on a smartphone. Both tasks were based on classic cognitive
neuroscience paradigms used in studying the process of learning. These were:
Sternberg task: paradigm aimed at examining the eﬀectiveness of memorization. The Sternberg task consists in showing the participant, one by one, a few
(not more than seven, as the human working memory can store the maximum
of seven objects) stimuli (words, numbers, pictures etc.), and then showing
the participants one stimulus and asking them to decide if this stimulus was
among those previously presented . In the current experiment, via a smart617.
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A.M. Owen, K.M. McMillan, A.R. Laird & E. Bullmore, N-back working memory paradigm: a meta-analysis of normative functional neuroimaging studies. Human Brain
Mapping, 25, pp. 46-59 (2005); S. Wang, J. Gwizdka & W.A. Chaovalitwongse, Using

phone application created especially for the needs of this study (the application was created in the TypeScript 2.2.0 [the Apache License] programming
language, with the use of two frameworks: Angular 4.0.0 [the MIT License]
and RxJS 5.1.0 [the Apache License]; Internet access is thus necessary in order
to be able to use the app), the participants were shown seven pictures presenting tools. Each picture was displayed for 217 ms (this target duration leads
to the required response accuracy ). Before each picture appeared, a black
cross was displayed for 1000 ms in the middle of the screen space where the
pictures were displayed. The participants were instructed in advance that it is
a point of fixation and that they were supposed to direct their gaze at it when
it was displayed. After seven pictures were displayed, the screen was masked
for 1000 ms in order to eliminate the afterimage eﬀect. The mask was followed
by a picture and two buttons: “Yes” and “No”. By tapping the right button,
the participant was supposed to take a decision on whether the picture presented had been displayed among the seven previously displayed ones. The
participants carried out the task eight times. Each block contained a diﬀerent
combination of specially prepared pictures of twenty diﬀerent tools (before
the experiment, the participants were shown printouts of the pictures with
the names of the tools). Ten tools were positioned in a normal orientation,
five in the right-handed orientation, and five in the left-handed orientation
(see Appendix B). It was thus impossible for the participants to guess the orientation of the tool. The participants carried out the tasks by turns, either by
sitting on the bench (single-task) or walking (dual-task). In order to eliminate
the sequence eﬀect, ten of them started from sitting and ten of them started
from walking. As a result, even-numbered blocks were carried out while sitting (single-task) by half of the participants, and while walking (dual-task) by
the other half of the participants; the case was the same with odd-numbered
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blocks. In each four blocks carried out while sitting (single-task), and in each
four blocks carried out while walking (dual-task), there were two tasks where
“Yes” should be tapped, and two where the correct answer was “No” (see Appendix C: Part 1). The application registered the answers. Figure 4.2 depicts
the trial structure and timing in this task.

Figure 4.2. The trial structure and timing in Sternberg tasks. A point of fixation was displayed on the smartphone screen for 1000 ms. Then, a picture of a tool was displayed for 217
ms. After seven pictures, a mask was displayed for 1000 ms, and then a picture and two buttons. The participant had unlimited time to tap the selected button. After tapping it, a screen
for choosing another block was displayed. A film showing how the application works can be
viewed at: cyberparks.amu.edu.pl/book. Source: own work.

Two-back task: paradigm aimed at examining the eﬀectiveness of processing information while memorizing. The two-back task consists in showing
several stimuli, one by one (words, numbers, pictures etc.). Every now and
then, a picture is repeated. The participant’s task is to react (for example, tap
a button) when the picture currently displayed was also displayed exactly two
pictures back (thus the name: two-back). The task can also be carried out in
other variants, which is why the paradigm is also called the n-back task. When
examining children, a simplified version, i.e. one-back, is often used. Due to
the fact that there are so many stimuli in the task that the working memory
cannot store them all, not only does the participant have to memorize them,
but they also have to manipulate them by eliminating those already unneces-
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sary from their working memory (in case of the two-back task, these are the
stimuli that were shown more than two sequences before) . In the current
experiment, via a smartphone application created especially for the needs of
this study (similarly to the previous one, this application was created in the
TypeScript 2.2.0 [the Apache License] programming language, with the use of
two frameworks: Angular 4.0.0 [the MIT License] and RxJS 5.1.0 [the Apache
License]; Internet access is thus necessary in order to be able to use the app),
the participants were shown twenty-five pictures presenting tools (it was the
same set of pictures as used in Sternberg tasks, see Appendix B). Each picture
was displayed for 217 ms (this target duration leads to the required response
accuracy ). Before each picture appeared, a black cross was displayed for
2500 ms in the middle of the screen space where the pictures were displayed.
The participants were instructed in advance that it is a point of fixation and
that they were supposed to direct their gaze at it when it is displayed. The
participants carried out the task four times. Each block contained a diﬀerent
combination of tools. The participants carried out the tasks by turns, either
by sitting on the bench (single-task), or walking (dual-task). In order to eliminate the sequence eﬀect, ten of them started from sitting (single-task) and
ten of them started from walking (dual-task). As a result, even-numbered
blocks were carried out while sitting (single-task) by half of the participants,
and while walking (dual-task) by the other half of the participants; the case
was the same with odd-numbered blocks. Each block contained five instances of repeating a picture two sequences further. They appeared in each block
at a diﬀerent moment though (see Appendix C: Part 2). When a picture was
repeated in this way, the participant was supposed to tap the screen anywhere. The application registered both the correct and incorrect taps, as well
as measured the reaction time (in ms). Figure 4.3 depicts the trial structure
and timing in this task.
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Figure 4.3. The trial structure and timing in two-back tasks. (A) A point of fixation was
displayed on the smartphone screen for 2500 ms. Then, a picture of a tool was displayed for
217 ms. (B) The participant had 2717 ms to tap. After twenty-five pictures, a screen for choosing another block was displayed. A film showing how the application works can be viewed at:
cyberparks.amu.edu.pl/book. Source: own work.
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The participants carried out the tasks on the iPhone 4s (Apple) with a 3.5inch screen. They had the MindWave Mobile EEG (NeuroSky) fixed to their
heads. The data from the MindWave Mobile EEG was registered via the NeuroSky Recorder 1.0.9 for iOS (NeuroSky) software with the use of the iPhone
6s Plus (Apple). The devices communicated via Bluetooth. The data was also
automatically sent to Dropbox. To analyse it, a 13-inch MacBook Pro (Apple)
was used, and to visualize it, a 21.5-inch iMac (Apple) was used. Additionally,
the Speedometer 3.0 for iOS (Tim O’s Studios) application measured their
gait (in km/h).
MindWave Mobile EEG is a device belonging to a group of most modern
tools used for mobile monitoring of various parameters of the human body .
MindWave Mobile EEG is a type of an EEG sensor, i.e. it is used to monitor
the parameters (waves) of the human brain . Similar mobile EEG sensors
include: Miniature Wireless Acquisition Systems with Quick-20 Dry EEGHeadset (Cognionics), 72-Channel Dry EEG Headset (Cognionics), Multi-Position
Dry EEG Headband (Multiposition Dry EEG Headband), EPOC and Insight
wireless EEG acquisition systems (Emotiv), Nautiluswireless EEG acquisition
system (g.tec), ENOBIO 8 wireless EEG system (Neuroelectrics) and wireless
EEG sensor headset (Advanced Brain Monitoring) . However, not only does
MindWave Mobile EEG measure the raw signal and power spectrum (alpha,
beta, delta, gamma, theta), but it also measures the attention level (mainly
based on the beta wave: >14 Hz; this algorithm indicates the intensity of mental
focus or focus on a cognitive task; the value ranges from 0 to 100) and meditation level (mainly based on the alpha wave: 8-14 Hz; that algorithm indicates,
on the other hand, the level of mental calmness or relaxation; the value also
ranges from 0 to 100) . MindWave Mobile EEG makes it thus possible to
measure parameters that are significant in research into the dual-task cost.
What is more, MindWave Mobile EEG utilizes a single electrode placed on the
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Fp1 position which is elementary for EEG research (see Figure 4.4) , i.e. the
Brodmann area 10 (BA10). In turn, BA10 is part of the prefrontal cortex , i.e.
an area that is key to the dual-task as demonstrated in Chapter 3. Furthermore,
Fp1 refers to BA10 in the left hemisphere, which supports the use of pictures
of tools in the study; tools, as well as their linguistic or graphic symbols, are
represented in the left hemisphere . Of course, by receiving signal from Fp1,
we do not just collect data from BA10, although such a location of the electrode
seems to be very justified in the study conducted. The reference electrode is,
in turn, on the ear clip (A1 position, see Figure 4.4) .
It is worth adding that even though mobile EEG measuring is still a novelty in scientific research , MindWave Mobile EEG is a tool recognized as
reliable , and as demonstrated by Johnstone, Blackman and Bruggemann ,
measurements carried out with MindWave Mobile EEG significantly correlate
with those carried out by stationary EEG systems, for example NuAmps (Compumedics Neuroscan). What is interesting, MindWave Mobile EEG is also
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Figure 4.4. A diagram of electrode positioning in EEG research (max. 20 electrodes). By
using MindWave Mobile EEG, the electrode is placed in the Fp1 position, whereas the reference
electrode in the A1 position. Source: public domain; title: Electrode locations of International
10-20 system for EEG (electroencephalography) recording; author: トマトン 124.

used as a brain-computer interface (for example, a fully paralysed person can
steer their wheelchair via MindWave Mobile EEG) . Figure 4.5 presents
the device design.
632.
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Figure 4.5. MindWave Mobile EEG design. MindWave Mobile EEG utilizes a single electrode
placed on the forehead, over the left eye (Fp1 position). The reference electrode is on the clip
fixed to the left ear (A1 position). The device is powered with a battery, and the data registered
is sent via Bluetooth. Source: neurosky.com.

4.1.3. Data analyses

All results are expressed as means. The Student’s t-test (for dependent samples) or Wilcoxon’s Z-test were used to compare (continuous) variables. The
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for normality was used to determine the appropriate
statistical test (parametric or nonparametric). Finally, correlational analyses
were used to investigate whether or not the dynamics of cognitive parameters
both for single- and dual-tasks share any common profiles. The adopted level
of significance was α = 0.05. All statistical analyses were carried out using IBM
SPSS Statistics 24.0.
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4.2. Results
4.2.1. Sternberg tasks

The dual-task cost was not observed in the context of accuracy (ACC) when
carrying out Sternberg tasks (yet, the gait was always visibly slowed down
and was of approximately 2.0 km/h, i.e. it was about 1.0-2.0 km/h slower than
the average speed of a slow walk). Figure 4.6 shows that the average ACC for
single-tasks is 85.0%, and it is not significantly higher than for dual-tasks,
for which it is only 1.2% less, i.e. 83.8% (Z = -0.2, p > 0.05). However, the average attention level is significantly higher for single-tasks, as compared to
dual-tasks. And so, it is 61.6 for single-tasks, and only 54.4 for dual-tasks (the
diﬀerence between means = 7.2, SE = 3.0, t = 2.4, p < 0.05). The situation is the
same with the meditation level. For single-tasks it is 64.1, and for dual-tasks
it is only 60.1 (the diﬀerence between means = 4.0, SE = 1.8, t = 2.2, p < 0.05).

Figure 4.6. Results of the experiment under natural conditions: Sternberg tasks. The
dual-task cost was not observed in the context of accuracy. Yet, the eﬀect is visible in case of the
attention level and meditation level. Only significant results are indicated here. Asterisks indicate
significant p-values: *p < 0.05. Error bars depict standard errors of the means. Source: own work.

Figure 4.7A visualizes the dynamics of attention while carrying out Sternberg
tasks, i.e. how the attention level changes in time. There were no significant correlations between its profiles (p > 0.05). It is also clearly visible that during dual-tasks the dynamics of attention does not reflect the dynamics of the cognitive
task, as is the case in single-tasks (here, attention increases when a stimulus to
remember appears, and the attention level for each stimulus is similar). Figure
4.7B visualizes the dynamics of meditation. There were also no significant correlations between profiles (p > 0.05) and it can be observed that starting a dual-task
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Figure 4.7. The dynamics of attention and meditation at Sternberg tasks (experiment
under natural conditions). (A) The dual-task cost was observed in the context of the attention level variability in time, in the sense that during dual-tasks the dynamics of attention does
not reflect the dynamics of the cognitive task. In single-tasks, the attention increases regularly,
every time there is a stimulus to remember. (B) The dual-task cost was also observed in the
context of the meditation level variability in time. Starting a dual-task causes a lot of stress
which accompanies the whole task. During single tasks, the stress level is low and decreases
as one gets used to the task. LH – left hemisphere, RH – right hemisphere. Source: own work.
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(first step while simultaneously learning the stimuli) causes a lot of stress and
the level of tension is not systematically decreased while carrying out the task,
as is the case on single-tasks (here, the participant in a way gets used to the task).
4.2.2. Two-back tasks

In case of two-back tasks, no dual-task cost was observed in the context of
most of the parameters analysed (the gait, however, was visibly slowed down –
– it was approximately 2.0 km/h). Figure 4.8A shows that the average ACC
for single-tasks is 83.0%, and is not significantly diﬀerent from the ACC for
dual-tasks where it is 87.5% (Z = -1.2, p > 0.05). The same is the case for the
attention level and meditation level. The former is 53.4 for single-tasks, and
50.4 (t = 1.2, p > 0.05) for dual-tasks; on the other hand, the latter is 57.6 for
single-tasks, and 56.1 (t = 1.0, p > 0.05) for dual-tasks. In case of the attention
level and meditation level, however, there is a visible trend that reflects the
logics of the dual-task cost; these values are always lower for dual-tasks (attention level: the diﬀerence between means = 3.0, SE = 2.4; meditation level:
the diﬀerence between means = 1.5, SE = 1.5).
The dual-task cost was not observed in the context of an average reaction-time for correct answers (RT) or for the average number of incorrect
answers, either. As Figure 4.8B shows, the RT is 928 ms for single-tasks, 907
ms (t = 0.7, p > 0.05) for dual-tasks. Figure 4.8C shows, however, that the participants practically gave no wrong answers, irrespective of whether the tasks
were single or dual. In two single-tasks, they tapped incorrectly 0.1 times on
average, and 0.4 times in two dual-tasks (Z = -1.3, p > 0.05), which means that
most of them did not get anything wrong at all.
Figure 4.9 visualizes the dynamics of attention and meditation while carrying out two-back tasks, i.e. how their levels change in time. Although there
were significant correlations between profiles of attention (p < 0.05), Figure
4.9A shows clearly that the dynamics of attention in single-tasks is not the
same as the dynamics of attention in dual-tasks. This potential trend (p = 0.02)
refers to slightly longer periods of lack of concentration during dual-tasks
and to the fact that the dynamics of attention reflects the dynamics of the
cognitive task during dual-tasks worse than during single-tasks. Figure 4.9B
shows that the case is not similar as far as the dynamics of meditation goes:
there were no significant correlations between profiles (p > 0.05). The profile
for single-tasks is diﬀerent from that of dual-tasks, and these diﬀerences refer
to slightly longer and stronger periods of stress during dual-tasks.
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Figure 4.8. Results of the experiment under natural conditions: two-back tasks. (A) No
dual-task cost was observed in the context of accuracy, attention level or meditation level. (B) It
was not observed in the context of the average reaction time for correct answers (C) or in the
context of the average number of incorrect answers, either. Error bars depict standard errors
of the means. Source: own work.
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Figure 4.9. The dynamics of attention and meditation during two-back tasks (experiment under natural conditions). (A) No dual-task cost was observed in the context of the
attention level variability in time, and a potential trend refers to slightly longer periods of lack
of concentration. (B) The eﬀect was observed for the meditation level variability in time. The
diﬀerences refer to slightly longer and stronger periods of stress. LH – left hemisphere, RH –
– right hemisphere. Source: own work.
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CHAPTER 5

Learning in CyberParks
and the dual-task cost:
laboratory experiment

5.1. Methods
In order to exclude the influence of variables other than the experimental one
(for example, the weather or level of noise in the park) on the results gathered
in the experiment under natural conditions (Experiment 1), a similar experiment was conducted in laboratory conditions (Experiment 2).
Similarly to Experiment 1, this experiment obtained a positive opinion from
the TUD COST Action TU1306 Core Group and was carried out in accordance
with the principles of the Helsinki 2013 Declaration.
5.1.1. Parঞcipants

Twenty healthy volunteers (16 women, age: 20-25, mean = 20.5, SD = 1.2) took
part in this experiment. Similarly to Experiment 1, these were people whose
ageing processes that might enhance the dual-task cost have not started yet.
Each participant also expressed their understanding and written consent
for Experiment 2 to be conducted. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. All individuals declared themselves as right-handed, which was confirmed by the results of the revised version of the Edinburgh
Handedness Inventory : Laterality Quotient = 95.7, SD = 10.5, Laterality
Score = 61.0, SD = 9.3. As already indicated in Chapter 4, this is important,
because the participants carried out the task with one hand on a smartphone
with a 3.5-inch screen (poor sight or left-handedness might thus aﬀect the
results).
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5.1.2. Procedure and equipment

Exactly the same procedure and the same equipment as in Experiment 1 described
in Chapter 4 were used in this experiment. However, instead of sitting on a bench
in a park, the participants were sitting in a laboratory in a special armchair that
had a RD-1 Rotor for Lower Limb Exercise (Meden-Inmed) fixed to it. This type
of rotors (also called ergometer pedal exercisers) are used in neurorehabilitation,
and aimed at simulating walking with no risk of falling . During the experiment,
then, instead of walking along a tape in the park (as in Experiment 1), the participants simulated walking on the rotor. The rotor was also fixed with a speed
counter DC4 S (b’Twin). Before the experiment, the participants looked at the
speed counter and learnt to keep a rhythm characteristic of a normal, slow walk
(3.0-4.0 km/h). Figure 5.1 presents a scheme of how the space was organised.

Figure 5.1. Organizing the space in a laboratory experiment. A special armchair equipped
with a rotor aimed at simulating walking was placed in a Wi-Fi equipped laboratory. The rotor
was equipped with a speed counter that made it possible to learn the right rhythm of a simulated walk. Source: own work.

5.1.3. Data analyses

All results are expressed as means. Exactly the same data analyses as in Experiment 1 described in Chapter 4 were used in this experiment. The adopted
level of significance was also α = 0.05 and all statistical analyses were carried
out using IBM SPSS Statistics 24.0.
635.
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5.2. Results
5.2.1. Sternberg tasks

Similarly to Experiment 1, no dual-task cost was observed in the context of the
ACC of carrying out Sternberg tasks. Figure 5.2 shows that the average ACC
for single-tasks is 78.8%, and it is not significantly higher than for dual-tasks
where it is 2.6% less, i.e. 76.2% (Z = -0.7, p > 0.05). The average meditation
level is (as in Experiment 1) significantly higher for single-tasks, as compared
to dual-tasks. And so, for single-tasks it is 65.6, and for dual-tasks only 59.6
(the diﬀerence between means = 6.0, SE = 2.2, t = 2.6, p < 0.05). However,
diﬀerently from Experiment 1, the average attention level for single-tasks is
not significantly diﬀerent from the attention level for dual-tasks. Although it
is 63.9 for single-tasks, and only 59.9 for dual-tasks (the diﬀerence between
means = 4.0, SE = 3.1), this diﬀerence is not significant (t = 1.3, p > 0.05). Still,
it can be considered as a sort of a trend reflecting the logics of the dual-task
cost (worse results in dual-tasks).

Figure 5.2. Results of the laboratory experiment: Sternberg tasks. No dual-task cost was
observed in the context of accuracy or attention level (although a certain trend is visible here).
Yet, the eﬀect is visible in case of the meditation level. Only significant results are indicated
here. Asterisks indicate significant p-values: *p < 0.05. Error bars depict standard errors of the
means. Source: own work.

Figure 5.3A visualizes the dynamics of attention while carrying out Sternberg tasks, i.e. how the attention level changes in time. The dynamics of
attention in single-tasks is not very similar to the dynamics of attention in
dual-tasks, and at the same time there were no significant correlations between
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Figure 5.3. The dynamics of attention and meditation during Sternberg tasks (laboratory experiment). (A) The dual-task cost was observed in the context of the attention level
variability in time, such as a certain direction is visible linked to the more frequent and longer
periods of lack of concentration (B) The dual-task cost was also observed in the context of the
meditation level variability in time. During single-tasks, the level of stress is low and decreases
as one gets used to the task, whereas during dual-tasks the stress is higher, occurs more frequently and lasts longer, and its decrease in time is lower. LH – left hemisphere, RH – right
hemisphere. Source: own work.
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its profiles (p > 0.05). Thus, it is possible to observe a certain direction indicating a longer lack of concentration in dual-tasks. The case is not diﬀerent
when it comes to the dynamics of meditation: there were also no significant
correlations between profiles (p > 0.05). As Figure 5.3B shows, more frequent
and longer periods of stress during dual-tasks can be noticed very clearly. In
case of single-tasks, the stress is generally lower, as well as it diminishes and
shortens systematically as the task is carried out.
5.2.2. Two-back tasks

As in Experiment 1, no dual-task cost was observed in the context of most of
the parameters analysed in case of two-back tasks. Figure 5.4A shows that the
average ACC for single-tasks is 86.5%, and it is not significantly diﬀerent from
the ACC for dual-tasks where it is 83.0% (Z = -1.2, p > 0.05). The case is similar
with the attention level. For single-tasks it is 48.3, and for dual-tasks it is 47.7
(t = 1.3, p > 0.05). In both cases, however, a trend is visible that reflects the
logics of the dual-task cost: these values are always lower than for dual-tasks
(ACC: the diﬀerence between means = 3.5%, SE = 2.8%; attention level: the
diﬀerence between means = 0.6, SE = 1.8). However, the situation is diﬀerent
with the meditation level. Here, the diﬀerence is significant (t = 3.0, p < 0.01).
The meditation level for single-tasks is 62.1, and only 58.8 for dual-tasks (the
diﬀerence between means = 3.3, SE = 1.1).
Similarly to Experiment 1, no dual-task cost was observed in the context of
the RT and average number of incorrect answers, either. As Figure 5.4B shows,
the RT for single-tasks was 841 ms, and for dual-tasks it was only 5 ms more, i.e.
846 ms (t = -0.2, p > 0.05). Figure 4.8C shows, however, that the participants
got the answers wrong equally often (or actually equally seldom) irrespective
of whether the tasks were single or dual. During single-tasks, they tapped
incorrectly 0.8 times on average, and 0.7 times during dual-tasks (Z = -0.03,
p > 0.05), which means that almost each of them got a wrong answer only
once in two single-tasks, and only once in two dual-tasks.
Figure 5.5 visualizes the dynamics of attention and meditation while carrying out two-back tasks, i.e. how their levels change in time. Figure 5.5A shows
clearly that the dynamics of attention in single-tasks is not the same as the
dynamics of attention in dual-tasks. There were also no significant correlations between its profiles (p > 0.05). This is refers to slightly longer periods
of lack of concentration during dual-tasks and the fact that the dynamics of
attention reflects the dynamics of the cognitive task during dual-tasks worse
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Figure 5.4. Results of the laboratory experiment: two-back tasks. (A) No dual-task cost
was observed in the context of accuracy or attention level. This eﬀect, however, is visible for
the meditation level. (B) No dual-task cost was observed in the context of the average reaction time for correct answers (C) or in the context of the average number of incorrect answers,
either. Only significant results are indicated here. Asterisks indicate significant p-values: **p
< 0.01. Error bars depict standard errors of the means. Source: own work.

than during single-tasks. Figure 5.5B shows that the case of the dynamics of
meditation is not diﬀerent. There were no significant correlations between
its profiles (p > 0.05). Exactly as was the case in the context of results of Experiment 1, its profile for single-tasks is diﬀerent than that of dual-tasks in
the sense that starting a dual-task (first step with learning stimuli simultaneously) causes a lot of stress and that during the whole dual-task the stress
is generally larger and lasts longer.
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Figure 5.5. The dynamics of attention and meditation during two-back tasks (laboratory experiment). (A) The dual-task cost was observed in the context of the attention level
variability in time, and its direction is linked to slightly longer periods of lack of concentration.
(B) This eﬀect was also observed for the meditation level variability in time. Starting a dual-task
causes a lot of stress and its increased level accompanies carrying out the whole task. LH – left
hemisphere, RH – right hemisphere. Source: own work.
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CHAPTER 6

Supplemental analyses comparing
outdoor and indoor learning

6.1. Data analyses
In order to verify if learning is more eﬀective when one sits on a bench in
a park (outdoor learning) than when one sits in the classroom or at home
(indoor learning), supplemental analyses were run where independent data
from Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 were compared. The Student’s t-test (this
time, however, for independent samples) or Mann-Whitney U test were used
to compare variables. Similarly to previous analyses, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for normality was used to determine the appropriate statistical test
(parametric or nonparametric). Finally, correlational analyses were used to
investigate whether or not the dynamics of cognitive parameters both for
outdoor and indoor learning share any common profiles. The adopted level
of significance was also α = 0.05. All statistical analyses were carried out using
IBM SPSS Statistics 24.0.

6.2. Sternberg tasks
In the context of Sternberg tasks, no significant diﬀerences were observed
between outdoor learning and indoor learning. Figure 6.1 shows that the average ACC for outdoor learning is 85.0%, and it is not significantly diﬀerent
from the ACC for indoor learning where it is 6.2% less, i.e. 78.8% (U = 169.5,
p > 0.05). The case is the same in the context of the attention level and meditation level. During outdoor learning, the average attention level is 61.6, and
during indoor learning it is 63.9 (t = -0.8, p > 0.05). On the other hand, the
average meditation level during outdoor learning is 64.1, and during indoor
learning it is 65.6 (t = -0.5, p > 0.05).
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Figure 6.1. Results of supplemental analyses comparing outdoor and indoor learning:
Sternberg tasks. No diﬀerences between indoor learning and outdoor learning were observed
in the context of accuracy, attention level and meditation level. Error bars depict standard errors of the means. Source: own work.

Figure 6.2 visualizes the dynamics of attention and meditation during
outdoor learning and indoor learning. It is clearly visible that even though the
correlations between outdoor learning and indoor learning are significant (for
attention: p < 0.01; for meditation: p < 0.001), the profiles of dynamics of these
two properties are substantially more regular than for outdoor learning, and
during outdoor learning they reflect the dynamics of the cognitive task better.

6.3. Two-back tasks
In case of two-back tasks, no significant diﬀerences were noticed between
outdoor learning and indoor learning, either. Figure 6.3A shows that the
average ACC for outdoor learning is 83.0%, and it is not significantly diﬀerent from the ACC for indoor learning where it is 86.5% (U = 181.5, p > 0.05).
The case is similar in the context of the attention level and meditation level.
During outdoor learning, the average attention level is 53.4, and during indoor learning it is 5.1 less, i.e. 48.3 (t = 1.6, p > 0.05). On the other hand, the
average meditation level during outdoor learning is 57.6, and during indoor
learning it is 4.5 more, i.e. 62.1 (t = -1.7, p > 0.05).
No significant diﬀerences between outdoor learning and indoor learning
were observed in the context of the RT and the average number of incorrect
answers, either. As Figure 6.3B shows, the RT for outdoor learning is 928 ms,
and for indoor learning it is 841 ms (t = 1.9, p > 0.05). Yet, we can talk of a certain very strong trend here, because p = 0.7. It means (even if a priori) that the
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Figure 6.2. The dynamics of attention and meditation during outdoor and indoor learning (Sternberg tasks). (A) In the context of the attention level variability in time, significant
correlations between outdoor learning and indoor learning were noticed, yet the profile of the
dynamics of attention is substantially more regular for outdoor learning; during outdoor learning it reflects the dynamics of the cognitive task better. (B) In the context of the meditation
level variability in time, significant correlations were noticed between outdoor learning and
indoor learning, either; yet here the profile of the dynamics of meditation is substantially more
regular than for outdoor learning. During outdoor learning stress moments are also slightly
less intense. LH – left hemisphere, RH – right hemisphere. Source: own work.
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participants tapped more quickly during indoor learning than during outdoor
learning (the diﬀerence between means = 87 ms, SE = 46.1 ms). Figure 6.3C
shows, however, that during indoor learning they also committed more errors
(0.8 times in two tasks) than during outdoor learning where they were almost
never wrong (0.1 times in two tasks). However, the diﬀerence observed (the
diﬀerence between means = 0.7, SE = 0.4) is not significant, either (U = 141.5,
p > 0.05), and it is also just a trend, and a considerably weaker one (p = 0.1).

Figure 6.3. Results of supplemental analyses comparing outdoor and indoor learning: two-back tasks. (A) No diﬀerences between indoor learning and outdoor learning were
observed in the context of accuracy, attention level and meditation level. (B) They were not
observed in the context of the average reaction time for correct answers, either (C) or in the
context of the average number of incorrect answers. One can still talk of a certain trend here
that shows that the participants tapped more quickly during indoor learning than during
outdoor learning, at the same time though they committed more errors during indoor learning. During outdoor learning they almost did not commit any errors at all. Error bars depict
standard errors of the means. Source: own work.
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Figure 6.4 visualizes the dynamics of attention and meditation during
outdoor learning and indoor learning. Even though the correlations between
outdoor learning and indoor learning are strongly significant (for both: p <
0.001), the profiles of dynamics for these two properties are slightly more
regular for outdoor learning.

Figure 6.4. The dynamics of attention and meditation during outdoor and indoor learning (two-back tasks). (A) In the context of the attention level variability in time, significant
correlations were observed between outdoor learning and indoor learning, yet the profile of
dynamics of attention is slightly more regular for outdoor learning, which is reflected mainly
in longer periods of lack of concentration during indoor learning. (B) In the context of the
meditation level variability in time, significant correlations were observed between outdoor
learning and indoor learning, either. However, the profile of dynamics of meditation is also
slightly more regular for outdoor learning. During outdoor learning, stress moments are also
slightly less intense. LH – left hemisphere, RH – right hemisphere. Source: own work.
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Discussion and conclusions:
how to learn in CyberParks?

The aim of this book was to present the state of knowledge on learning in
CyberParks. This task was not easy, because the history of CyberParks has
only just begun. In addition, no-one has actually written about or examined
the educational sense of CyberParks yet . The theoretical considerations
included in Part 1 of the book allowed, however, to determine what learning
in CyberParks is in the light of learning theories, and what technological
solutions can already be used today with its framework. All in all, this theoretical study demonstrates that learning in CyberParks takes on the form of
technology-enhanced outdoor learning (TEOL; a combination of the technology-enhanced learning concept [TEL] with the outdoor learning concept
[OL]) and becomes an element of the smart learning idea, i.e. the most modern
concept of ICT-supported learning. What is more, by using CyberParks in formal learning, learning in CyberParks becomes an element of smart education,
i.e. concept of formal education in the smart city. To put it in simple words,
learning in CyberParks is supposed to ensure that pupils have contact with
nature (thus fighting at the same time its more and more widespread deficit),
as well as encourage them to take up physical activity (thus fighting the more
and more widespread sedentary lifestyle). In order to be able to learn in motion and close to nature, when learning in CyberParks (i.e. parks equipped
with an additional, digital dimension) pupils are supposed to use mobile ICT
tools with various applications (of the WayApp type) that use technologies
such as, for example, GPS, QR codes or mixed reality. In this sense, the concept of learning in CyberParks is thus a certain answer to the problems of
the contemporary culture, open to the needs of contemporary city dwellers.
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Yet, this simultaneous combination of cognitive activity and physical activity
causes some anxiety, because the dual-task cost concept suggests that this
type of cognitive-motor interference can expose pupils to the risk of falling
or having an accident while carrying out various activities in CyberParks, as
well as it can weaken their cognitive abilities. If it was the case indeed, the
idea of learning in CyberParks understood in this way would be deprived of
any sense, all the more so of any educational sense. However, the dual-task
cost concept has not been researched in this context yet.
To shed some new light on this issue, two experiments were carried out
with the assumptions and results presented in Part 2 of the book. All in all,
this empirical study demonstrates that outdoor learning is beneficial for
the rhythms of the human brain, to use the term coined by Jensen . The
dynamics of attention and meditation seems to reflect the dynamics of the
cognitive task better, and its profile seems to be more regular when the tasks
are carried out outdoors as compared to the tasks carried out indoors (yet, it
was manifested in the form of a trend). However, the rhythms of the brain
start to undergo some interference when the cognitive task begins to be linked
with a physical task. And so, during dual-tasks the periods of lack of concentration are extended and stress moments are intensified, and the dynamics
of attention and meditation ceases to reflect the dynamics of the cognitive
task. This eﬀect was observed both when the participants walked in a park
and when they simulated walking in a laboratory (in one case for two-back
tasks it was manifested in the form of a trend; two-back tasks are, however,
much easier than Sternberg tasks, which may explain why the dual-task cost
was more visible for the latter).
The lack of stabilization in the rhythms of the brain observed during dual-tasks does not, however, aﬀect the accuracy (ACC) of carrying out a given
task, or the time needed to react to a certain stimulus, or even to a number
of errors committed. This observation could suggest that in the context of
cognitive processes, the dual-task cost concept is – playing with the language –
“overcosted”. However, the average ACC for all tasks in both experiments was
as much as 83.0%, which may indicate that these tasks were simply slightly
too easy (although it is not to say that any ceiling eﬀects occurred), and
as a result the dual-task cost did not appear for these parameters (in future
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research, it would be good to use other paradigms that would burden the
cognitive processes more; it is also worth testing the paradigms used in a situation of more intense physical activity, for example while marching with the
speeds of 5 km/h, 6 km/h or even 7 km/h; such research, however, should
be conducted only through simulations, because such a fast gait combined
with a cognitive task can be dangerous under natural conditions). What is
more, referring to the conclusions from the work by Fremerey and Bogner ,
it seems that even if the irregularity in the profiles of dynamics of attention
and meditation during dual-tasks did not clearly aﬀect the short-term eﬀects
observed, it rather most certainly destabilizes the process of consolidation ,
thus influencing the long-term learning eﬀects. In future research, the level
of recall of some elements after certain periods of time should also be examined, for example after a week, month and several months, i.e. the focus
should be not only on the information kept in the working memory, but also
on that transferred to the long-term memory. What is more, due to the fact
that in the experiments described here the stimuli were of exclusively visual
character, i.e. they engaged only the visual-spatial sketchpad , it is worth
applying sound stimuli (ICT tools used in CyberParks are multimedia, thus
they often convey information via sound) that engage the phonological loop,
i.e. the second of the basic components of the working memory , in future
research (even if they will not directly refer to examining the information
stored in the working memory).
When discussing other limitations of the research conducted and to make
recommendations for future research, it is impossible not to refer to the participants of the experiments described. Even though according to the standard
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of basic cognitive neuroscience research, late adolescents were examined, it
is worth underlining that the brains of such subjects are much more similar
to the brains of adults than children or teenagers . As noticed by Jensen and
Nutt, “a baby brain is not just a small adult brain, and brain growth, unlike
the growth of most other organs in the body, is not simply a process of getting larger. The brain changes as it grows, going through special stages that
take advantage of the childhood years and the protection of the family, then,
toward the end of the teen years, the surge toward independence. Childhood
and teen brains are impressionable” . As shown by numerous studies carried
out by teams led by Galvan , especially the teenage brain functions diﬀerently
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than the brain of an adult. As a result, we do not know if the – basic – results
gathered here can be generalized to younger people. We can, however, predict
that the consequences of the cognitive–motor interference during learning in
CyberParks will be either the same for teenagers or children as those for late
adolescents, or even clearer. Not only does the dual-task cost increase as the
processes of brain ageing start (as demonstrated in Chapter 3), but it is also
clearly higher in childhood and adolescence (than in adulthood). Based on
the meta-analyses conducted by Ruﬃeux, Keller, Lauber and Taube , they
noticed that a function of age in the context of the dual-task cost takes on
a U-shaped pattern. This is confirmed by research results by Hagmann-von
Arx, Manicolo, Lemola and Grob . These researchers, however, analysed the
dual-task cost in the motor context, and not in the cognitive context, and as
suggested by research results by Anderson, Bucks, Bayliss and Della Sala ,
the weakening of cognitive processes in the course of dual-tasks does not
necessarily have to be stronger for children or teenagers as compared to late
adolescents or adults. In the context of cognitive processes, we can thus come
across a reverse L-shaped pattern and not the U-shaped pattern. Nevertheless, this indicates that the consequences of the cognitive-motor interference
during learning in CyberParks for teenagers or children are at least the same
as those for late adolescents. In order to be certain of it, however, additional
experiments (not so fundamental) should be conducted where the participants would come from these age groups.
By referring to the research that used the currently most advanced research procedure in educational studies conducted by Dikker, Wan, Davidesco, Kaggen, Oostrik, McClintock, Rowland, Michalareas, Van Bavel, Ding
and Poeppel that consisted in using 12 sets of mobile EEG while examining
interactions in the school classroom, future studies could also additionally
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examine the (brain-to-brain) interaction of the participants (irrespective of
their age) of learning in CyberParks. This could lead to an explanation on
whether learning in CyberParks is a concept of individual learning or rather
of group learning.
To sum up, this theoretical and empirical study shows that learning in
CyberParks is a very interesting concept of both informal and formal learning directed at contemporary (and future) city dwellers. However, before
CyberParks become spaces for learning, the CyberParks idea itself should be
redefined in a sense. In CyberParks, people should be physically active, and
as demonstrated in the theoretical part of this book, ICT tools can encourage
such activity, and even coordinate such activity, by providing visitors to CyberParks a suitable amount of movement. Yet, the crucial cognitive activity
carried out in CyberParks should be separated from physical activity. If someone thus wants to learn in CyberParks via ICT tools, they should sit on a bench,
grass or some other place, and learn with the use of applications that do not
require them to move. Staying close to nature improves the functioning of
the human brain, which is why such learning is more eﬀective than learning
carried out indoors or outdoors, but without contact with the greenery. What
is more, it is also healthier, and it can be easily organized in such a way that
the learners are physically active during breaks from learning. When designing CyberParks, one should not only consider their technological infrastructure, but also plan some space in them for comfortable seating and use of ICT
tools (for example, they should include tables with wireless chargers, benches
equipped with power sources, or garden houses of various types to give shade
or shelter on a rainy day, or even something like an outdoor classroom). From
this perspective, learning in CyberParks thus becomes a very important concept whose implementation into the reality of formal education may provide
an answer to many problems of the contemporary educational institutions,
for example linked to students’ lack of frequent contact with nature and the
consolidation of their sedentary lifestyle. What is more, the concept of learning in CyberParks seems to represent some balanced (healthy) approach to
the level of ICT use in education . In CyberParks we are supposed to use ICT
tools, but we are also supposed to be close to nature, i.e. a reality that has not
been technologized. To paraphrase the quote that opens the considerations in
this book, it can thus be stated that the concept of learning in CyberParks is
650.
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based on the following rule: the more ICT in learning (the more TEL is used),
the more we have to learn outside (the more we need TEOL).
The concept of learning in CyberParks understood in this way can, however, be opposed to by teachers. Studies by Ucus show that most often teachers perceive outdoor activities are linked only to physicality, or to exploring
nature or interesting places. Will they then assume that when the weather
is good, it is better to learn in CyberParks than in the classroom? Moreover,
research by Gehris, Gooze and Whitaker with the use of the focus groups
method show that in the context of all innovations linked to OL, teachers
demonstrate considerable distrust and expect comprehensive – methodical
even – training. The case is similar with pre-service teachers. Even though
they are taught to search for qualitatively best educational solutions , they
do not – as demonstrated by Klichowski and Smaniotto Costa as well as
by Klichowski, Bonanno, Jaskulska, Smaniotto Costa, de Lange and Klauser – have a positive attitude towards innovative solutions that change the
traditional education paradigm through ICT, such as smart education, and
they do not evaluate the CyberParks themselves as encouraging to use them
for educational purposes. This is hardly surprising, because it is known that
teachers and pre-service teachers evaluate educational activities from the
perspective of their own educational experience , where simplified binary
relationships occurred that radically separated the home from the school, the
school from the city, formal learning from informal learning, as well as they
showed that the school is the place for learning, and green areas are a space
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for physical activity, and maybe natural history classes, only . The concept
of learning in CyberParks, and more broadly smart education, thus shatters
the traditional way of thinking about education; however, as indicated in the
theoretical part of the book, this sort of change in the educational paradigm
is necessary for the contemporary society.
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Appendix B

Sঞmuli used in experiments

Part 1: ax (normal orientaঞon), rake (normal orientaঞon), shovel (normal orientaঞon), broom (normal orientaঞon).

225

Part 2: pump (normal orientaঞon), flush (normal orientaঞon), stamp
(normal orientaঞon), plunger (normal orientaঞon).

226

Part 3: tape (normal orientaঞon), sandpaper (normal orientaঞon),
spray (right-hander orientaঞon), hammer (le[-handed orientaঞon).

227

Part 4: pen (right-hander orientaঞon), scissors (right-hander orientaঞon), pencil (right-hander orientaঞon), file (right-hander orientaঞon).
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Part 5: knife (le[-handed orientaঞon), sharpener (le[-handed orientaঞon), saw (le[-handed orientaঞon), stapler (le[-handed orientaঞon).
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